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The JT-60U experiments in 1997 focused mainly on the steady-state tokamak

research with the newly installed W-shaped pumped divertor and the negative

ion based neutral beam (NNB) in addition to the existing profile and shape

control techniques developed in JT-60U. In particular, the research on divertor

physics was accelerated under the new divertor system with many of fine

diagnostics: Detachement characteristics, pumping control, impurity control,

recycling characteristics, etc. in the W-shaped divertor were investigated in

detail. The onset density of X-point MARFE in ELMy H-mode was reduced to

50-70% of Greenwald limit density from about 70% in the previous open

divertor. On the generation of X-point MARFE, electron density increased

locally near the X-point and electron temperature decreased to 20eV. The

ratio of recombination to ionization in Baimer series was about 1%. Probabil-

ity of the inner-leg pumping was estimated to be 0.6-2% of total recycling. In

the steady (5s) helium pumping experiment using the core fueling helium

beams to model the helium ash, rH*/rE — 4 satisfying the ITER requirement

was obtained. With the 'gas and pump' technique, it became possible to

control divertor radiation loss, neon concentration and divertor neutral pres-

sure. The main purpose of confinement and stability studies in 1997 was to

improve steadiness of high confinement plasmas with the new divertor. Since

a long heating time with 203MJ of the total heating energy became possible

without harmful increase in impurity and particle recycling, the DT equivalent
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fusion gain QDT
eq~0.1 was sustained for 9 sec in a ELMy H-mode discharge.

The progress in the high confinement reversed shear operation was demon-

strated by a quasi-steady sustainment of the internal transport barrier with an

ELMy H-mode edge. Researches progressed also for the formation conditions

of the internal and the surface transport barriers in the high-j8p mode, the

reversed shear mode and the H-mode. Toward the advanced feedback controls

of multiple parameters, the JT-60U started new feedback controls of central

line density and divertor neutral gas pressure in addition to the existing

controls of off-axis line density, radiation power and neutron production rate.

The JT-60U team also carefully studied characteristics of halo current during

disruptions. Optimization of NNB operation progressed steadily and injection

power increased up to 4.2MW. The NNB-driven current was identified directly

from the internal magnetic measurement and driven current profile was con-

firmed to be consistent with the ACCOME calculation. The current profile

control with LHCD successfully sustained the internal transport barrier in

reversed shear plasmas. Continuous TAE modes were observed with NNB for

the first time as beam-driven TAE modes.

Keywords: JT-60U, Plasma Control, Halo Current, Confinement, Stability, Long

Pulse, Reversed Shear, Current Drive, N-NBI, High Energy Particle,

W-shaped Divertor, Heat and Particle Exhaust, Radiative Divertor,

Diagnostics
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1. Overview of the Experiment in 1997

1.1 Confinement, Stability and Plasma Control

The main experimental purpose for confinement and stability studies in 1997 was to

improve steadiness of high confinement plasmas with the new w-shaped pumped divertor. The

key operational factors such as plasma volume, shape, position relative to neutral beam lines,

ramp up speed of plasma current, gas fueling rate etc. had to be optimized for the new first wall

boundary and particle supply and exhaust. To study changes in H-mode characteristics by the

divertor modification was also an important topic. Concerning the disruption research,

construction of halo current data base was raised as the key subject. In addition to these tasks

related to the divertor modification, understandings of profile effects on transport and stability

were continuously emphasized as the most important physics target. Through these works,

issues of plasma control were clarified toward our final goal of steady-state high integrated

performance with simultaneous achievement of high confinement, high p\ noninductive current

drive with high bootstrap fraction and high efficiency of heat and particle exhaust.

After the divertor modification, a long heating time (9sec) of high power NB (20 -25MW)

became possible without harmful increase in impurity and particle recycling. The total energy

input reached 203MJ. The DT equivalent fusion gain QDT~0.1 was sustained for 9 sec

(triangularity 8 =0.16) and QOT -0.16 for 4.5 sec (8=0.30) in high [3p ELMy H-mode

discharges at 1^=1.5MA by optimizing the pressure profile and electron density. In the latter

case, H-factor (=TE/TE
ITER89PL)~2.3, PN~2 and pp~1.6 were sustained with 60-70% of

noninductive current drive (NB driven and bootstrap). The new extension of pulse length

accelerates understanding of roles of parameters with long time constants such as the current

profile and particle recycling. Concerning the former, appearance of low-n resistive modes

limits the sustainable pN in a long pulse ( ~ 2 for 5- 9sec). The detailed measurement of electron

temperature by the heterodyne radiometer with high spatial resolution of 2cm showed growth

and saturation of island width (~5cm). The neoclassical tearing mode is the candidate of this

instability.

The remarkable progress in the high confinement reversed shear operation was

demonstrated by its long time sustainment with an ELMy H-mode edge. By using power

step-down technique, the (3-collapses were avoided and a favorable performance with

H-factor=1.8-2.5 and |3N=1.5-1.8 were sustained for 1.5s (~4-5xxE) in a discharge with high

triangularity (B=3.5T, Ip=1.5MA, 8=0.28) where the internal transport barrier (ITB) for both

electron and ion channels were sustained in addition to the edge transport barrier by the

H-mode. A longer sustainment reaching 4.3s was also demonstrated in the ELMy discharge

-j
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(H-factor -1.7, |3N -1.5) using feedback control of the NB heating power to maintain a fixed

neutron production rate. Compared to the L-mode edge discharges, the high p stability in the

H-mode edge discharges was improved in the low-q^ region ((3N -2.3 at qmin~1.5-1.9). The

remaining issue for the confinement improvement in reversed shear H-mode is the relatively

small ITB radius (-50% of the minor radius).

Concerning the ITB formation physics, two improved modes with ITBs viz. the high-{3p

mode and the reversed shear mode were carefully compared. The high-Pp mode has the ITB at

positive magnetic shear. Although these two modes have clear ITBs for the ion channel, only

the reversed shear mode has the clear ITB for the electron channel. In reversed shear discharges,

the radial location of the ITB propagates outward and then stagnated near or just inside the

radius of qmin. The reduction of the electron thermal diffusivity was also observed in case of

electron heating by ICRH, where a steep density gradient does not seem to be essential for the

ITB formation.

The above experimental results suggest us to advance or expand the theoretical treatment of

transport and stability. Concerning the ion transport in reversed shear discharges, the thermal

diffusivity is close to the neoclassical value. However, the conventional theories do not give an

accurate formula for the ion thermal diffusivity valid for arbitrary shape, aspect ratio and

impurity content. We have applied the so called Matrix Inversion (MI) method to calculate the

neoclassical ion thermal diffusivity for the JT-60U discharges including the above effects. The

diffusivity from the MI method is two times smaller than that from the Chang-Hinton formula.

Concerning the MHD stability of the reversed shear discharges, we found that the Mercier

criterion can be violated. In the negative shear region, the stabilizing terms due to the parallel

current and the magnetic well produced by the poloidal current change to the destabilizing terms.

For the ITER physics R&D, we conducted detailed analyses of the H-transition. In order to

correlate the edge quantities with the H-mode power threshold, an exploratory work was

undertaken with the edge nondimensional quantities, namely p*95, (395 and v*95. Another

approach to the H-transition physics is to find "hidden" variables. We reported that increase in

edge neutral pressure reduces the edge collisionality required for the transition. According to the

result, a change of the threshold power was expected by the divertor modification. It was found,

however, that the amount of reduction in the threshold power in the modified divertor geometry

was subtle (-10%), in comparison with the open divertor. The density exponent also remained

in the range of 0.5 to 0.75, whilst it was 0.5 for the open divertor. For understanding of the

effects of neutral pressure, we have to resolve where in the edge poloidal location being the

most influential on the H-transition.

The JT-60U team also carefully studied characteristics of halo current during disruptions for

the ITER R&D. Ranges of the measured total halo current normalized by the initial plasma

current (Ih/Ip0) and the toroidal peaking factor (TPF) were 0.05 - 0.26 and 1.4 - 3.6 respectively
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in the range of Ip=0.7 - 1.8 MA, Bt=2.2 - 3.5T, K=1.3-1.6, q95= 2.8 - 7.0. The maximum local

halo current (Ih/Ip0 x TPF) was 0.52. This value is smaller than that of the present design value

of 0.58 in ITER. The value of Ih/Ip0 x TPF decreases with increasing line integrated electron

density at the time of the peak of halo current.

Finally, toward the advanced feedback controls of multiple parameters with multiple

actuators, the JT-60U started two new feedback controls, namely the central line integrated

electron density and the divertor neutral gas pressure in addition to the existing controls of

off-axis line density, radiation and neutron production rate.

1.2 Current Drive and High Energy Particle Behavior

Optimization of the operation of Negative-ion-source Neutral Beam Injector (NNBI:

designed parameters of 500 keV and 10 MW with two ion sources) progressed and the injection

power of 3.2 MW/source at 350 keV was achieved. The maximum injection power increased up

to 4.2 MW using two ion sources. Utilizing the NNB, lower hybrid (LH) waves and ion

cyclotron range of frequency (ICRF) waves, following new results were obtained in studies of

the Current Drive and High Energy Particle Behavior in a campaign of 1997. These results

contributed significantly to activities of ITER Physics R&D.

Concerning the NNB current drive (CD), a centrally-peaked profile of plasma current driven

by the negative-ion-based neutral beam (NNB) was confirmed by reconstruction of the current

density and loop voltage profile using the equilibrium code (EFIT) and the motional Stark effect

spectroscopy (MSE) measurements. The total driven current and a current density profile are

consistent with the predictions with ACCOME code.

The coupling of LH waves to plasmas in the newly installed W-shaped divertor was

investigated in order to examine the applicability of LH to new plasma configuration. The

plasma current profile during LHCD was investigated directly with MSE measurement and a

broader profile of the driven current was confirmed with LHW with larger refractive index

parallel to the magnetic field (N/;). The lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) was applied in

reversed shear plasmas to sustain the internal transport barrier (ITB) together with the

sustainment of the R/S configuration. The ITB was sustained for about 2 s while the R/S was

maintained by LHCD forming a broader driven-current profile.

Enhancement in the ionization cross-section of NNB was evaluated at 350 keV. Measured

shine-through of NNB was lower than that calculated by assuming the single-step ionization

process. This shows that the multi-step ionization process is needed to be taken in to account.

The experimental enhancement factor agrees with that predicted using enhanced cross-section

evaluated by Janev.
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The Toroidicity-induced Alfven Eigenmodes (TAE modes) were excited with NNB. Both

burst and continuous modes with low toroidal mode numbers were observed in a low bh regime

of <ph><0.1-0.2%. The amplitude of magnetic fluctuations of the burst modes is about ten

times as large as that of the continuous modes. Accompanying these bursting activities were

2-3% drops in the neutron emission rate. This small drop indicates that the loss of co-injected

NNB ions is small. The growth of continuous modes were compared with temporal evolution of

volume-averaged NNB-ion beta calculated using an orbit following Monte Carlo code.

The TAE mode study using the ICRF heating also progressed. TAE modes and high

frequency modes observed in ICRF-heated low-q discharges were analyzed in detail using

NOVA-K code (PPPL). The analysis shows that TAE modes appear before giant sawtooth

crash are excited inside q=l surface and high frequency modes observed after the crash are

shown to be Ellipticity-induced Alfv e n Eigenmodes (EAE modes) and Noncircular

triangularity-induced Alfven Eigenmodes (NAE modes). The interaction between TAE modes

and EAE/NAE modes and NNB-injected ions was investigated, and the EAE/NAE modes were

shown to be stabilized with NNB. An analysis using NOVA-K code suggested that the

stabilization mechanism was beam ion Landau damping. It is also shown that the q-profile

derived from a change in TAE mode frequency agrees with that obtained from MSE

measurement. Chirping modes were observed in ICRF-heated weak magnetic shear plasmas.

The ICRF coupling with plasmas in the W-shaped divertor was optimized by adjusting a

gap between the first wall and the separatrix. The coupling resistance similar to that in the open

divertor was obtained and the ICRF power of ~4 MW was applied to reversed-shear plasmas.

By changing the NB power and the ICRF power and by replacing the ICRF power by the NB

power, formation of the ITB was investigated. It was shown that NB power of 4-5 MW was

necessary to sustain the ITB in electron density. Magnetic shear effect on electron temperature in

ICRF-heated reversed and normal shear plasmas was also observed, suggesting a hollow

heating profile due to an expansion of banana orbits and/or enhanced ripple transport.

A new scaling including plasma current was obtained for temperatures of ICRF-driven tail

ions based on a diffusion model of fast ion losses and measured tail temperatures were well

described by the scaling. Ripple loss of super-thermal ions in the reversed shear discharge,

where Qcrr
eq=1.05 was achieved, was calculated and was found to be small enough to neglect in

the estimation of QDT
eq.
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Divertor plates
Dome
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port
(3 ports)

BafflePumping slot

Fig. 1 Structure of W-shaped divertor

1.3 Divertor Peformance

summarized by N. Hosogane

In JT-60U, the previous open divertor was modified to a W-shaped divertor with
pumps from February to May in 1997(Fig. 1). The aim of this modification is to investigate
effects of divertor geometry and control on divertor functions and to realize radiative
divertor compatible with good confinement simultaneously. The W-shaped divertor is
characterized by inclined targets and a dome in the private flux region and pumping from the
inboard side in the private flux region, which has never been found in other tokamaks.
Therefore, divertor performance obtained in this divertor will have strong influence on the
determination of divertor structure of future tokamaks like ITER.

Partially detached divertor operation
is considered as a promising concept for
realizing radiative divertor and good core
plasma confinement simultaneously as is
taken into the design of ITER divertor. The
operational density in ITER is lxlO20 nr3,
corresponding to 1.2x (Greenwald density).
This means that partially detached divertor
compatible with good core plasma
confinement should be demonstrated at
about Greenwald density in the present
machines.

Divertor experiment in 1997 was firstly focused on producing high density ELMy
H-mode plasmas with good confinement as targets for divertor studies. However, H-factor
of ELMy H-mode obtained with gas puff turned out to be similar in the previous open
divertor. H-factor was decreased as electron density was increased, and degraded to almost
unity at 0.8x(Greenwald density). In the W-shaped divertor, to obtain high density plasma,
several times stronger gas puff were necessary than in the open divertor. To reduce
influence of gas puff and to find a way of producing good ELMy H-mode, tokamak
operations with and without divertor pumping, with NBI heating during ramp-down of
electron density just after switching off gas puff, with high X-point or low X-point
configuration etc., were tried. However, significant improvement was not obtained.
Detailed study on a relationship between recycling characteristics(including neutral particle
behavior) and edge confinement characteristics was considered to be necessary to
understand confinement degradation. On the other hand, detailed studies of divertor
functions such as particle pumping, heat flux reduction, impurity reduction etc. are very
important not only to find a key to simultaneous realization of radiative divertor and good
confinement but also to understand roles of divertor geometry as physics R&D for ITER.
Therefore, the latter half of divertor experiments was concentrated on studying fundamental
divertor functions rather than exploring radiative divertor compatible with core plasma
confinement. The main results are briefly summarized here.

Plasma detachement
In the W-shaped divertor, partially detached divertor with enhanced divertor

radiation loss larger than 70% of input power was always accompanied by X-point MARFE.
The X-point MARFE onset density of H-mode plasmas in the W-shaped divertor was
reduced to 50-70% of Greenwald density, whereas that in the open divertor was about 70%
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for H-mode plasmas with small current of Ip = 1-1.2 MA. Taking account of the
experimental result in C-mod, the reduction in X-point MARFE onset density observed in
the W-shaped divertor may be attributed to the effectiveness of inclined targets on formation
of dense and cold divertor plasma.

In small or medium size tokamaks such as C-mod, DIII-D, ASDEX-U, electron
temperature of divertor plasmas smaller than a few eV has been observed in partially
detached divertor states. In these states, volume recombination process of deuterium atoms
is dominant. However, in JT-60U, even in a partially detached divertor with X-point
MARFE, electron temperature estimated from the intensity ratio of Balmer continuum(364
nm) and Paschen continuum(400 nm), which is an average temperature along the line of
sight of spectrometer, was higher than 10 eV[l]. Recombination flux(recombination process
for particle flux) estimated from intensity of DI(n=2-7) was only about 1 % of ionization
flux estimated from D a intensity. The region where recombination process is dominant is

considered to be small.

Divertor pumping
As shown in Fig. 1, particle pumping in the W-shaped divertor is done from the

inboard side of the private flux region divided by the dome(inner pumping). A good feature
of inner pumping is that high pumping efficiency is expected even with relatively small
pumping speed(Sp=13 m3/s at the pumping slot) in attached divertor, because the neutral
pressure at the inner divertor region is enhanced compared with the outer divertor region
due to in-out asymmetry of particle recycling in the usual discharges with ion grad_B drift
toward the divertor. In fact, the pumping probability for the particle flux to the divertor in
discharges with ion grad_B drift toward and away from the divertor were about 0.6-2% and
about 0.2% respectively, showing the importance of pumping location. Also, the inner
pumping worked well to achieve good efficiency of helium exhaust described later.

In partially detached divertor with X-point MARFE, the neutral pressure at the outer
divertor region without pumping slot became larger than that at the inner divertor region
with the pumping slot. This means that the inner and outer divertor regions are well
separated by the dome, and the inner pumping becomes less effective than expected in the
extension from attached divertor though the throughput by the inner pumping actually does
not decrease. This tendency was clear in L-mode discharges compared with H-mode
discharges.

These results suggest that pumping from both sides is necessary in the detached
divertor. This was expected to some extent from the beginning. The employment of inner
pumping was determined by the following reasons: Besides strong in-out asymmetry of
particle recycling, 1) a relationship between particle recycling and pumping will be easy to
be understood by fixing the pumping slot at the inner side only, 2) if pumping slots are
arranged at both sides, particles at the higher pressure side will go to the lower pressure
side, which may lead to low pumping efficiency. At this point, further study is necessary
to understand the results obtained in the inner pumping. Furthermore, comparison of
experiments with inner pumping with those with pumping from both sides would make it
easy to understand a relationship between particle recycling and pumping.

He exhaust
Remarkable progresses has been achieved in helium exhaust study[2] as follows:

1) Good helium exhaust characteristics has been obtained in the pumping scheme from the

private flux region like ITER. %e*/TE=4 has been obtained, well satisfying THe*/TE<10 in
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ITER. H-factor of this discharge was about 1.3.
2) Helium exhaust characteristics could be studied in the quasi-steady state(5 s) with helium
beam simulating helium ash for the first time, owing to cryopumps with a large pumping
capacity and argon frost processing properly done before shots.
3) Enrichment coefficient defined by (nHe/ne)/(PHe/2PD2) w a s about 1, whereas 0.2 was

required in the design of ITER divertor. The pumping speed required for helium exhaust
depends on enrichment coefficient, so that this result will have strong influence on ITER
design.

Feedback control of divertor radiation power and neutral pressure
Feedback control of radiation power, neutral pressure etc. is important for

developing operational scenarios of radiative divertor.
By the modification to the divertor with pumps which play a role as an active

particle sink term, capability of feedback control for the divertor radiation power has been
increased. A feedback control experiment was carried out in hydrogen L-mode plasma with
constant beam heating power of 6.5 MW[3]. A step wise radiation power with 3.4,
4.7, 5.9 and 5 MW, corresponding to 50-90% of input power, was well controlled by
hydrogen gas puff and divertor pumping. Effect played by divertor pumping was obvious
both when X-point MARFE occurred and when the preprogrammed radiation power was
lowered at the final phase. The radiation power went down rapidly when gas puff was
switched off. Such control was impossible in the previous open divertor without pump.
When the radiation power was near X-point MARFE level, the radiation power was
observed to fluctuate corresponding to a sequence of occurrence and elimination of X-point
MARFE.

Feedback control of main electron density and divertor neutral pressure by main gas
puff and divertor gas puff has been tried to investigate a possibility of independent control
of main plasma and divertor plasma[4]. It was found that this system was a strong
interacting one, and simultaneous controllability depended on the operational region. In a
certain operational region, both main electron density and divertor neutral pressure were
controlled, but in other regions, they were out of control. The important finding relating
to the geometrical property of the W-shaped divertor is the difference in response of
couplings between main electron density and divertor gas puff and between divertor
pressure and main gas puff (cross term coefficients). It was found that contribution from
main gas puff to divertor pressure is higher than that from divertor gas puff to main electron
density.

Impurity reduction
As expected by the simulation analysis of impurity transport[5], experimental

results showing geometrical effects of the dome on carbon impurity reduction have been
obtained in the W-shaped divertor. In the W-shaped divertor, CD band intensity near the
X-point, which comes from methane produced by chemical sputtering in the private flux
region, was found to remain low when the density was increased to the density just below
the MARFE onset. In contrast, in the previous open divertor, CD band intensity near the
X-point increased as electron density was increased. This difference is explained as that the
dome impedes free upstream motion of hydrocarbon gas in the private flux region,
resulting in reduction of direct penetration of carbon impurities to the X-point vicinity.

A SOL flow generated by a combination of gas puff and pumping is expected to
drag impurities to the divertor by frictional force, and is potentially an effective method of
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impurity shielding. Effectiveness of this method for carbon impurities has been studied in
the W-shaped divertor. Comparing carbon impurity behavior in ELMy H-mode discharges
with gas puff only from the main chamber and only from the divertor chamber, CIV
intensity at the inner divertor showing carbon transport became small in the former case
though CII intensity showing carbon generation was unchanged, and carbon density in the
main plasma was reduced by about 20%. This suggests that SOL flow was generated by
main gas puff and divertor pumping, and was effective in impurity shielding.

Experimental results obtained in 1997 are presented in this review. However, as for
divertor study, experiments were done in February and early March. To understand the
performance of the W-shaped divertor, theses results should be included. Therefore, in
this summary, experimental results till March 1998 are also inferred though some of these
are not presented in the following section.

References
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1.4 New Diagnostics

1.4.1 Diagnostics for Compact W shaped Divertor

Several new diagnostics 1) have been equipped for the divertor plasma investigations

with the Compact W shaped divertor. Some of them are briefly reviewed as follows.

1) A mm-wave interferometer 2) newly installed for measuring line integrated

electron density (nel) in the modified W-shape divertor region has found a clear density

drop in the divertor region at the L-H transition. Furthermore a relation between the nel

in the divertor region and that in the main plasma has been investigated.

2) Fast ionization gauges 3) installed behind the inside/outside baffle tiles and the

dome tiles, in the pumping duct, and at the midplane port have measured the neutral

pressure at each point. Some gauges are used for an active control of the divertor neutral

particle pressure, where a moderate neutral pressure in the divertor region has been

successfully kept constant by the feedback control of the gas puffing rate into the

divertor region.

3) A midplane reciprocating probe 4) has been modified to attach a Mach probe head,

so particle flow in SOL has been measured in addition to the SOL electron density and

temperature. A new X-point reciprocating probe 5) with the same probe type has

clarified the plasma parameters in the divertor region. Two sets of 18 channel divertor

target Langmuir probe arrays 4) have confirmed the location of the separatrix line on

the divertor plate. These systematic measurements of SOL at the up-stream to the

plasmas at the target plate will clarify the divertor plasma performance.

4) Four sets of bolometer cameras 6) have been installed at the divertor chamber.

Many channels unfortunately had damages at the early phase of the operation. Thus a

horizontal chord with 4ch. was replaced by a ceramic window type for thermal and

electric isolations at the last maintenance period (Nov. - Dec./1997), and no serious

damage has occurred for this chord yet. Two dimensional tomographic reconstruction is

planned in the next step.

5) 32 channel optical fiber array viewing divertor region for C II emission profiles in

the modified divertor region were obtained. Now we are analyzing data and planning to

make two dimensional contour plots of intensities.

6) New Rogowski-coil type probes 7) have been installed in the divertor region at 6

points in the toroidal direction for measuring the halo-current with its toroidal

asymmetry. Halo current measurement for Ip of 0.7-1.8 MA has shown that the ratio of

the total halo current with the initial Ip is lower than 25% and this ratio decreases with

the initial Ip.
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1.4.2 Diagnostics Development for the Main Plasma

Diagnostics for the main plasma are also under the development. Some of them are

presented as follows.

1) Tangential CO2 laser polarimeter 8)

This system is necessary to measure the electron density for large tokamaks with the

steady state, so its development is one of urgent items in ITER Physics R&D. The

mid-plane Faraday rotation of CO2 laser wave in a tokamak plasma has been

successfully detected for the first time, where feasibility of a newly designed infrared-

polarimeter has been demonstrated for stable measurement during the tokamak

operation.

2) Reflectometer

4 channel correlation reflectometer is planned to be installed in the head of F.Y. 1998

with the collaboration with PPPL. A special window for this reflectrometer has been

installed to JT-60U. Microwave electronics and transmission line have been fabricated

under the leadership of PPPL. Using this reflectometer, we will get the information of

fluctuations in a core plasma, which will help to understand the transport in the core

plasma region (especially at the internal transport barrier for reversed shear plasmas).

3) Collective Thomson scattering

The bio-shield penetration study for the CO2 laser beam and scattered beam propagation

is in progress. The pre-arranging of the penetration has been done in the torus hall,

where the ventilating duct has been modified to avoid the shield structure of the beam

penetration optics. The development of a detector to decrease the noise or to increase

quantum efficiency is now being done in the US detector company and one order of

magnitude improvement is expected within F.Y. 1998.
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2. Operation Physics and Disruption

2.1 Halo Current in JT-60U 1)

Y. Neyatani, R. Yoshino, Y. Nakamura, S. Sakurai

1. Introduction

A current flowing directly into a vacuum vessel from a plasma (called halo current)

was observed during disruptions in tokamak. This halo current produces a strong

electromagnetic force to the in-vessel components, such as the blanket module and the

divertor cassette. Therefore, the halo current amplitude is one of the critical issue for

designing ITER. The design value for ITER is mainly determined from the data base for the

medium and small sized tokamaks. Thus, further investigation for the characteristics of the

halo current in large tokamaks, especially the confirmation of its parameter dependence and

the establishment of the mitigation and/or avoidance methods in order to extrapolate them

toward ITER are desired. In JT-60U, The sensors for halo current (Rogowski coils) were

newly installed during the divertor modification in May 1997 and the measurement of its

toroidal and poloidal distribution was started. These halo current sensors were installed to

round off the support structures of baffle plates, divertor basements and dome supports.

2. Experimental Results

For the halo current study, the most dangerous disruption caused by vertical

displacement event (VDE) was experimentally simulated, in which a plasma was actively

controlled to move downward (Fig.l). In this case, the halo current flew into the inside baffle

plate and went back to the plasma at the outside baffle plate as was expected. A toroidal

distribution had an n = 1 structure, and its peak position rotated with the rotation frequency of

500 ~ 700 Hz. The halo current data base for the amplitude and toroidal peaking factor (TPF

= maximum/average amplitude of the toroidal direction) was constructed by scanning the

plasma parameters just before the disruption in the ranges of Ip = 0.7 ~ 1.8 MA, Bj = 2.2 ~

3.5 T, K = 1.3 ~ 1.6 and qgs = 2.8 ~ 7.0 respectively. Ranges of the measured total halo

current normalized initial plasma current (VIpo) a nd TPF were 0.05 ~ 0.26 and 1.4 ~ 3.6

respectively (see figure 2). The maximum TPF*Ih/Ipo, which indicated the maximum local

halo current, was 0.52 so far, which was lower than that of the maximum value of the ITER

data base of 0.75, and was also smaller compared with the present design value of ITER

divertor cassette of 0.58.
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3. Parameter Dependencies

The upper boundary of TPF*Ih/Ipo tended to decrease with the increase in Ipo- Other

parameter dependencies of TPF*Ih/Ipo to Bj, K and q95 were not clear. The driving forces of

the halo current are considered to be an electric field generated by the decrease in toroidal and

poloidal magnetic fluxes in a plasma caused by the vertical shift velocity (-dZj/dt) and the

plasma current decay time (Ip/(-dIp/dt)). Since the magnitude of the halo current is considered

to be determined by the induced electric field and the resistance in the halo region, the effects

of the driving forces and the resistance have been verified. We confirmed that the upper

boundary of TPF*Ih/Ipo decreased with the decrease in -dZj/dt. On the other hand, the

TPF*Ih/Ipo clearly decreased with the increase in the stored energy just before the energy

quench (W<jia
e-q)- This dependence was consistent with the dependence of the upper

boundary of TPF*Ih/Ipo against the plasma current. The TPF*Ih/Ipo clearly decreased with the

increase in the line integrated electron density at the time of the peaked halo current as shown

in Fig. 3. To confirm the relation, preliminary analysis of the tokamak simulation code (TSC)

has been performed. The simulated amplitude of the halo current decreased with the decrease

in the temperature in the halo region as well as the indication of experiments. The analyses for

the effect of the electric field produced by changing the internal magnetic fluxes are under

preparation.

These stored energy and density dependencies of the halo current can be considered as

the following process. When the released plasma energy at the energy quench increases with

Wdiae-CK a large amount of impurity is generated at the divertor plates by a large heat load.

After that, the electron density increases and the electron temperature decreases in the halo

region (the resistivity increases), then the halo current decreases. These results support the

concept that the magnitude of halo current is small when the electron temperature in the halo

region is low.

4. Avoidance and Reduction of Halo current

Based on the previous results, avoidance and reduction methods of the halo current

have been investigated. For the reduction of the temperature in the halo region, a strong pulse

gas puff has been attempted. When hydrogen gas was applied with 50 Pam3/s x 0.1s during

VDE, the magnitude of the halo current decreased about by 40%. In order to reduce the

driving forces stationary current termination technique to keeping a divertor configuration 2)

has been attempted, and the avoidance of the halo current was experimentally confirmed.
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Fig. 1 Waveforms of the halo current
during a simulated VDE. A
plasma is shifted downward
actively to simulate the VDE. The
dotted line in an upper figure
indicates the line of sight of FIR
measurement. Halo current starts
to flow from t = 6.265 s and peaks
at t = 6.286 s.
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2.2 Realtime processing of CO2 laser interferometer for density feedback control

S.Chiba,Y.Kawano, and A.Inoue

The main purpose of the CO2 laser interferometer is to measure line electron density at the

central part of JT-60U plasma l \ A realtime processing system of CO2 laser interferometer has

been developed in order to realize electron density feedback using density data along a tangential

chord \ Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the realtime processing system. The phase

signals measured by the CO2 laser interferometer are processed into realtime density data using

UNIX Workstation computer. The UNIX Workstation computer can provide data including various

signal correction and smoothing for reliable feedback control. Then, the density data are transmitted

for every 500 u s to the ZENKEI computer and are used for feedback control of electron density of

JT-60U. Figure 2 shows the statistical analysis of realtime density data obtained during JT-60U

discharges. As shown in Fig. 2 , data for 147 discharges out of data for 177 discharges (83%)

show good results. It is found that the remainder 30 data (17%) were suffered from electric noises.

The noises are supposed to be originated from break-down of NBI and NNBI. Those noises can

be reduced by further improvement of electric components of the interferometer. Figure 3 shows

typical waveforms of density feedback control using CO2 laser interferometer signal. During the

feedback period, the electron density is successfully controlled by control of gas puffing. The

results shown above indicate that the realtime processing system using the UNIX Workstation

computer has feasible performances for density feedback control.

References

1) Y. Kawano, et al., Journal of Plasma and Fusion Research,73, 870 (1997).

2) S. Chiba, et al., to be submitted to JAERI report.
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12bitdata+Alarmbit
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Fig.l. Schematic diagram of realtime processing system for density feedback using CO2 laser interferometer

signal. The analog output voltage of +10V corresponds to the line electron density of 2 X1021 [m~2]. The

output data resolution should be 9.8X1017 [m~2] because the system is designed to have 12-bit signal

resolution.
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Fig.2. Statistical analysis of realtime density data.

(a) good enough for feedback control.

(b) not good for feedback due to electrical noises.

(b) Not Good (17%)

30 data

SN 30138
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Density feedback control period
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Fig. 3. Typical waveforms of density feedback control using CO2 laser interferometer signal for a

OH hydrogen discharge. The plasma current Ip and the toroidal magnetic field Bt are 2. OMA and

5. J r . (a) Electron density measured by the CO2 laser interferometer and density command,

(b) Gas puffing rate through gas valves I (low rate valves ) . (c) Gas puffing rate through gas

valves I ( high rate valves ) .
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2.3 Feedback control of divertor neutral pressure

H. Tamai, N.Hosogane, S. Konoshima, T. Fukuda, S. Sakata, H. Akasaka, and K. Kurihara

2.3.1. Introduction
Since the intense gas puff is fed to divertor for achieving a dense and cold diveitor plasma,

the back flow of the divertor neutral into the main chamber should be suppressed for sustaining

the high performance core plasma. In addition, excessive gas puff into the divertor should also

be avoided for the stability of the divertor plasma. In order to adjust the proper divertor gas

puff, feedback control system is conducted as an actuator of the divertor neutral pressure.

2.3.2. Feedback control system
Figure 2.3.1 illustrates the block diagram of the feedback control system of the divertor

neutral pressure, which is very much similar to that for the divertor radiation power -*' '.

Measured signal of the fast response ionisation gauge, described in Chapter 8.4, on the inside

divertor plate is fed to the real-time processor composed of the high speed digital computer.

Real-time
Processor

ref

(Gauge

(Gas Puff)/"

Piezoelectric
Gas Valve

ppre

Supervisory Computer

Fig.2.3.1 Block diagram of the feedback control system of the divertor neutral pressure.

Divertor neutral pressure, P ° , is calculated as

P ODS _ M 1 / v N i I / / T T l̂ C i 1 1 1

- ( 1 / U j * l : / ( 1 - 1 : j , Iiq. Z . J . I

where, I , L, and a are the emission current, the ion current, and the sensitivity of the gauge,

respectively. The calculated divertor neutral pressure is fed to the supervisory computer for the

plasma control with the time delay of less than 1 millisecond, which is negligibly small

compared to the delay of the gas feed system of about 100 milliseconds. A command signal of

the gas puffing rate, Q c o m is determined so that P 0° traces the pre-determined reference of

the divertor neutral pressure, P r e , in every 10 milliseconds with an equation as
Qcom = Qpre + G p [ P o

r e t - P0°b s] + GD[d(Po
re t - P0°DS)/dt], Eq. 2.3.2

where QPre, Gp, and G-Q are pre-programmed signal of the gas puffing rate, proportional gain,

- 1 6 -
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and differential gain, respectively.

The command signal of the calculated gas puffing rate, Qc o , is sent to the piezoelectric gas

valve. The hydrogen gas flow into the divertor region is changed in 100 milliseconds, which is

the delay of the gas feed system.

2.3.3. Determination of gas puffing rate
In order to estimate a gas puffing rate, Q c o m , corresponding to a desired divertor neutral

pressure in the real time control, proportional gain, and the differential gain, are determined

beforehand. Experimental shots are referred to pick up the response of the neutral pressure to

the divertor gas puffing of a constant rate with step-wise increase.

Figure 2.3.2 shows the the hydrogen gas puffing rate plotted against the divertor neutral

pressure in the case of hydrogen ohmic discharge with the X-point height of 8cm from the

dome top. In the range of the gas puffing rate from 5 to 15 Pa m /s, the divertor neutral

pressure has certain scatters due to the time delay of the response. The proportional gain, Gp,

is deduced from the linear fitting of those plots as Gp=73m /s with the accuracy of 94%.

Whereas, the differential gain, GJ-J, is empirically deduced by the shot-to-shot adjustment in

order to suppress the oscillation of the command signal induced by the time delay between

command signal and the observed divertor neutral pressure.

The proportional gain tends to increase with increase of the X-point height. For example, at

the X-point height of 16cm, the proportional gain is deduced as Gp=130m /s in the same

procedure of linear fitting. This tendency indicates that more intense puff is required for higher

X-point height to maintain the divertor neutral pressure, and suggests the effective compression

of divertor neutral would be brought by the adjustment of the plasma position.

o
(0
IT

3
Q .

CO
CO

o

2 0

1 5

(A

. , • , I • , , • 1

E030128
E030134

Hydrogen Discharge
ip =1.8MA / Bt=3.5T
X-point height : 8cm

G = 73 m7 s
p

(R= 0.94)

Q 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2
Divertor Neutral Pressure (Pa)

Fig.2.3.2 Hydrogen gas puffing rate versus divertor neutral pressure.

2.3.4. Successful example of feedback control
The feedback control of the divertor neutral pressure is performed by the hydrogen puffing

1 7 -
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under the following operational conditions; OH discharge with plasma current of 1.2 MA,

toroidal magnetic field of 3.5 Tesla, height of X-point from the dome top of 7.3 cm.

Figure 2.3.3 shows the example of successful feedback control of the divertor neutral

pressure. Temporal traces are (top) measured divertor neutral pressure, and reference pressure,

(second) gas puffing rate at the divertor, (third) averaged electron density, and H emission

through the inside divertor chord. The divertor neutral pressure is pre-programmed at 0.1 Pa

with a flat top duration of 3 seconds.

An increase of gas pulse at around 10.5 seconds indicates that the gas injection is performed

so as to compensate the difference between the measured pressure and the reference pressure.

The gas pulses become small as the measured pressure grows to the reference pressure.

Therefore, the divertor neutral pressure is successfully controlled at the reference value for

about 2 seconds. Averaged electron density gradually increases during the feedback control of

the divertor neutral pressure. Since the gas feed from the top puff is shut off during this phase,

increase of the density is contributed by the divertor puff.

E030157

0.1
reference pressure (Pa)

0

3

0

0

measured pressure (Pa)
i . . . • i . i . . i

Gas puffing rate

(Pa m3 / s)

10 11 12
Time (s)

0
13 14

Fig.2.3.3 Typical example of the feedback control of divertor neutral
pressure. Parameters are the reference and observed divertor
neutral pressure(top), gas puffing rate(second), averaged electron
density, and the divertor HQ emission (bottom).
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2.4 A New Function Parametrization Formula

for the JT-60U X-Point Position Control

Y.M. Miura, Y. Kawamata, T. Fukuda and K. Kurihara

1. Introduction

A function parametrization (FP) method15 has been

adopted for the real-time control of JT-60U plasma

position and shape, where sets of linear coefficients in

the FP formulas for plasma geometrical center (i?p, Zp),

X-point position Zx, and triangularity 5, are determined

through regression analyses based on the numerically-

prepared equilibrium database. According to

modification of the divertor structure (to a W-shape) in

1997, the number of the linear coefficients was simply

increased from 7 to 33 to improve the control accuracy.

Although the numerical examination using the database

had shown a good accuracy (standard deviation a< 2

cm), the experimental comparison of the FP method and

the equilibrium analysis resulted in considerably large

discrepancy for X-point position solely (offset bias and

standard deviation) as in Fig. 1.

- 0 . 9

— 1 —

- 1 . 1 -

- 1 . 2 -

- 1 . 3 -

- 1 . 4 -

- 1 . 5

E =

4
• y

1 i •

+2 (cm)-*

//.

i

-2 (cm)

i ,

- 1 . 5 - 1 . 4 - 1 . 3 - 1 . 2 - 1 . 1
ZX_EXP (m)

- 1 - 0 . 9

Fig. 1 Correlation of X-point vertical
positions of ZX_FPM and ZX_EXP.
(ZX_FPM: Results from the FP
formula on experimental data.
ZX_EXP: Results from the
equilibrium analysis. Three
lines indicate -2, 0, +2 cm
errors (e).)

In the following subsections, we discuss the causes of the

problems, compose a new FP formula for more precise X-point detection, and describe results

in its application to the experiment.

2. Cause Analysis and Results by Taking Measures
Corresponding to two problems of large offset bias and large standard deviation, we came

to consider the following items could be the causes.

(1) Ill-posed problem

The formula of the FP method for detection of the plasma parameter ZRG has been

commonly expressed as

(1)

where Iv and IQ are a plasma and a divertor coil currents, Bwi and Bpi are tangential and normal

components of magnetic fields at the i-th probe positions, and Nm and Np are the numbers of

probes. In previous years, only 7 coefficients had been used on the basis of the design

principle of parsimony. However, improvement of accuracy requires all of the 33

coefficients Co, Cwi, DMi, Cpi, and Dpi in the FP formula to be calculated using the method of
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least squares (LS) on the equilibrium database. In general,

if strongly correlated sensors or very insensitive sensors are

involved in the LS analysis, their coefficients tend to be

large numbers. This is an ill-posed problem that small

amount of actual sensor noise or error could make large

difference from the numerical results on the ideal database.

To put it concretely in our case, (a) tangential component

probes (T-probe) of #1 and #16, which show similar

sensitivity to X-point displacement, were involved in Eq.

(1) as independent valuables, and (b) the #8 normal

component probe (N-probe), which is insensitive to X-point

vertical displacement, was mingled in the equation (the

probe locations are shown in Fig. 2, and the probes

available for control are circled). Consequently, we have

excluded #1 T-probe and #8 N-probe from the coefficient

calculations, and the results using a new coefficients set are

shown in Fig. 3, which indicates that the offset bias was

completely suppressed.

T-probes

(2) Effects of OH-coil field

Since there exists a systematic error in Fig. 3, and an N-probes
Fig. 2 Locations of T-probes and In-

essential problem is still surely remaining in the method. probes (The probes available

The following results suggested that the effect of ohmic-

heating coil (forcing (F-) coil) field has strong

influence on the error.

(a) The F-coil in JT-60U produces magnetic field in

the plasma column as a consequence of the initial

design for poloidal field coils.

(b) The large errors had been observed when F-coil

current is driven in the opposite direction to the

plasma current.

(c) In the equilibrium analysis, it was found divertor

configurations could be formed by large negative

F-coil currents without a divertor coil (D-coil)

excitation (Fig. 4).

for control are circled.)

-o. 9

- i -

- 1 . 2 -

- 1 . 3 -

- 1 . 4 -

- 1 . 5

1 1 ' 1

-

-

''•/..

' 1 ' 1

e = +2 (cm)

/

1 1 W/

= -2 (cm)

. i i

- 1 . 5 - 1 . 4 - 1 . 3 - 1 . 2 - 1 . 1
ZX_EXP (m)

-1 -0. 9

From the above point of view, we have developed Fig-3 Correlation of X-point vertical

a new FP formula that takes the effects of the F-coil

current as well as the D-coil current. This formula

positions of ZX_FPM and ZX_EX?.
(ZX_FPM: Results from the FP formula
on experimental data. ZX_EXP: Results
from equilibrium analysis.)
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was first composed from the assumption that X-point be located on the segment of the plasma

and D/F coil currents centroids (Fig. 5). The new FP formula including the term of F-coil

current 7F is

(2)

where the Cu C2, Ewi, Fai, G&, Epi, Fpl and Gpi are

the coefficients determined by the method of LS.

For installation of the new FP formula to the

JT-60U real-time feedback computer, a

computation time should be minimized as far as

the accuracy exceeds the allowable limit. In this

sense, 22 coefficients are properly chosen. We

have calculated this FP formula coefficients using

the data with and without D-coil excitation. The

determined terms are listed in Table 1. The test

calculations with the old and new FP formulas on

the numerical plasma equilibrium database are

shown in Figs. 6 and 7. In spite of the smaller

number of terms with the new formula, the

standard deviation is decreased. The accuracy

has been improved especially for a plasma, of

which X-point is located in the neighborhood of

the divertor dome (Zx ~ -1.36 m). The application

of the new FP formula to the actual experiments

are shown in Fig. 8, where X-point positions are

surely detected within 2 cm, as expected in the

numerical analysis.

Fig. 4 Divertor configuration without D-coil
excitation (7P: 750 kA, IF: -50 kA, ID: 0
kA,/v:9.1kA,/H:-4.4kA)

Plasma current
centroid:

p (from Eq.(l))

X-point: x

ID & /F coils current
centroid:
q (fixed)

Fig. .5 Basic intuitive concept for the FP formula
(The X-point x is assumed on the segment of
the plasma current p and the D/F coil current
centroid q. x=tp+ (1-r) q, t ~7F//P

3. Conclusions

The accuracy deterioration of X-point position detection with the FP method was caused

by both the ill-posed problem of the FP formula coefficients and the effects of F-coil field. By

avoiding of ill-posed conditions and employment of the newly proposed FP formula, the X-

point position detection was successfully improved in the JT-60U highly-elongated plasma

experiment.
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Table 1 The terms in the new FP formula

Co

BJh
B^k
B^Bi1^

BaM?

B^Bliyiv2

BaioI\.IIv
2

Bm7m
3

BmB2^D2/A>

BJIP

BBVJIV

B*W
B0KI\)IIV

BoiSW
2? D l 8 W
BBl.2Ir/I/

BDM/tf
Bo3ID

2/tf
Bol2ID

2/tf

- 1 . 5

E = -2 (cm).

STANDARD DEVIATION:
3. 78 crn-

- 1 . 5 - 1 . 4 - 1 . 3 - 1 . 2 - 1 . 1 - 1 -D. 9
ZX_DATABASE (m)

Fig. 6 Correlation of X-point vertical positions
° t •2X_FPM and Zx_DArABASE. (Zx_FPM:
Results from the old FP formula on
numerical equilibrium database.
ZX_DATABASE: Given para-meter from the
database.)

STANOARD DEV1 AT 1 ON r
2. 13 cm

i , i , i , i i

- 1 . 5 - 1 . 4 - 1 . 3 - 1 . 2 - 1 . 1 - 1 - 0 . 9
ZX_DATABASE (m)

- 1 . 5 - 1 . 4 - 1 . 3 - 1 . 2 - 1 . 1 - 1 - 0 . 9
Z X _ E X P (m)

Fig. 7 Correlation of X-point vertical positions

° f -Zx_FPM a n d -^X-DATABASE- (2x_FPM :

Results from the new FP formula on
numerical equilibrium database.
•ZX_DATABASE: Given parameter from the
database.)

Fig. 8 Correlation of X-point vertical positions
of ZX_FPM and Zx_EXP. (Zx_FPM: Results
from the FP formula on experimental
data. Zx_EXP: Results from the
equilibrium analysis.)
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3. Confinement and Stability

3.1 Long Pulse H-mode toward Steady-State High Performance

Y. Kamada, A.Isayama, T.Oikawa, N. Hosogane, Y.Kusama, T.Fujita, S.Takeji, T.Ozeki,
K. Ushigusa, O. Naito, S.Ishida, Y. Koide, T. Fukuda, T. Takizuka, H.Shirai and T. Hatae

This paper treats recent development of quasi-steady ELMing discharges with enhanced

confinement, high-(3 stability and current drive capabilities, where increase in absolute values

of fusion performance and sustainment time are emphasized. After modification to the new W-

shaped pumped divertor, a long heating time (9sec) of high power NB (20 -25MW) became

possible without harmful increase in impurity and particle recycling. The total energy input

reached 203MJ. In addition to it, optimization of the pressure profile and selection of

appropriate electron density enabled us to extend pulse length with high performances; DT

equivalent fusion gain Qrjx~0-l w a s sustained for 9 sec (triangularity 8 =0.16), and QD T -0.16

for 4.5 sec (8 =0.30) at L,=L5MA. In the latter case, H-factor ( = T E / T E
I T E R 8 9 P L ) ~ 2 . 3 , (3 N ~2

and fL~1.6 were sustained with 60-70% of noninductive current drive (NB driven and

bootstrap). The new extension of pulse length accelerates understanding of roles of parameters

with long time constants such as the current profile and particle recycling. Concerning the

former, appearance of low-n resistive modes is the issue, because sustainable (3jsj in a long

pulse is lower ( ~ 2 for 5- 9sec) than that achievable transiently (-3.2 - ideal limit) due to

these modes. To improve the stability, high 8 and high density are beneficial. On the other

hand, at the edge, the confinement and steadiness of the H-mode are affected by giant ELMs

and depth of the edge pedestal Apecj. The depth Apecj in the ELMing phase is 2-3 times larger

than that in the ELM-free phase and reaches -10- 15cm with a roughly constant pressure

gradient. With increasing recycling, the pedestal layer moves inward and ELM frequency

increases, which cause the gradual confinement degradation in a long pulse.

1. Sustainment of High Integrated Performance and High Fusion Gain
Toward the simultaneous achievement of i) high confinement, ii) high [3 limit, iii) high

bootstrap fraction and iv) high efficiency of heat and particle exhaust in the steady-state,

discharges have been optimized in JT-60U mainly based on the high-fL H-mode with q(0)>l.

80%CD, 2.6s, '96
— Full Non-inductive CD

NBCD + Bootstrap
~ SSTR Concept

'93 self '93 0.7s,,
reversal '94 2s /

Figure 1.
Discharge regions of ELMing quasi-
steady discharges with high integrated
performances in JT-60U

10

co.
X 6

I4

7
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2.1 MA, 8=0.07
1.8MA, 5=0.31

2.3MA, 5=0.08 E30006,1.5MA, 5=0.30
E29941.1.5MA, 5=0.16

new long pulse high performance regime

E 29941
3 4 5 6

time (sec) after main heating
8 10

i
total heating
energy input
= 203MJ

8 time (sec) 1 0

Figure 2.
(a):Sustainment of high Q DT for long duration, (b): low- 5 (0.16): Stored energy ~4MJ and Ti(0)~ 10
keV with PNB=20-25MW were sustained for -9 sec (-50 TE). The total energy input reached 203MJ.
(c): high-8 (0.3): D-D neutron rate -1x1016/s, pN~2 and H-factor -2.3 under 60-70% of non-inductive
current drive sustained for - 4.5 sec.

The discharge regions are summarized in Fig. 1. Up to Ip=lMA, an optimized pressure

profile with high triangularity 8 (=0.35) enabled the favorable integrated performance with

H-factor~ 2.5 and (3^-3 under full non-inductive current drive (bootstrap -60%) sustained

for 2s (~10xE)[l,2]. In a 1.5MA/3.6T discharge with 5=0.35, a favorable integrated

performance was sustained for ~2.6s (~8 Xg) with QDT~0.2, Pĵ —2.5 and H-factor~2.5,

bootstrap current- 50%, beam driven current -25% (-75% non-inductive). In this discharge

regime, a current profile with natural shear reversal close to the steady-state solution was

observed because of sustainment of high values of fL. At a higher L, =1.8MA (Bt=3.6T) with

an ITER-like configuration (q95= 3.4, 5= 0.3, K =1.5), QDT= 0.27-0.3, PN= 2.7-2.9, H-2.5,

H/q95= 0.74 was sustained for 0.7s (2xxg). With the new W-shaped pumped divertor [3], a

long heating time with high power became possible. We obtained an ELMy H-mode with

QDT~0.11, H-factor -1.7, T|(0)~10keV and (3N~1.8 sustained for 9 sec (~50xE) under a

high NB power of 20-25MW (Ip=1.5MA, Bt=3.6T, 8=0.16 ) (Fig.2 a) and b)). Even with the

high total energy input up to 203MJ, no increase in impurity (carbon) and particle recycling

was observed. Before the divertor modification, increase in carbon and recycling degraded

performance at -3 sec of high power ( 20-30MW) heating. In case of high 8 (=0.3), the better

performance with Qjyp~0.16, H-factor~2.3, (3^-2 and Pp~l-6 was sustained for 4.5 sec with

60-70% of non-inductive driven current at a relatively high density of -45% of the

Greenwald limit (Fig.2 a) and c)). Duration of the high 8 equilibrium is limited (< 5sec) by

heat capacity of the shaping coils. Without the divertor pumping, gradual increase in

recycling degraded energy confinement.
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in

z
ca

# transient Incl. dw/dt
O dW/dt=0

quasi-steady>2TE

transient
short
dW/dt=0

>2sec

.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
Triangularity 8

Figure 3. H-factor x /3/y increases with
triangularity 5. Sustainable values of Hf5pj for>
2sec is -60% of that achievable in a short
duration.

(Ol fast collapse i resistive mode onset

'r collapse limit resistive i
modes

confinement
degradation

1.5MA, 3-3.5T, 15-25MW

0 _ 2 4 6
ne(r/a~0.2)1019rrr3

Figure 4. Regions of fast collapses, onset of
resistive modes and degradation in
confinement on the density - p^ plane (lp=1.5
MA, Bf=3-3.5T, PNB=15-25MW).

2. (3 -limits in Long Pulses
In these long pulse discharges, we controlled the heating profile to produce the

optimum peakedness of pressure profile p(r) for maximizing Pjsj [2]. At a larger peakedness,

the p-^-limit is lower due to the Pp-collapse which is consistent with the ideal kink-

ballooning limit. At a smaller peakedness, pjsj is limited by giant ELMs which is consistent

with the high-n ballooning limit. The ELM-limit increases with 8 [2]. Figure 3 shows

increases with 8 in any duration from 'transient' to 'long pulse'. However, the level of j

decreases with extending sustainment time. Among discharges with dW/dt=0 (W: stored

energy), Hpj^ decreases by -40% from a short duration (upper envelope of open circles) to

quasi-steady>2sec (closed stars). This is due to slowly (~100ms) growing resistive

instabilities with mode numbers of (m/n)=(3/2), (2/1), (3/1) etc. The island width estimated

from the Te profile is 5 -10 cm. So far, even with the optimum p(r), sustainable (3^ is -2.5

for 2.6sec and -2 for 5-9sec at I =1.5MA, Bt=3.6T , q95~4 and lj~l with collisionality

similar to ITER (transiently (3N
 m a x =3.2; Fig.4). The threshold P N for onset of the resistive

modes (closed circles) increases with increasing electron density and with broadening of p(r).

The neoclassical tearing mode is a candidate. When q(0)<l, (3^ is lower (-1.5) due to (m/n)

=(1/1) mode and sawteeth. In Fig.4, at a density higher than ~3.4xlO^m"-^ (-50% of

Greenwald limit), P^ decreases because of confinement degradation at high recycling. For

sustainment of long pulse discharges, we kept the optimum set of density and ^ to avoid

both the resistive modes and confinement degradation. (For example, the shot E30006 shown

in Fig.l has p N =2 with ne=3.2xl019m~3.)
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Figure. 5. Change of edge ion temperature profile. Depth of pedestal is changing due to ELMs and
recycling.

3. Giant ELMs and Deepening of Edge Pedestal
To sustain high confinement, control of ELM effects is essential. In JT-60U ELM-free H-

mode, the edge pedestal Apecj is 3-5cm at Ip~2MA and scales roughly with the ion poloidal

gyro radius [4]. On the other hand, in the giant-ELMy phase, Ape(j can be 10-15cm (r/a~85

%). Figure 5 shows onset of giant ELMs makes Apecj large (b)) and the pedestal temperature

in the ELMy phase can be higher than that in the ELM-free phase (c)). Figure 4d) shows that

the pedestal layer shifts inward after increase in particle recycling. Such shrink of the edge

pedestal degrades the confinement at a high recycling. In this case, the ELM frequency %LM

was also increased from 140Hz (7.4s) to 260Hz (7.7s). We found fjjLM m c r e a s e s linearly

with increasing density (or particle recycling) in case of gas puffing in addition to the known

dependence on heating power and the ballooning parameter [1]. By these results, it can be

explained that the energy confinement slowly decreases with increasing particle recycling in

long pulse H-mode plasmas without divertor pumping. On the other hand, the maximum edge

pressure gradient was almost unchanged in all cases (Fig.5b)-d)).
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3.2 MHD Activities in Steady State High Performance Discharges

A. Isayama, Y. Kamada, S. Ishida and N. Isei

1. Introduction

In order to realize an economical tokamak reactor, most of the plasma current must be

driven by bootstrap current. In JT-60U, an experiment aiming at a steady state high

performances was performed and ELMy H-mode state with (3N~ 1.8-2.0, H-factor~2.0-2.3

was sustained for about 5 seconds1). Although MHD instabilities are suppressed for low

PN(<2) discharges, in higher PN(>2) discharges low-n resistive instabilities, such as m/n=3/2

and/or 2/1 modes are destabilized and degrade the plasma performance. It is probable that

these modes are neoclassical tearing modes2), which are regarded as important in ITER

EDA3).

In this section, characteristics of low-n resistive instabilities in the steady state high

performance, mainly focusing on the relationship between the neoclassical tearing mode, is

described.

2. Characteristics of MHD activities

Plasma parameters used for analysts are as follows: Ip=1.2-2.0[MA], Bt=3.0-4.2[T],

Rp=3.1-3.4[m], ap=0.74-0.96[m], Vp=49-78[m3], qeff=4.0-7.1, q95=3.3-5.2, triangularity

8=0.07-0.28, PNB^25[MW], ne=1.2-2.0[10l9m-3], Wdia^6.4[MJ] and Sn<2.4xl0l6[s-l].

Typical waveforms in the steady state high performance discharges are shown in Fig. 1. After

the NB injection at t=4.8 s, stored energy Wdia increases and soon the plasma transits to the

ELMy H-mode state. At t~6.5 s, n=2 mode glows and Wdia slightly decreases. At t~6.7 s, n=l

mode glows and Wdia decreases down to 50% of its maximum value. This kind of mode

seems to be triggered by ELM as shown in Fig. 2, where 3/2 mode glows from t~5.65[s].

These modes are stabilized at several hundred milliseconds after NB turn off. Note that, in

these discharges, the central safety factor is kept larger than unity to avoid sawtooth

oscillations by injecting NB early in the discharges.

The dependence of onset PN on averaged electron density is shown in Fig. 3. Averaged

electron density ne used here is the one measured by FIR interferometer with tangent radius

of r/a~0.4. Open square and open circle correspond to m/n=3/2 mode for li>1.0 and li<1.0,

respectively. Closed square and closed circle correspond to m/n=2/l mode for li>1.0 and

li<1.0, respectively. Beta limit for these modes have positive dependence on ne, which is

similar to neoclassical tearing modes in DIII-D4). The onset [3N for 2/1 mode seems is smaller

than that for 3/2 mode, and in each mode the onset PN for lower li case seems smaller than

that for higher li case.
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It is shown that onset (3N for the neoclassical tearing mode has positive dependence on

collisionality5). In Fig. 4, dependence of onset PN on collisionality is shown, where data are

plotted on the figure shown in Ref. 5. Open circle is the data points from the steady state high

performance experiment in 1997. In Fig. 4, only the onset P N for m/n=3/2 mode is plotted.

Collisionality in Fig. 4 is defined as follows: ve*=0.012ne[1020m-3]qR[m]/e3/2Te
2

[keV], where electron density and electron temperature is the ones at r/a=0.5 measured by

YAG Thomson scattering and ECE, respectively. Although the ve* dependence is not clear

because of the smallness of the data points, they lie on the line of the ITER database. In order

to clarify the collisoinarity dependence, more data set is needed.

It is known that, for neoclassical tearing modes, PN when the mode appears is higher than

that when the mode is stabilized. In the experiments in 1997, such hysteresis in PN is

observed and PN for the mode destabilization is higher than that for the mode stabilization by

a factor three. This tendency is also observed in other tokamaks such as ASDEX-U5> 6).

3. Estimation of island width

When a tearing mode is destabilized, magnetic islands are formed. In order to observe the

electron temperature fluctuation and estimate the island width, heterodyne radiometer(HR) is

used. The space and time resolution of HR are 2cm and 20|Lts, respectively. In Fig. 5, a

contour plot of electron temperature fluctuation oTe/Te during m/n=3/2 mode is shown. The

measurement range of HR is shown in Fig. 6. The horizontal and the vertical axis correspond

to time and major radius, respectively. White region indicates oTe>0, and black region

indicates 8Te<0. The amplitude of the fluctuation at R~3.65[m] is about 5%. The frequency

of the fluctuation is 5.5 kHz, which is identical to that of the magnetic fluctuation. The phase

of the fluctuation is inverted across R~3.6[m], where the amplitude of the fluctuation is nearly

zero during the mode. According to the MSE polarimeter, safety factor at R~3.6[m] is about

1.5. Electron temperature profile at t=6.50208 [s] is shown in Fig. 7. The solid line is the

fitting curve of the data of the Fourier transform spectrometer(FTS). Closed circle is electron

temperature measured by HR, which is relatively calibrated by using FTS. In an ELMy phase,

FTS is usually unavailable because nonthermal heat pulses enter the intefergram. Electron

temperature shown in Fig. 7 is deduced by removing the heat pulse and restoring the

interferogram7). As shown in Fig. 7, fluctuation shown in Fig. 6 is sufficient to form the flat

region in electron temperature profile. The width of the flat region, which suggests the

existence of magnetic islands, is about 5 centimeters. It is clear from Fig. 7 that HR is a

powerful tool to observe the tearing mode and measure the island width.

4. Summary and future plan

Characteristics of MHD activities in the steady state high performance experiment is

discussed. The behavior of the instability shows same as the neoclassical tearing mode
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observed in other tokamaks and results and no contradictory data was found. In order to

conclude the mode in JT-60U as the neoclassical tearing mode, further investigation should

be done. A numerical calculation code to solve the Rutherford equation which describes

evolution of the island width is under development. Another approach is to evaluate A', which

is defined as A'=(l/Br)(3Br/3r)lrs+w/2-(l/Br)(3Br/3r)lrs-w/2. Br, rs and w are radial magnetic

field, minor radius at a resonant surface and island width, respectively. The neoclassical

tearing mode can be destabilized even when A' is negative, while A' needs to be positive for a

classical tearing mode to be destabilized. A method to evaluate A' using ECE data8) is to be

applied.
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injection power, (b) stored energy, (c) magnetic field
fluctuation with toloidal mode number n-2, (d)
magnetic field fluctuation with n-1 and (e) Da signal.
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3.3 Stability Improvement and Sustainment of Improved Confinement in

Reversed Shear Plasmas with an ELMy H-mode edge

T. Fujita, Y. Kamada, Y. Neyatani, S. Ishida, S. Ide, T. Oikawa, H. Shirai, S. Takeji

1. Introduction

In JT-60U reversed shear discharges, high performance was obtained by formation of an

internal transport barrier (ITB) with a large radius *) and a deuterium-tritium-equivalent fusion

power gain of 1.05 was achieved 2). However, these discharges encountered a beta collapse

when qmjn decreased to 2, which restricted the fusion performance and the duration of high

confinement. The beta limit was PN~2 (PN is the normalized beta) at qmin~2, and a low-qmin

region below qmin =1.7 could not be reached J). It was observed that fluctuations of electron

temperature grew explosively from the ITB region with a very fast growth time of order -10 jLls

at collapses 3). These observations on the beta limit and instability growth time agree with

calculated values for low-n kink-ballooning modes as predicted by the ERATO-J code 4). Since

this mode is destabilized by a large pressure gradient in the ITB region, broadening of the

pressure profile by combining an H-mode with an ITB was attempted for the improvement of

stability and sustainment of improved confinement. High triangularity configurations were also

aimed at to increase an edge pressure gradient in an H-mode.

2. Operation for obtaining an H-mode

In the original plan, combining an H-mode was to be attempted in plasmas with an ITB

with a large radius, which would be created in a similar way that was used in high performance

reversed shear plasmas with an L-mode edge; i.e. formation of an ITB by injecting a relatively

high power (-15 MW) beam into a low current (~ 1 MA) plasma followed by current ramp-up.

However, this scenario was given up since the reproducibility of the ITB formation in this

method was not good. The reason of the poor reproducibility is not well understood; the

difference was a weaker toroidal field (3.5 T against 4.3 T) and injection of tangential beams

before high power heating. Consequently, the method to obtain an H-mode was to reduce the

beam power during the current ramp to prevent the development of a strong ITB, since strong

ITBs appeared to make the H-mode transition difficult due to the small power flow across it 3 \

High power heating at an later period or at the current flat-top triggered the H-mode transition.

The edge pedestal in an H-mode in a low trianglarity (8) configuration appeared to be

insufficient to make a broad pressure profile which had a high stability. To enhance the edge

pedestal, increasing the triangularity was attempted. Increasing 8 from 0.1 to 0.3 in a short

period (~ 0.2 s) resulted in decrease in internal inductance and in a collapse. Slow 8 ramp in a

long period (~ 1.5 s) and keeping qeff larger than 5 leaded to realization of high 8 reversed shear

discharges. An example of discharge is shown in Fig. 1. The triangularity was gradually
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increased from 0.1 to 0.3 during t = 4.0-5.5 s. The plasma volume was also increased to keep

qeff larger than 5. The ELM

started at 5.0 s. The ITB also [
[MA]

E29642

started to form at around 5.0 s

and continued to develop as

shown in the increase of stored

energy, neutron emission rate

and central density, which

resulted in a beta collapse at

6.8 s. Hence, the edge

pedestal in high 8 ELMy H-

mode could not avoid steeping

the pressure gradient at the

ITB or the resultant collapse at

least when the beam power

was kept constant.

PNBI
[MW]

[1016/s]

[1019m-3]

Fig. 1. Waveforms of a reversed shear discharge with
an ELMy H-mode edge in a high triangularity (5~0.3)
configuration.

3. Stability and confinement in reversed shear plasmas with an H-mode edge
In Fig. 2, beta limits in H-mode edge discharges and those in L-mode edge discharges are

compared. The stability in the low-qmjn region was successfully improved in the H-mode edge

discharges, and a lower-qmjn region of qmin < 1.7 became accessible. As a result, a high PN

value of 2.3 has been achieved at qmin = 1.5. On the other hand, the confinement in H-mode

* L-mode, low 5, 4.3T, 1996
* L-mode, low 8, 3.5T, 1997
Q H-mode, low 5, 3.5T, 1997
• H-mode, high S, 3.5f, 1997

2.5

2

1.5

1

0.5

I' '' I ' " I' " I m I • " I' ' "T
I H-mode edge

L-mode edge -

X

"tf*
X

-i , i [ , i i i i i , i , . , i i , , i , , , i • i , i i

1.21.41.6 1.8 2 2.22.42.6 2.8

Fig. 2. Normalized beta J3^ at a collapse
against qm[n. The operational beta limits
for H-mode edge and L-mode edge
discharges are shown by solid curves.

x L-mode, low 5, 4.3T, 1996
^ L-mode, low 8, 3.5T. 1997
n H-mode, low 8, 3.5T, 1997
• H-mode, high 8, 3.5T, 1997

3.5

2
<£ 2.5

i

1.5

1

L-mode edge

H-mode
"edge

1. • 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8

Fig. 3. H-factors against qmin. The H-
factors in H-mode edge plasmas are not
higher than those in L-mode edge
plasmas.
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edge plasmas was not better than that in L-mode edge

plasmas as shown in Fig. 3. This is due to smaller ITB

radius in H-mode edge plasmas. The ion temperature profile

in an H-mode edge plasma is shown in Fig. 4. The radius of

ITB is about 0.5a (a is the plasma minor radius). In L-mode

edge plasmas, the ITB radius of up to 0.7a was obtained and

higher confinement was achieved with a larger ITB radius *).

The smaller ITB radius cancels the benefits of H-mode. The

smaller ITB radius in H-mode edge plasmas is related to

smaller negative shear region in these plasmas, which

appeared to be caused by lower beam power during current

ramp-up. In Fig. 5, trajectories of (pqmin>

Qmin) are shown. In L-mode edge plasmas,

E29601,6.6s

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
P

Fig. 4. Ti profile in an H-mode
edge reversed shear discharge
(8 = 0.3).

L-mode'1996

+ • " L-mode (e27302)
high beam power was injected during current ---A--- L-mode (e27294)

ramp, which kept the radius of qmjn around

0.7 while qmjn continued to decrease, and

large pqmin °f 0.7 was achieved in a low-

Qmin region of qmin~2. In H-mode edge

plasmas, the beam power during current ramp

was reduced as mentioned in section 2, which

resulted in lower electron temperatures and

faster current penetration. Though the radius

°f qmin w a s nearly equal to that in L-mode

edge plasmas when qmin w a s around 4,

Pqmin continued to decrease during the

current ramp-up and reached about 0.5a when

qmin became 2. High heating power during

the current ramp appears to be necessary to

create a large negative shear region.

H-mode, low 6, 1997
H-mode, high 5, 1997

• H-mode (e29740)

High power pre-beam
(L-mode edge scenario)

Low power pre-beam
(H-mode edge scenario)

c
E

0.3 0.5 0.6

Pqmin
0.7 0.8 0.9

Fig. 5. (rqmin, qmin) for high power pre-beam
(crosses, plus sign and open triangles) and for
low power pre-beam (open rectangular, closed
rectangular and closed circles).4. Sustainment of improved

confinement

Avoidance of beta collapse and quasi-steady sustainment of improved confinement were

attained in reversed shear discharges with an ELMy H-mode edge by using power step-down.

An example is shown in Fig. 6. An H-factor of 1.8-2.5 and (3N of 1.5-1.8 were sustained for

1.5 s (4-5 times XE) in a discharge with high triangularity (Bt = 3.5 T, Ip = 1.5 MA, q95 = 4.5,

8 ~ 0.28). The ITB was established and developed sufficiently by the high power heating

before 6 s, as indicated by the rise of density along the central (r/a ~ 0.17) chord, and the beam
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power was stepped down. As a result, the stored energy remained constant while qmin

continued to decrease. The reversed shear configuration and the ITB were sustained until the

end of beam heating. Long sustainment, reaching 4.3 s, of improved confinement with an H-

factor -1 .7 and (3N ~ 1.5 was also demonstrated using feedback control of the beam power to

maintain a fixed neutron emission rate.

E29728
H=1.8-2.5;|3N=1.5-1.8

p -I
[MA]

0

~e 4

[1019m"3]2
0

v vdia
[MJ] 2

0
2.5

1.5
3

H
factor ^

r/a~0.17

•

I

,r/a~0.76
I t . i i I t

w

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8
time [s]

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
P

Fig. 6. Waveforms and profiles of a reversed shear discharge with an ELMy H-
mode edge where an H-factor of 1.8-2.5 and ftjy of 1.5-1.8 were sustained for 1.5 s.
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3.4 Study of Internal Transport Barriers by Comparison of

Reversed Shear and High-Pp Discharges in JT-60U

Y. Koide, M. Mori, T. Fujita, H. Shirai, T. Hatae, T. Takizuka, H. Kimura,
T. Oikawa, N. Isei, A. Isayama, S. Takeji, Y. Kawano, A. Sakasai, Y. Kamada,
T. Fukuda and S. Ishida

1. Introduction
One of the candidates for advanced tokamak scenario is reversed shear operation1 •2).

This regime is characterized by a region where the magnetic shear, s=(r/q)dq/dr, is negative
in the core region. Here, q is the safety factor and r is the minor radius. The improved
core confinement with good bootstrap-current alignment and high p is believed to be
promising for achievement of steady-state reactor conditions35. Equivalent QDT of 1.05
has been transiently achieved in JT-60U in reversed shear plasmas4'. The large effective
confinement volume with the reduction in the electron thermal diffusivity xe

 5) suggests
that the reversed shear operation is promising for burning plasmas.

The present approach to address the physical reason for the %e reduction is to compare
results with those in high-(3p mode6', where no clear VTe with spatial localization was
observed.

The present paper deals with the comparison of internal transport barrier (ITB)
between reversed shear and high-(3 p discharges. The effect of safety factor profile on the
%e reduction, and radial location of ITB are discussed. Reversed shear plasmas in
electron heating regime is also discussed.

2. ITB location and effect of q profile
Profiles are compared between reversed shear (Figs, l(a-c)) and high pp (Figs, l(d-f)

discharges. These discharges had similar conditions of Ip=2.3-2.2MA, Bt =4.3-4.4T,
R/a=3.1/0.74-3.1/0.72 and q95 =3.7-3.3. Heating power and line average electron density
were different between them: PNB=13MW and ne(0.5a)=3x 1019 m~3 for the reversed
shear case; PNB=30MW and iTe(O.5a) = l x 1019 irT3 for the high (3p case. Reversed shear
(Fig. l(c)) was produced using an early neutral beam injection in the initial current
ramp7); scenario of high pp discharge is to apply high heating power into sawtooth-free
target plasmas with low ne and relatively high internal inductance (1: ~1.1),8) which leads
to monotonic q(r)9) (Fig. l(e)) or positive magnetic shear (Fig. l(f)).

One of the most dramatic differences is the steep and localized VTe observed in the
reversed shear case, where power balance analysis for a similar discharge showed a
reduction in %e by a factor of 20.5) Since such clear %e reduction is only observed in
strong negative shear discharges in IT-60U to date, we consider that s<0 may be one of
important factors for the reduced %e. It should be pointed out that negative shear is not a
sufficient condition for the electron thermal barrier formation. This is because there is a
heating power below which the %e reduction is not observed. The threshold power for
the ITB formation will be discussed in a separate paper. If we consider the reduced
transport rates in terms of the turbulence suppression, responsible turbulence should be
considered separately for ion and electron systems. This is because the reduction in %e is
not so clear while %i is reduced significantly in high |3p mode.10'
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The location of ITB is important from the viewpoint of confinement improvement
because it provides the boundary of the effective confinement volume. Vertical thick
lines in Fig. 1 show locations of "ITB foot" from T; profile (= pTi), which is defined as
radial location of d2T/dr2 maximum. Magnetic shear at the positions for these particular
discharges is s—1 (reversed shear case) and s~l (high J3p case), respectively.

Figure l(g) shows evolution of pTi in the reversed shear discharge, together with the
positions of qmin ( = p ; a thin solid line) and integer-q rational surfaces (dotted lines).
Here qmin was decreased in time monotonically from 5 (t=4 s) to 2 (t=7 s).U) An outward
propagation of pTi=0.5^0.8 (t=4-5.2 s) and the subsequent localization of pTi ^pqmin (t>
5.2 s) were observed. The profiles shown in Fig. l(a)-(c) are at t=6.6 s i.e. in the
stagnation phase. pTe (triangles) and pne (a closed circle), which are defined in the same
way from profiles of Te and ne, respectively, were found to be at the similar location to

PTi-
The pTe in high (3p mode, even without pq except on axis, also sometimes propagates

outwards12) and, however, stagnates at regions of s>0 as shown in Fig. l(d)-(f). We
consider that the propagation and the stagnation are governed by a kind of balance
between driving and suppression factors for the ITB formation as has been discussed in
Ref. 13. We first investigated the threshold heating power Pth for the ITB formation in
the high pp case in order to understand the balance. We found that higher heating power
into the central region (with no net external momentum input) triggered the ITB formation,
while no ITB was observed with lower central power deposition with a fixed total heating
power;14' Pth increased faster than linearly with ne.

12) These results qualitatively supports
the hypothesis of turbulence suppression by E x B shear as discussed in Ref. 15, considering
that radial electric field E r, which increases with pressure gradient, contributes to E x B
shear and that Er decreases with ne. Study of P^ for the reversed shear case is now in
progress, preliminary results of which suggest no strong ne dependence of Pth, which is
in contrast to the high (3 case.

On suppression factors for ITB, s<0 seems to have effect to stagnate the ITB location
in JT-60U reversed shear discharges. However, the stagnation of pTi suggests the existence
of other suppression factors than s<0 because s at pTi is positive in typical high [3
discharges (This feature is similar to TFTR discharges, where pTi extends beyond the
reversed shear radius in TFTR reversed shear discharges.l)).

3. Reversed shear discharges in electron heating regime
ITB discussed in the previous sections was produced by neutral beam injection (80keV

beams into plasmas of Te=8keV), where ion heating was predominant (-80%). We have
just started to investigate ITB characteristics in electron heating regime without central
particle fueling by using ICRF.I6) Information of this type is essential to predict ITB
performance in burning plasmas, which is mainly heated by a particles.

Evolution of the discharge is shown in Fig. 2(a) (Ip=2MA, B,=3.3T, q95=3.8, H
beams into H-He plasmas). NB power was reduced from 8.5MW to 1.5MW at t=5.8 s,
which was followed by an ICRF injection (4.5MW) during t=6-7.5 s. Passive charge
exchange analyzer detected particle flux with high energy tail, the fraction of which
monotonically increased up to ~1 MeV through the IC injection. This is one of items of
evidence of the production of electron heating source.

It should be noted that Te(0.2) rapidly increased after the start of ICRF injection
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while Te(0.4) decreased, suggesting the reduction of %e at p <0.4; and that the slight
increase in VTe at p~0.35 (a vertical thick line in Fig. 2(b)) was sustained even after the
reversed shear profile was relaxing with time (s=-0.8-^-0.3) (Fig. 2(c)).

In a reference discharge, where the IC power was replaced by the same amount of
beam power, Vne was locally increased inside the ITB at p=0.4 (closed circles in Fig.
2(d)). In contrast to this, ne profile during ICRF, where there was little particle source in
the core (only from diagnostic beams), showed gentle Vne (open circles in Fig. 2(d)).
This result suggests that steep Vneseems not to be essential for the ITB formation.

4. Summary
ITB in reversed shear and high pp discharges were compared, and data has been accumulated
for the understanding the ITB formation with %e reduction. Reduction in %e was significant
in strongly reversed shear discharges. Radial location of ITB propagated outwards and
then localized near or just inside the pq both for the ion and electron channels. Reduction
in Xe w a s a^so observed when electron heating by ICRF was applied, where steep Vne

seems not to be essential for the ITB formation.
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3.5 Particle transport analysis of ICRF heated plasmas
during reversed shear experiments in JT-60U

M. Iwase, Y. Koide, K. Tobita, S. Moriyama, Y. Kusama, H. Takenaga, H. Shirai,
M. Nemoto, A. Morioka, T. Fujita, Y. Kamada, T. Oikawa, G. J. Kramer

1 Introduction

Plasma performance has been progressively enhanced with the reversed magnetic

shear (RS) configuration in JT-60U, reaching <5DT=1-05. TO verify the validity of RS

operations in a future tokamak reactor where particle fueling into the central region

is difficult and a particle heating is dominant, ICRF minority heating which fuels no

particles was applied to RS plasmas1'. In order to study the behaviors of RS plasmas

on the reduced particle fueling, NBI heating power (PNB) was scanned. The particle

confinement time (rp) and the effective particle diffusivity (Z)eff) at an ITB were derived

from global particle balance inside the ITB.

2 Method of analysis

The particle transport analysis is done only for the inside of ITB. The definitions of

variables in the analysis are illustrated in Fig.l. In this situation, only the particle source

(5NB) by NBI heating is taken into account because the particle source by the recycling

from the first wall is negligible. The total number of electrons and the volume integrated *

particle source inside the ITB are denoted by Ne and •?, respectively. These values are

expressed as follows;

NP = JnedV, S = JsNBdV, (1)

where V is the plasma volume inside the ITB. The equation of global particle confinement

is described with Ne, S and rp as follows;

(2,
dt

From this equation, rp is written as follows;

0 t)
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• ^ - f 3 )
" at

Neglecting the convective term, we can obtain the following equation.

8N
^ AT - ADeffVne (4)

C _

Here, Y and £>eff are the particle flux and the effective particle diffusivity at the ITB. The

surface area at the ITB is denoted as A.

3 Analyzed results

The second harmonic ICRF minority heating was applied to the RS plasmas consist

of hydrogen and helium 4. The power scan of NBI heating is done shot by shot as showin

in Fig.2. /p and Bt are 2.0 MA and 3.5 T, respectively.

The typical profiles of the electron density (ne) analyzed here are shown in Fig.3.

For the integration in eq.(l), the measured ne profile is fitted with a continuous function.

The open circles show the case of NBI heating only at 6.0 MW. The circles show the case

where PNB °f 2.0 MW and Pic of 4.0 MW are injected. In both cases, the configuration

of the plasmas are almost the same. The radial profile of 5NB calculated with an OFMC

code is shown in Fig.4.

Fig.5 shows Tp at the ITB as a function of ISVJB- Even in the case where S'NB is

considerably small, no degradation of rp is seen. The dependence of Deff on 5NB at the

ITB is depicted in Fig.6. It seems that Deff is independent of 5NB-

4 Summary

The particle transport analysis was done for ICRF heating experiments with the

view of studying the particle fueling effect on the sustainment of ITB in RS plasmas. The

central particle source by NBI heating was scanned from TxlO^s"1 to 22xl019s~1. The

analyzed values of rp at the ITB were of the order of 1 s, and there is no degradation

4 0 -
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of rp during the particle source scan. £>eff at the ITB, neglecting the convective term,

was calculated. The value of Des was of the order of 0.01~0.1 m2/s. Due to the limited

amount of data we were not able to study the dependence of Deff on the central particle

fueling.

The duration and the power of ICRF heating in the present situation is limited

to 4~5 MW. In order to verify the sustainment of the ITB with only ICRF heating, the

high power ICRF experiment is essential to understand the detailed relation between the

central particle fueling and the sustainment of ITB in a steady-state tokamak reactor.

References

1) Kimura H. et al., Plasma Phys. Contrl. Nucl. Fusion Research (Proc. 16th IAEA

Fusion Energy Conf., Montreal, 1996), paper F1-CN-64/E-6.
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experiment. PNB during ICRF heating is
changed shot by shot.
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Fig.3 Electron density profile used in the analysis. The solid curve with open circles show
the case where only PNB of 6.0MW is injected. The dashed curve with closed circles
show the case where PNB of 2.0MW and Pic of 4.0MW are injected. In both case, the
configurations of the plasmas are almost the same.
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Fig.4 Radial profile of particle source by NBI heating.
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3.6 Effect of Impurity on Neoclassical Ion Thermal Diffusivity
M. Kikuchi, H. Shirai, H. Itakura*, M. Azumi

1 Introduction

Recent progress of reversed shear experiments shows significant reduction in ion thermal
diffusivity close to the neoclassical value in the negative shear region.

Although the neoclassical transport theories are well-developed [1, 2],we do not have an
accurate formula for ion thermal diffusivity valid for arbitrary shape, aspect ratio and impurity
content. So far, approximate ion thermal diffusivity given by Chang-Hinton [4] has been used.
But, their formula was constructed empirically to match the Hinton-Hazeltine formula valid at
high aspect ratio without impurity [1] and Hazeltine-Hinton-Rosenbluth result at unit aspect
ratio without impurity [6]. The impurity effect was incorporated similarly based on Hirshman's
result [5] at high aspect ratio and inclusion of impurity effect on energy scattering at unit aspect
ratio.

In this paper, we have applied the so called Matrix Inversion Method (MI method
developed for the bootstrap current [7, 8, 3] to calculate the neoclassical ion thermal diffusivity.
And this value was compared with Chang-Hinton value for typical JT-60U experiments. Details
of the theoretical background will be described elsewhere.

2 Chang-Hinton Neoclassical Ion Thermal Diffusivity

The ion thermal diffusivity by Chang-Hinton [4] is expressed as,

X?H = Vepl^^CH, I<2CH = % !P

qH _ 4yWf In A fPS _ l.mii^HpF fBP

1 Bl

= (0-66(1 + 1.54a)+ (1.88v^-1.54c)(1 + 3.75a)) < | f > (4)

(5)

3 Neoclassical Ion Thermal Diffusivity by MI Method

An exact expression of the thermal diffusivity for plasma species a can be obtained using the
normalized parallel friction coefficient Ifj and the normalized viscosity coefficient /};a as follows,

.JVC /7«2 ,. T> T> f,'CPS , T>BP
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where CPS and BP are abbreviations for classical-fPfirsh-Schliiter and Banana-Plateau trans-
port coefficients, respectively.

r>cps R2><B2>
2V? < B2 > ^-)

Oiaa -

< B2 >

In A

where L and M are normalized friction and viscous matrixes, respectively.

L =

where,
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(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

Ala = T
J

(11)

(14)

(16)

where M*1^ and N*'6
J are given in Eq. (4.11-17) of reference [2]. And 8ai, is Cronecker's delta

function.
When the T; = T/, the total ion thermal diffusivity is defined as,

ytot =
A.I

li + (ni + m)'

(17)
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Heat flux through impurity channel qi can be larger than that of ion channel by a factor of
cn\JAijAi which can be 5-10 for Zejj = 2 — 3 if both ion and impurity are deeply collisionless.
However, impurity collisionality v*i is 0(1) while ion is deeply collisionless (u^ << 1) for typical
high PP and reversed shear regime in JT-60U. Therefore we can neglect ion thermal conduction
through impurity channel.

4 Comparison of MI Method against other theories

Comparison of MI method with other theories are made. Figure 1 shows e dependence of
K%CH i V%K2i a n d V^K^S derived from eq.(7.53) of [2] for electron-ion plasma in collisionless
regime. Three formula agrees each other at e = 0 limit (K2 = 0.66 as given by Hinton-Hazeltine
[1]). But MI method gives slightly higher value at e = 1 limit, similar to Bolton-Ware results
given in [9]. This is due to the finite contribution of electron-ion collision term ( M}£ ) to the
normalized friction coefficient 12\- This term is usually neglected in [6, 9].

Effect of impurity on ion thermal diffusivity is analyzed with MI method and compared with
Chang-Hinton formula. Figure 2 shows the e dependence of K2CH and \f2K2i for collisionless

plasma v*\, — 10~4(if* = —~~^u*i) with Ze/f = 3.0 (impurity species is assumed to be

Carbon). Two results agree at infinite aspect ratio end (e = 0). But they have a large difference
at other aspect ratio. The reason for this difference is the simpler treatment of the impurity
effect in [4]. For e = 1 plasma, for example, neoclassical ion thermal diffusivity is dominated
by the Pfirsh-Schliiter transport ( whole particles are trapped and there is no Banana-Plateau
transport ). The Pfirsh-Schluter transport consists of ion-electron collsion, ion-ion collision and
ion-impurity collision, as given in eq. (16). Although the ion-impurity pitch-angle scattering
plays a dominant role in effect of impurity on ion thermal diffusivity as discussed by Chang [4],
there are significant contribution from other terms (including correction to large impurity mass
limit).

Finally neoclassical ion thermal diffusivity is calculated for typical JT-60 plasma parameter
of SN=E29854 as shown in Fig.3. The neoclassical ion termal diffisivity from Chang-Hinton
formula is two times larger than that from MI method as expected from above discussion.
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3.7 Violation of the Mercier Criterion in Reversed Shear Confinement
Configurations [1]

T Ozeki, M Azumi, S Ishida and T Fujita

It is found that the Mercier criterion can be violated in a reversed shear plasma of a

tokamak. A reversed shear plasma has negative magnetic shear and negative pressure gradient

in the inner region of a plasma. In the negative shear region, stabilizing terms due to the parallel

current and the magnetic well produced by the poloidal current change to destabilizing ones.As

(qo-qmin) / qmin increases, the destabilizing effects increase and the Mercier criterion can be

violated. Here, qo and qmin are the safety factor on the plasma axis and the minimum value

along the minor radius, respectively.

In JT-60U reversed shear plasmas, the value of (qo-qmin) / qmin becomes large. The

Mercier criterion is evaluated for the JT-60 reversed shear plasma where the discharge attained

high performance [2]. Figure l(a) shows the q profile and pressure profile for the equilibrium at

around 4.8sec of E27969. As shown in Fig.l(b), the Mercier criterion is violated ( DM<0 ) near

the region of the large pressure gradient and near the plasma center. In this calculation, the value

of qo is assumed to be 18, but the stability result does not change very much with the variation

of qo from 12 to 18. During the ramp-up phase of E27969, the reversed shear plasma

experiences a stagnation in the increase of the stored energy and occurrences of MHD activity

localized near the ITB around 4.8-5.2sec. The observed MHD activity includes a small collapse

with a fast growth rate ( -IOOJXS ) and no precursor. During the stagnation, the Mercier criterion

is violated near the region of the ITB, although the measurement of qo has a large error.

r **

o- D:M

• 9 . 0 0 - 2 Q.4- D .S 0-B I flJ "B-D 0 . 2 0 - 4 0 - B G-Q 1-0

r / a r / a
Fig.l Profiles of the pressure and the safety factor at around 4.8sec ofE27969. qo

is assumed to be 18 in the calculation, and (b) the Mercier criterion, DM.

[1] Ozeki, T., Azumi, M.,, Ishida, S., Fujita, T., to appear in Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion.
[2] Ishida S., et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 79 (1997) 3917.
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3.8 "Hidden" variables affecting the L-H transition *)

T Fukuda

Since the discovery of H-mode in 1982, significant progress has been made especially in

the theoretical field of investigations. Accordingly, theoretical picture of the L-H transition has

consequently converged. However, it still remains in part as elusive as before in terms of the

quantitative treatment, being deficient in the predictive capabilities. In order to elucidate the

cause of scatters in the threshold power scaling for ITER, parametric dependencies of the L-H

threshold power on global quantities observed in various tokamaks, such as ne, Bj and q95,

were first reviewed, and it was then suggested that an atomic process may provide significant

contributions as a "hidden" variable. Theoretical predictions of the neutrals effects can be both

negative and positive through the L-H transition dynamics. It was found in JT-60U by DEGAS

that no
95/ne

95 evaluated by DEGAS modifies Vj*95 at the L-H transition, and suggested that

Vex95/Vb may elucidate the ne dependence of the threshold power. Here, Vj *95 is the edge ion

collisionality defined as Vi*95=ViiRq95/e3/2Vth95(ne/nj)(Zeff/Zi2), and Vb is the bounce

frequency (= e1 /2xv th
95 /Rpcl95) of trapped ions. The so called "wall effect" on the threshold

power was also resolved in terms of no
95/ne

95. On the other hand, DIII-D emphasized that the

SOL pressure is not necessarily a relevant quantity to discuss the neutrals effect, based on the

B2.5 analysis, and introduced the ratio of v9x(=n9
C)

5<av>cx) and the neoclassical damping rate

(Vcx/M-neo)- However, the DIII-D results in part ostensibly contradict with the JT-60U results

and observations in PDX and various tokamaks, and extended efforts on the neutrals analysis

are thereby required for the comprehensive descriptions.

Among many controversies, investigations of the edge temperatures and ion collisionality

have been the most vigorous issues. However, the edge plasma quantities observed in various

tokamaks are diversified, and their relation to the global scaling is obscure. Therefore, we

would first have to convince ourselves that the H-mode transitions in different tokamaks may

not necessarily be described by identical theoretical models, on which the edge parameters are

determined. The effort in JT-60U to describe the global threshold scaling with the conventional

edge nondimensional quantities does not provide consistent results with C-Mod. Therefore, the

development of a comprehensive model which not only quantitatively predicts conditions for

the L-H transitions to occur but also considers the core transport is indeed urged to improve the

extrapolative capability of our knowledge on the L-H transition.

1) T. Fukuda, to be published in Plasma Phys. Contr. Fusion
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3.9 Nondimensional threshold scaling of edge plasma quantities in JT-60U D

T. Fukuda, T. Takizuka, Y. Kamada, K. Tsuchiya, M. Mori and the JT-60 Team

In order to correlate the edge quantities with the H-mode power threshold, exploratory

work of scaling the H-mode power threshold with the edge nondimensional quantities was first

undertaken in JT-60U. We have employed the well established nondimensional treatment, and

thereby described the conventional nondimensional quantities in terms of the relevant edge

variables, namely p*95(=[Tj95] a 5 /RB), p95(=ne95T i
95/B2) and v*9 5(=Rn e

9 5 /[Ti9 5]2) .

The nondimensional formulae for the threshold power (Pth) are also transformed to

a p
9 5 /2 - 2ay

95 + ap
9 5 + 3/2 = 0. (2)

A postulated hypothesis regarding the significance of the p *95 dependence, based on the ion

orbit loss theory, is as follows. For a given width of the edge layer determined by the magnetic

shear or pressure profile, it is necessary for ions to have an adequate orbit width to link the

inside and outside of the layer, in order to produce the radial electric field (E r). Therefore, in

the small p *95 case which applies to high-field large tokamaks, the necessary condition for E r

formation is more stringent, and bulk ion contribution is more predominant. On the other hand,

for low-field small tokamaks with a large p *95, H-mode is more accessible and sensitive to the

fast ions. The contribution of (3 95 is directly relevant to the edge threshold pressure, and v *95

is regarded as a determinant in the ion orbit loss theory. The result of scaling is written as

[p*95]l-2[p95]-l.l[v*95]o.45R2ne95[T.95]3/2- (3)

The obtained scaling satisfies the constraint written in equation (2), with its value being 0.1. In

addition, it yields the exponents of 0.4, 1.0 and 1.3 respectively for ne
95 , B and R, which is

quite consistent with our global scaling result of Pth = ne
0-5 B 1 0 R L5. As indicated in equation

(3), p* 9 5 has a positive contribution to the threshold power against our hypothesis. It is

somewhat amazing, since p *95 increases with (3 95 for a fixed value of v *95. However, the

global scaling also provides 1, -1 and 0.5 for the exponents of a p, ap and ocyparameters,

respectively. As to the (3 95 contribution, the threshold decreases with (3 95, as we expected. It

is also clear that an increase of v *95 results in higher threshold power. A speculated reason for

the apparent inconsistency on p* 9 5 is that the above procedure does not separate the bulk

plasma transport from the transition physics. Therefore, it would be necessary to take the

contribution of nondimensional confinement scaling into account. Another consideration is that

additional nondimensional edge parameters e.g., atomic processes may have to be introduced.

1) T. Fukuda et al., to be published in Plasma Phys. Contr. Fusion
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3.10 Comparison of edge neutral effect on the condition of H-mode transition

before and after the modification of the divertor geometry in JT-60U ^

K. Tsuchiya, T. Fukuda, Y. Kamada, H. Takenaga, T. Takizuka, M. Mori, T. Fujita

and the JT-6O Team

The influence of the edge neutrals on the L-H transition condition was investigated in the

W-shaped pumped divertor in JT-60U, which is an extension of the previous work published in

Ref. 2, where negative contribution of the neutrals effect on the L-H threshold power scaling

was documented by the DEGAS analysis. Related subject is treated in PDX and Dili in 1984,

where it was speculated that the reduction of molecular deuterium flow back from the divertor to

main plasma region can improve the H-mode accessibility.

In the dedicated experiment, the density was scanned in the range (1.5-4.0)x 1019nr3 . It

was found, however, that the amount of reduction in the H-mode threshold power in the

modified divertor geometry was subtle, in comparison with the open divertor. The density

exponent also remained in the range 0.5 to 0.75, whilst it was 0.5 for the previous open

divertor case. In addition, the effect of pumping was very small, although it actually reduced

the threshold power by a noticeable amount. The signs of presumed geometry effect was found

in the detailed analysis, where the slight reduction of threshold power was observed as the

compression ratio was increased i.e., the distance between the inner separatrix and the mouth of

pumping duct was reduced. Here, the compression factor was defined by the ratio of the line-

integrated D a signal in the main plasma region and divertor region.

As to the edge neutrals density, it was found that Vj*95 stays around unity even under the

condition that no
95/ne

95 is considerably large in the modified divertor geometry, although the

remarkable reduction of Vj*95 was documented at a high no
95/ne

95 in the open divertor. Here,

n0
9 5 was evaluated as a poloidally averaged quantity in the both cases. However, it was also

found that the consideration of the wall source at the outer buffle plate is necessary, whereas it

was negligible in the open divertor geometry. The DEGAS calculation indicates that the neutral

flux from the outer baffle plate is 5% of that from the divertor plates. However, the amount of

neutral penetration is 1 % of the outflux from the divertor plates, whilst 20% of the outflux from

the outer baffle plate penetrate into plasma edge. Therefore, the contributions of each source

regions can be comparable, which means that the poloidal averaging may possibly produce

misleading results, as we have not resolved where in the edge poloidal section of the plasma

being the most influential on the L-H transition.

1) K. Tsuchiya et ai, to be published in Plasma Phys. Contr. Fusion

2) T. Fukuda et al, Nucl. Fusion 37 (1997) 1199.
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4. High Energy Particles

4.1 Enhancement in the ionization cross-section

of a 350 keV hydrogen beam on JT-60U plasmas1)

M. Nemoto, K. Tobita, K.Ushigusa, Y. Kusama, M. Kuriyama, K. Kodama, K. Masaki,

A. Sakasai and Y. Kamada

Enhancement of the effective ionization cross-section has been investigated by

shine-through measurements of a 350 keV hydrogen Negative ion based Neutral Beam

(NNB) on the JT-60U tokamak. The NNB was injected into hydrogen plasmas, which

were a fixed configuration, with an electron density range of (1.0-4.1)xl0]9 nr3 and an

effective ionic charge of 1.3-2.2. As a fraction of beam power not absorbed by the plasma,

the experimental shine-through was measured by thermo-couple arrays which were installed

crosswise on the armor tiles where were irradiated by penetrated NNBs.

The experimental shine-through was compared with theoretically predicted shine-

through which were based on single-step ionization processes and multi-step ionization

processes. Except for the low density region near lxlO'9 nr3 , the experimental shine-

through was remarkably smaller than predictions based on single-step ionization processes,

suggesting that the effective ionization cross-section of the NNB was enhanced by multi-

step ionization.

For evaluation of the cross-section enhancement, the enhancement factor of the

cross-section was defined as (o~s - O"g0)) / o^, where o s was the effective ionization cross-

section of the NNB and o~j;0) was the cross-section for the conventional single-step

processes. The enhancement factor increased with electron density in the range of (1.0-

2.8)xlO19 nr3 up to a maximum of 80%. It was shown that the experimental enhancement

in the range of (2.8-4.0)xl019 nr3 , where was in the operational range on ITER, agreed

with the theoretical predictions of Janev et al. in Ref. 2.
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4.2 Excitation of Toroidicity-induced Alfven Eigenmodes with NNB

Y. Kusama, R. Nazikian1, GJ. Kramer2, K. Tobita, A. Morioka, T. Ozeki, T. Oikawa,

F.V. Tchernychev3, M. Nemoto, C.Z. Cheng1, K.W. Hill1, M. Kuriyama and H. Kimura

The Toroidicity-induced Alfven Eigenmodes (TAE modes) were excited with the

Negative-ion-based Neutral Beam (NNB). Both burst and continuous modes with low toroidal

mode numbers were observed in a low fin regime of <j8/!><0.i-O.2%. The amplitude of

magnetic fluctuations of the burst modes is about ten times as large as that of the continuous

modes. Accompanying these bursting activities were a few percent drops in the neutron

emission rate. This small drop indicates that the loss of co-injected NNB ions is small.

Continuous TAEs were observed with H°-

NNB injection (360 keV, 1.5-2 MW) into helium

plasmas (1.7 T) for the first time as beam-ion-

driven TAE modes. The NNB was injected during

a ramp-up phase of the plasma current, where a

weak central magnetic shear was formed. As

shown in Fig. 1, TAE modes continued for 0.35 s,

in contrast to burst TAEs lasting a few

milliseconds excited with tangential NBI in TFTR

[1] and DIII-D [2]. The mode frequency is in a

range of 120-210 kHz and the toroidal mode

number is n=l-2. The TAE mode frequency

calculated from the relation fxAE = VA/47tqR is

shown in Fig. 1. Here, VA is the Alfven velocity

(o^B/fpi, B is the magnetic field, p, is the ion mass

density), q is the local safety factor and R is the

major radius, respectively. In the calculation, VA

was evaluated using the line-averaged electron

density n̂  and the toroidal magnetic on axis Bto.

frequency is well explained by assuming q=1.5 (m

n=2 mode. The TAE modes are excited for Vb///vA

ions, vA: Alfven velocity). The volume-averaged

E30472: 0.8MA/1.7T

140

100
4.5 5.0Time (s)

Fig. 1: TAE modes driven by NNB. Top
figure; time traces of plasma current I „, line-
averaged electron density n~e, NNB power
^NNB' Bottom figure; temporal evolution of
measured frequency and calculated TAE
mode frequency. B tQ=l .7 T and Ip=0.8 MA at

the flat top.

The time evolution of measured mode

= 1) for n=l mode and q=1.75 (m=3) for

~0.4-0.7 (Vb//: parallel velocity of beam

beam beta at 4.8 s is calculated to be

present address; * Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, USA, 2JAERI Research Fellow,
3Ioffe Physical-Technical Institute, Russia.
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<Ph>~0.09% (~1OO kJ) from a steady-state analysis with the OFMC code [3]. The TAEs

were detected only during a ramp-up phase of the plasma current and no TAE was observed

at a higher electron-density after reaching a flat-top. A magnetic shear effect and damping by

electrons are considered to be the stabilizing mechanism there.

Figure 2 shows the Alfven continuum spectra calculated with the NOVA-K code [4]

for continuous modes at 4.8 s in Fig. 1. A q-profile having qo=1.4 was assumed as presented

in Fig. 2. The TAE gaps are well aligned for both n=l and n=2 modes. Measured mode

frequencies shown in broken lines in Fig. 2 are above the lower Alfven continuum, which is

consistent with the TAE mode excitation. The OFMC calculation shows a steep pressure

profile around r/a~0.6 consistent with the gap location of n=2 mode. For qo=1.2, the

measured TAE mode frequency of the n=2 mode crosses the Alfven continuum and the TAE

gap is not aligned well since a TAE gap with a narrow gap width is aligned at q=l .25 near the

center. This suggests that the TAE mode is stable for such a low qo This consideration

should be confirmed by measuring a q-profile from the MSE spectroscopy.

time 4.80 see Pulse 30472 time 4.80 sec Pulse 30472

0
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Fig. 2: Alfven continuum spectra of continuous modes at 4.8 s in Fig. 1; (a) for n=l mode and (b) for n=2
mode. Measured mode frequencies are shown with broken lines. A safety factor profile with qo-l.4 was
assumed as shown in the figure. The frequency is normalized to (O0=vA0l2qaRp, here, vA0 is the Alfven velocity on
the magnetic axis, qa is the safety factor at the plasma surface and Rp is the major radius.

Burst modes with n=l (40-70 kHz) and n=2 (70-110 kHz) were also observed when

D°-NNB (350 keV, 2.6-3 MW) was injected into a D+ plasma, where vb///vA~0.5-0.6 and

<Ph>~0.2%. Time evolution of plasma parameters and frequency spectrum of observed

modes are shown in Fig. 3. The calculated TAE frequencies are also shown in the frequency

spectrum. The frequency of the n=2 mode is sharp as similar to that of continuous modes

shown in Fig. 1. However, the frequency of the n=l mode is broad. A mode burst starts with

the n=2 mode, and this mode seems to trigger the n=l mode, which causes the mode burst to

terminate. Figure 3 shows the Alfven continuum spectra for these burst modes at 4.8 s. The

measured modes frequency of the n=l mode crosses deeply the Alfven continuum and it

means that the n=l burst mode is not the TAE mode. On the other hand, the observed
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frequency of the n=2 mode is just above the Alfven continuum, but very close to the

continuum. The n=2 mode seems to be consistent with the TAE mode. The amplitude of

magnetic fluctuations of the burst modes shown in Fig. 3 is about ten times as large as that of

the continuous modes in Fig. 1. Accompanying these bursting activities were a few percent

drops in the neutron emission rate [5]. This small drop indicates that the loss of co-injected

NNB ions is small.
E30002(0.7MA/1.54T)

4.5 4.6 4.94.7 4.8
Time (s)

Fig. 3: NNB-excited burst modes. Temporal evolution of plasma parameters (top) and frequency spectrum
(bottom) are shown. Solid and broken lines in the bottom figure shows the TAE mode frequencies calculated
by assuming safety factor presented. Btg=1.54 TandIp=0.7 MA attheflat top.

time 4.80 sec Pulse 30002

8

6
cr

4

2

0

o
3
3,

10

8

6

4

2

0

time 4.80 sec Pulse 30002

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Fig. 4: Alfven continuum spectra of burst modes (a) for n=l mode and (b)for n=2 mode at 4.8 s shown in Fig.
3. Measured mode frequencies are shown with broken lines. A safety factor profile was assumed as shown in the
figure. Frequency is normalized to 0)0 as the same as Fig. 2.
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The excitation regime of continuous

mode and burst modes in <3h> a"d Vb///VA

space is shown in Fig. 5 together with a

domain of the TAE mode excitation in TFTR

[1] and DIII-D [2]. The beta value of the

continuous mode excitation shown in Fig. 1 is

about one-fifth to one-tenth the threshold

value for excitation of TAEs in TFTR and

DIII-D. Table 1 summarizes the excitation

conditions and characteristics of continuous

modes and burst modes.
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continuous -
mode, , , . , :

O 1.5
0.5

0.0 0.5 1.0
Vb//VA

Fig. 5: Excitation condition of continuous modes
and burst modes is compared with a domain of the
TAE mode excitation in TFTR and D1II-D.

NNB/Plasma ffkHz) n TAE?
Cont. modes H°/He2+ 0.4-0.7 -0 .1%
Burst modes D°/D+ 0.5-0.6 -0.2%

120-210
40-70
70-110

1&2
1
2

Yes
No
Yes

Table 1: Excitation conditions and characteristics of continuous modes and burst modes.
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4.3 Correlation between neutron yield drop and magnetic fluctuation

during N-NBI driven TAE

A. Morioka, G. J. Kramer, Y. Kusama, K. Tobita,

T. Nishitani, Y. Neyatani and H. Kimura

4.3.1 Introduction

When the plasma current is driven by Negative ion source injector (N-NBI) , it is

possible that the current drive efficiency is reduce because of fast particle losses and pitch angle

scattering by Toroidicity-induced Alfven Eigenmodes (TAE modes). In JT-60U, TAE modes

excited by ICRF heating have been studied'), and the degradation of the energetic particle

confinement due to TAE modes has been investigated2^ Positive ion source injector (P-NBI)

driven TAE have been observed in TFTR3) and DIII-D4).

Recently, in JT-60U TAE modes have been observed when N-NBI beams were injected.

We have studied the correlation between the TAE modes and the drop in neutron yield. In eight

shots, N-NBI driven TAE modes were observed in 1997.

In this paper, we report on the results of the correlation between magnetic fluctuations

and the drop in neutron yield for shot E030002.

4.3.2 Experiment

For this shot the plasma parameters were : toroidal magnetic field, 1.5 T, plasma current,

0.7 MA, averaged electron density, (O.8-l.l)xlO*9 m~35 major radius, 3.3 m and minor radius,

1.0 m. A deuterium neutral beam was injected. The energy of the injected deuterium was 350

keV and the maximum beam power was 3 MW.

Under these conditions, the beam deuteron velocity (vd) was

^ = S^xlO'ms-1

y lu

and the Alfven velocity (vA) was

vA = -JL= = 8.1 xl06ms"

where B is the magnetic field, JJO(=4TT; 10"^) is the magnetic permeability of vacuum and p; is the

mass density. The beam parallel velocity of deuteron was more than vA/3. So in this experiment

beam particles fulfill the resonance condition for TAE mode excitation after they have reduced

their speed due to slowing down processes5).
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TAE modes were observed with an array of 8 Mirnov coils. The Mirnov coil diagnostic

had a maximum sampling rate of 1 MHz. The neutron diagnostic had a sampling time of 1

msec6'.

4.3.3 Results
The time history of the power of N-NBI, electron temperature at the plasma center, the

averaged electron density and total neutron yield for shot 30002 is shown in Fig. 1. The change

of beam slowing down time (TS °° (Te)
3/2/ne where Te is electron temperature and ne is electron

density ) during N-NBI inejection is small. The time history of the magnetic fluctuations is

shown in Fig.2. The bursts observed below 70 kHz have a toroidal mode number of one. The

activity between 70 kHz and 110 kHz has an = 2 toroidal mode number, The n = 2 frequency

scales with l/(ne)
I/2, which is expected for TAE modes. In sec.4.2 of this review, it was shown

that the n = 2 activity is likely a TAE mode whereas the n = 1 activity is not a TAE mode7). The

correlation between the neutron signal and the Mirnov signal is shown in Fig.3(a) for the n = 1

activity and in Fig.3(b) for the n = 2 activity. The total neutron emission was seen to drop during

each burst in Mirnov signal. Fig.4 shows the total neutron drop rate plotted against the averaged

magnetic activity between 70 kHz and 120 kHz in the n = 2 TAE mode. There is no correlation

between the magnetic fluctuations and the drop in neutron yield during N-NBI driven TAE. The

neutron diagnostics has 3.7% of uncertainly in total neutron yield. In such a circumstance, a

neutron drop during N-NBI driven TAE was undetected so far.
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Fig. I The time history of the power of Negative
ion source injector, electron temperature
at the plasma center, line averaged electron
density and total neutron yield for a plasma
in which a TAE mode was driven by 3S0keV
deutrons from the negative ion source injector
system ofJT-60U.
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Fig.4 The total neutron drop rate plotted against
the averaged magnetic fluctuations
during bursts between 70kHz and 120kHz.
(The N-NBI driven n = 2 TAE mode.)
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4.4 The correlation between sawteeth and TAE, EAE, and NAE modes.

G.J. KRAMER, K. TOBITA, Y. KUSAMA, T. FUJITA, T. OIKAWA, T. OZEKI,

C.Z. CHENct, G.

, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 08543, U.S.A.

4.4.1 Introduction.

During sawtooth stabilization experiments Torodicity induced Alfven Eigenmodes (TAE modes) often

observed before Giant Sawtooth Crashes (GST) (see fig. 1 and ref. 1). These TAE modes can lead to

fast particle losses and thereby degrading the fusion performance of the plasma as can be seen from

fig. 1 where the neutron signal decreases when the TAE modes are present. After the GST the TAE

modes have disappeared completely. Recently, we have also observed strong magnetic fluctuations after

the GST in the frequency range between 450 and 600 kHz. These fluctuations also correlate with a

drop in the neutron signal (see fig. 1) so they too reduce the plasma performance. We have identified

these fluctuations as Elipticity induced Alfven Eigenmodes (EAE). As can bee seen in fig. 1, the mode

frequency is changing rapidly in time. In this paper we will investigate the correlation between this TAE

and EAE mode-frequency chirping and the magnetic safety factor or g-profile.

4.4.2 Experiment.

In this paper we have studied pulse 28401 extensively. For this shot there are good ^-profiles available

that were measured with the Motional Stark Effect (MSE) diagnostic. The main plasma parameters

for this shots were: toroidal magnetic field, B T = 3.5 T, plasma current. Ip = 2.6 MA, major radius,

R = 3.47 m, minor radius, a = 1.03 m, ellipticity, « = 1.37, triangularity, S = 0.21, a line integrated

electron density of neI = 1.9 1019 m~3. In this shot 3.8 MW of ICRF power was injected together

with 1.8 MW of NBI power for ion-temperature and plasma rotation measurements. For this pulse good

experimentally measured g-profiles are available, obtained with the Motional Stark (MSE) diagnostic.

Furthermore, the density profiles are also well known from the two Thomson scattering diagnostics here

at JT-60U. For the theoretical analysis the q- and density profiles are very important because the (local)

Alfven speed depends on the mass density and the location of the Alfven Eigenmodes depends on the

local g-value2).

From fig. 1 we see that before the two GST a number of TAE modes are excited that are well separated

from each other in frequency. The modes are labeled with their toroidal mode number. After the first

GST a number of modes appear at around 535 kHz. Here modes with different toroidal numbers appear

at almost the same frequency. We have identified these modes as Elipticity induced Alfven Eigenmodes.

At 550 kHz and around 9.85 sec. we also observe two modes with a rather different frequency behavior

then the TAE and EAE modes. In the following we will present evidence that these modes might be

Noncircular triangularity induced Alfven Eigenmodes (NAE) which are localized near the edge of the

plasma.

4.4.3 Theoretical analysis and discussion.

For this pulse we have performed a large number of calculations with the NOVA-k code2) in order to

obtain the mode structure of the TAE, EAE, and NAE modes as observed in this shot. First we have

simulated the TAE modes at 9.50 sec. The result for the n=5 TAE mode is shown in fig. 2. In the left

panel the Alfven continuum is depicted with the experimentally observed frequency. In the right panel

the displacement of the mode is shown. From this figure it can be seen that the main contribution to

this TAE mode comes from the m=4 and m=5 poloidal harmonics which are located in the gap at the
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core of the plasma. This gap is inside the q = 1 surface that is present at r/a = 0.42. There are other

small contributions of higher poloidal harmonics towards the edge region which contribute to this wave

function as well. Similar results were obtained for the other TAE modes. So the TAE modes here are

excited inside the q = 1 surface. The succession of TAE modes and the chirping down in frequency can

be attributed to the decrease of q in the center of the plasma before the GST.

For the EAE modes after the GST we have performed similar calculations at 9.70 and 9.80 sec. Results

of these calculations for the n=5, 6, and 7 EAE modes at 9.80 sec. are presented in fig. 3. It can be

seen that these EAE modes peak all at the 5 = 1 surface. These EAE modes are formed by coupling

poloidal modes with mi = n — 1 and m-i = n + 1. From the simple relation: WEAE = ^A/(^4EAE), with

<ZEAE = (TOI + m2)/2n , it can be seen that EAE modes with different toroidal mode numbers appear at

the same frequency, More extensive calculations with the NOVA-k code have shown that there are very

small frequency differences for the different EAE modes as observed experimentally. The rapid frequency

chirping of the modes could also be simulated with the NOVA-k code. During the time that the EAE

modes are active the q = 1 surface is expanding rapidly from r/a — 0.19 at 9.7 sec. to r/a = 0.37 at

9.8 sec. This expantion is the reason that those modes chirp down in frequency.

Pulse 28401
560

540

| 525
g 260

I
240

220

_

1
0.0

4.0

1
0.0

8.0 -

0.0

Mirnov coil
Sawtooth | Sawtooth

NAE (edge)

TAE (core)

11 10
13121110

neutrons
11B(p,n)11C

- central X,

ICRF

J P-NBI

9.0 9.5 10.0 10.5

time [sec]

FIGURE 1: The observed AE modes from the Mirnov coil measurements (top trace), the neutron

signal from the reaction 11B(p,n)11C (second trace) the central electron temperature, showing two Giant

Sawtooth crashes (third trace), and the applied heating (bottom trace) for the shot studied in this paper.

The different AE modes are indicated with their respective toroidal mode numbers.
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There is a delay of about 0.1 sec. between the GST crash and the onset of the EAE modes. This delay

can be explained if the q in the center relaxes back to one. After the GST the q = 1 surface starts growing

again from the center and after 0.1 sec. it moves into the region where the fast particle drive is large

enough to drive the EAE modes unstable.

As mentioned before, we have some indication that the two modes at 550 kHz are edge localized modes.

From the NOVA-k simulations we could only find an edge localized n = 3 mode with the correct frequency.

During this time the line averaged density in the edge region, as observed with the Ul interferometer, is

decreasing. This explains the increase of the frequency during the time that the modes are visible. These

modes can be driven by the fast particles that are lost due to the EAE activity.

4.4.4 Conclusions.

In this paper we have shown that the chirping of the TAE and EAE mode frequency which has been

observed before and after giant sawteeth crashes carries detailed information on the development of the

g-profile. We have been able to simulate these modes and the frequency chirping accurately with the

NOVA-k code in which we have used the experimentally observed q-, density and pressure profiles. In

fusion reactors these core localized modes are not wanted because they suppress the plasma performance.

However, because these modes are very sensitive to the ^-profile in the center of the plasma, we can use

them to obtain information on the g-profile there which is often difficult to obtain otherwise.

1. M. Saigusa et a.1. Plasma Phys. and Contr. Fusion, 37 (1995) 295.

2. C.Z. Cheng, Phys. Rep. 211 (1992) 1.

time 9.50 sec Pulse 28401 time 9.50 sec Pulse 28401

(CD/CO0)2=4.28

n = 5 .

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

FIGURE 2: The Alfven continuum for the toroidal mode number five at 9.50 sec (left panel). The mode

structure as calculated with the NOVA-k code for the n=5 TAE mode is shown in the right panel. For this

mode the poloidal harmonics with m = 4 and m — 5 are the dominant harmonics here. The frequencies

are normalized to uiA = vA(ne(p = 0))/{R * q(p = 1)). And the horizontal axis is the normalized minor

radius (-yAp ~ r/a). The q = l surface is at r/a = 0.42.
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n = 7.
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0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

FIGURE 3: The Alfven continuum for the toroidal mode number five, six, and seven at 9.80 sec (left
panel). The mode structure as calculated with the NOVA-k code for the n=5,6, and 6 EAE modes
are shown in the right panel. It can be seen that all the three EAE modes peak a the same location
where the q ~ 1 surface is located (at r/a = 0.37). For these EAE modes the poloidal harmonics with
mi =n-l and m2 = n+ 1 are the dominant poloidal harmonics here. The frequencies are normalized to
uA ~ vA(ne(p = 0))/(R*q(p = 1)). And the horizontal axis is the normalized minor radius (V* - r/a).
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4.5 The determination of the q-profile in the plasma core
from Alfven Eigenmodes1).

G.J. KRAMER, T. OIKAWA, T. FUJITA, Y. KAMADA, Y. KUSAMA, K. TOBITA, T. OZEKI,

C.Z. CHENG1, R. NAZIKIAN*.

^PPPL, Princeton University, Prinston, New Jersey 08543, U.S.A.

Torodicity induced Alfven Eigenmodes (TAE modes) can exist at well defined g-surfaces. We have used

core-localized TAE modes to study the ^-profile inside the q = 1 surface. The magnetic field safety factor

q(r) is essential in the theoretical modeling of plasma equilibria and stability. Presently, the g-profile can

be obtained from the Motional Stark Effect (MSE)2>.

In experiments it is often found that the TAE mode frequency is chirping (i.e. the frequency is changing

rapidly in time3). This chirping can be attributed to the dynamical development of the plasma parameters

where the TAE modes are excited. From the parameters that affect the TAE mode frequency, the mass-

density, the toroidal magnetic field, and the toroidal rotation velocity of the plasma, are well diagnosed

whereas the g-profile is in general less well known. The radial position of the TAE modes depends strongly

on the g-profile.

We have been able to relate the TAE frequencies (after corrections for the mass-density and toroidal

rotation) to the radial location in the plasma. Because TAE modes are related to rational g-surfaces via

the relation: 5TAE = 1 — l/2n (n the toroidal mode number) for modes inside the q = 1 surface, we

could reconstruct the g-profile in the center of the plasma from the measured TAE frequencies and mode

numbers and the density profile. The result is shown in fig. 1 where the MSE q-profile contour plot has

been overlaid with the q-contours as determined from the TAE modes. From this figure it can be seen

that the agreement with the two ^-profile as measurements is very good.

If in future fusion devices (core localized) TAE modes are driven unstable, it is possible to obtain

information of the ^-profile in the region where these modes are unstable.

1. G.J. Kramer et ai. Accepted for publication in Plasma Phys. and Contr. Fusion.
2. F.M. Levinton, Rev. Sci. Instrum. 63) (1992) 5157.
3. M. Saigusa et a/. Plasma Phys. and Contr. Fusion, 37 (1995) 295.

q-profile MSE measurements shot2840i FlG. 1 The contour plot of the q-

profile as a function of time (hori-

zontal) and minor radius (vertical).

The g-profile as determined from the

TAE modes are indicated by the solid

lines before the two sawtooth crashes.

The MSE contours are shown with
„.* . ^-r—^r^ ?r- ^ -— dashes and solid lines for the at q =

1, 2, and 3 contours. At the q = 1

and 2 contours the double triangles

indicate the times where the MSE

Time [sec] ^-profiles were evaluated.

o.o
9.0 9.5 10.0 10.5
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4.6 Interaction of NNB-injected ions with ICRF-excited TAE modes and
EAE modes

Y. Kusama, G.Y. Fu1, G.J. Kramer2, T. Ozeki, T. Oikawa, K. Tobita,

F.V. Tchernychev3, M. Saigusa4 and C.Z. Cheng1

Interaction of NNB-injected hydrogen ions with Alfven eigenmodes (AE modes)

exited by ICRF heating was investigated as an simulation of interaction between alpha-

particle-driven AEs and beam-injected energetic ions for heating and current drive.

Ellipticity-induced Alfven eigenmodes (EAEs) disappeared by the NNB injection, where
Vb///VA~().55. The. damping mechanism was shown to be the beam ion Landau damping from a

stability analysis using the NOVA-K code.

Figure 1 shows time traces of

frequency spectra and plasma parameters in

a typical discharge heated with ICRF waves

(102 MHz, 2O)CH) in the latter part (lj=1.24)

of the discharge (Ip=2.6 MA, Bt0=3.3 T,

qeff=3.5). The bulk ion is He2+ and H°-

beams are injected. Multiple TAE modes

with medium to high toroidal mode

numbers (n=5-13) were observed before

sawtooth crashes [1]. A decrease in the

neutron emission rate due to the appearance

of TAE modes indicates a loss of energetic

protons over 3 MeV. The stored energy and

electron temperature saturates or decreases

simultaneously with the energetic ion loss.

The NOVA-K [2] calculation shows that

these TAE modes are driven inside the q=l

surface. High frequency modes of 525-550

kHz with n=3-7 were detected for 0.2 s after

1. The neutron emission rate decreases again

E28401

9.5 10 10.5
Time (s)

Fig. 1: Time traces of frequency spectra in two
frequency bands, ICRF power P JQ, NBI power P^g,
line-averaged electron density n~e, diamagnetic
stored energy W^a, central electron temperature T eQ
and rate of neutron emission S nfrom nB(p, n)nC
reaction. Toroidal mode numbers of TAEs and EAEs
are shown in the frequency spectrum.

the first sawtooth crash at 9.6 s as shown in Fig.

due to the appearance of high frequency modes.

present address; iPrinceton Plasma Physics Laboratory, USA, 2JAERI Research Fellow,
3Ioffe Physical-Technical Institute, Russia, 4Ibaraki University, Japan.
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Figure 2 shows the density and the safety factor profiles before and after the first

sawtooth crash in the discharge shown in Fig. 1. The density profiles are similar. The safety

factor near the center jumps up due to the sawtooth crash and decreases gradually in the

reheat phase. At the 9.8 s, the electron temperature and the stored energy recovers to the value

before sawtooth crash. It means that the profile of ICRF-accelerated energetic protons almost

returns to that before the sawtooth crash. The Alfven continuum spectrum is modified by a

change in q profile after sawtooth crash. Therefore, the change in q-profile considered to be

essential for excitation of EAE modes. The NOVA-K analysis shows that these high

frequency modes are EAE modes excited at the q=l surface [3].
4 i i 1.8

0

fitted curve of Ruby
Thomson data at 9.5 s

YAG Thomson data
at 9.8 s

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
r/a

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
r/a

1

Fig. 2: Profiles of the density (a) and the safety factor (b) before (9.5 s) and after (9.8 s) the first sawtooth
crash at 9.6 s in the discharge shown in Fig. 1.

The NNB(H°/350 keV/1.6 MW)

was injected into the similar discharge

shown in Fig. 1 and the interaction of NNB

ions with TAE and EAE modes was

investigated. As shown in Fig. 3, similar

TAE modes were excited also in the case of

NNB injection and no significant change

was observed in TAE modes comparing

with the case without NNB. On the other

hand, EAE modes observed in the

discharge without NNB almost

disappeared. The pressure profile of NNB-

injected ions was calculated using the orbit-

following Monte Carlo (OFMC) code [4].

Figure 4 shows the pressure profile at 9.9 s

in Fig. 3. The total stored energy of NNB

ions is -160 kJ and the volume-averaged

10.5

Fig. 3: Discharge with NNB injection. The NNB
wave form (PNNB) shows only the injection timing
and power of the first pulse is 1.6 MW at 350 keV.
This discharge is similar to that shown in Fig. 1
except for the NNB injection.
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beta of NNB ions is <ph>~0.03% (Bto = 3.3

T, Vp=93 m3). A ratio of velocity of

hydrogen beam of 350 keV in a toroidal

field direction vt,// to Alfven velocity VA is

V///VA~0.6, which is slightly higher than

V///VA=0.5 of the EAE mode resonance [5].

It means that NNB-injected ions can

resonate with EAE modes and beam ion

Landau damping can play an effective role

for the mode stability. Concerning the

effect of TAE modes on confinement of

NNB-injected ions, no clear degradation of

the confinement was observed from the

charge-exchange measurements [6] in a

range of 130-500 keV.

20

15

• & 1 0
m
z •

Fig. 4: Pressure profile of NNB-injected ions at 9.9
s ofE28408.

Stability analysis using the NOVA-K code was made for discharges without and with

the NNB injection shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3 to understand the excitation of EAE modes

after the sawtooth crash and stabilization of EAE modes by the NNB injection. The radiative

damping is not treated for EAE modes in the present NOVA-K code. In the analysis, the

density and safety factor profiles presented in Fig. 2 were used, the plasma species and main

impurity was assumed to be He+2 and C+I2, respectively. For parameters of ICRF-accelerated

energetic protons, tail temperature of 220 keV measured (may be underestimated because of

the CX target effect) with the CX neutral particle analyzer installed vertically, the tail ion

stored energy of 200 kJ and profile scale length of 15 cm were used for both before (9.5 s)

and after (9.8 s) the sawtooth crash in the discharge shown in Fig. 1.

9.5sofE28401 9.8sofE28401 9.9sofE28408
fEAE 554 kHz

0.5x10-4

-3.4x10-4

559 kHz
1.7x10-4

-2.8x10-4

-4.0x10-4

Table 1: The results of stability analysis for the n=4 EAE mode in the discharges without (E28401) and with
(E28408) NNB injection. Calculated EAE mode frequency fEAE, growth rate by ICRF tail ions ytail, electron
Landau damping y%hD, NNB beam Landau damping YNNB are shown. All growth rate and damping rates are
normalized by the mode frequency.
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Table 1 shows the results of the stability analysis for the n=4 EAE mode. The ICRF

tail ion drive at 9.8 s is increased by a factor of 3.4 from that of 9.5 s because the safety factor

is increased and the mode is closer to the center. Therefore, the EAE modes is considered to

appear only after sawtooth crash even though the driving rate does not exceed the damping

rate. A damping rate of EAE modes by NNB ions through beam ion Landau damping was

also evaluated using the pressure profile shown in Fig. 4. As shown in Table 1, the

contribution of NNB beam Landau damping to stabilization of EAE modes is large and a ratio

of growth rate to damping rate (TELD+TNNB) decreases down to 25%. The NOVA-K code

analysis shows qualitatively that the stabilization mechanism of EAE modes is beam ion

Landau damping by NNB injected ions. As mentioned above, tail temperature is possibly

underestimated because of the CX target effect [7] and would be about 300 keV. The driving

term should be considered again using the corrected tail temperature. The corrected tail

temperature will increase the driving rate.
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E28263

4.7 Chirping modes in ICRF-heated weak shear plasmas

Y. Kusama, H. Kimura, T. Ozeki, M. Saigusa 1, G. J. Kramer 2, G.Y. Fu 3, R. Nazikian 3,

T. Oikawa, S. Moriyama, M. Nemoto, T. Fujita, K. Tobita and C.Z. Cheng 3

In central magnetic shear plasmas produced by decreasing the main-heating beam power

of the negative-shear operation the discharge, modes with very rapid chnage in the frequency

(frequency chirping) were observed during the ICRF heating1-2). The frequencies of these TAE

modes rapidly increased from -30 kHz up to ~110 kHz in a period of -150 ms as shown in

Fig. 1. The sequential appearance of many modes with different toroidal mode numbers can be

well explained with the ACG map of TAE modes 3X A very flat q profile was measured over a

minor radius of 0.35 < r/a < 0.75 and a weak ITB was found in the electron density profile at

r/a~0.35.

The TAE mode theory shows that the TAE

mode frequency can change when the magnetic

shear, the plasma beta, the plasma density and the

safety factor change. However, the observed

change in the mode frequencies is so large that the

present TAE mode theory cannot explain the

frequency chirping from the change in plasma

parameters and profiles. Although the final

chirped-up frequency is consistent with the TAE

mode frequency, the initial frequency of the

chirping is well below the TAE mode frequency

and is close to the frequency of energetic-particle

continuum mode 4). The chirping modes in Fig. 1

seem to have characteristics of both fluid TAE

modes and energetic-particle modes.

LL

6.5 7 7.5
Time [s]

Fig. 1: Chirping modes observed in a weak
negative-shear discharge. Four series of modes
are distinguished with different styles of
numbers showing toroidal mode numbers.
Theoretically predicted TAE mode frequency
ffAE *s snown with a broken line.
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4.8 Amplitude of TAE modes

K. Tobita, GJ. Kramer, Y. Kusama

1. Introduction

Study of the growth rate of TAE modes is of great importance for validating

theory on the drive and damping of the modes. Furthermore, the nonlinear evolution of

the modes provides a key to understanding why TAE modes saturate. For ICRF-driven

TAE modes on TFTR, a comparison between experimental results and nonlinear theory

was made [1], which concluded that the nonlinear theory based on wave-particle trapping

explained the evolution of the amplitude of a single TAE mode near the instability

threshold. As a matter of fact, since TAEs and their impact on the plasma have a wide

variety, this kind of work should be proceeded to clarify the nonlinear behavior of TAEs.

As far as the observations on JT-6OU go, TAE modes always evolve slowly (of

the order of 0.1 s) , which suggests that the mode amplitude follows slow changes in

plasma parameters such as q(r). For this situation, we focus on the mode amplitude rather

than the growth.

2. ICRF-driven TAE

One of the most interesting results on TAE is multiple modes observed in plasmas

heated by ICRF fast waves at the 2nd harmonic cyclotron frequency of the hydrogen

minority ions. When the modes were unstable at q > 1, low n ( = 3 and 4) TAE modes

appeared and the n number increased with time as shown in Fig. 1 (a). In contrast, when

the modes were destabilized at q < 1, higher n ( = 11 to 5) modes emerged and

disappeared by turns; in addition, four modes (multiple modes) with different n numbers

appeared at the same time. In these two shots with Pic = 4 MW and PNBI = 2.5 MW, the

difference in q comes from Ip rather than r, and the location where the TAE modes are

unstable is the plasma core region. As pointed out before [2], the multiple modes

accompanied a definite loss of 3 MeV protons which is seen in neutron drops during the

appearance of the modes in Fig. 1. Mode amplitude in Fig. 1, which is defined by

with the number of Mirnov coil turns, Nturn, and the measuring area of a Mirnov coil, A,

indicates that decreasing n raises the mode amplitude. This result denies a previous claim

[3] that the mode amplitude increases with n. It should be noted that the different modes

does not necessarily reflect the relative amplitude between the modes. Because the

amplitude of higher n modes internally localized is difficult to detect with Mirnov coils

equipped on the first wall. Considering this point, the amplitudes of the TAE modes in

Fig. 1 (a) and (b) are almost the same.
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Neutron emission, Sn, which is believed to reflect the number of protons with

energies above 3 MeV, is suppressed by n = 3, 4 modes in Fig. 1 (a), while a large drop

in Sn is observed in Fig.l (b) showing multiple modes (n = 5 to 11) excitation. Such a

large loss of the energetic protons is probably not due to 'mode overlap', but probably

due to the superposition of fast ion response (chaotic orbit) in a single TAE mode.

Because, theoretically, when mode overlap takes place, the mode amplitude should

explosively grow up, leading to the pulsation of TAE modes. The observations that the

modes saturate on a level comparable with a single mode (n =3) as seen in Fig.l (a) and

that the energetic particle loss increases gradually in the time scale of 0.1 s, does not

match to the anticipated consequences of 'mode overlap'.

3. NNB-driven TAE

By 360 keV NNB injection at 2 MW into He plasmas, low n TAE modes were

observed [4] . The amplitude of the TAE modes changes slowly with a typical time scale

of -0.1 s. The observed mode amplitude is much smaller than ICRF-induced TAE

modes. Build-up of NNB ions is not responsible for the slow growth of the modes.

Because calculation using an orbit following Monte Carlo indicates that the volume-

averaged beta of the fast ions, <ph>, already reaches a steady state at the onset of the n =

2 TAE mode (Fig. 2). As pointed out in Section 4.2, the threshold value of <Ph> f° r

mode excitation seems considerably small compared with DIII-D and TFTR experiments.

Because of a small beam width of NNB, the radial profile of NNB fast ion beta has steep

gradients which may be a cause for the onsetat comparatively low <p\> (Fig- 3).

4. Summary

Systematic study of the mode amplitude has not yet carried out. We do not

understand well how TAE modes evolve and saturate, nor what determines the toroidal

mode numbers of TAE modes, nor how dangerous high n TAE modes (which will be

unstable in ITER) are in the point of view of fast ion confinement. The study presented

here is only the initial work, but aims to answer these questions eventually. For the

purpose, the expansion of the parameter space for NNB-driven TAE modes is required.
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Fig. 1 Evolution of ICRF-induced TAE modes excited in (a) q > 1 and (b) q < 1.
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Fig.2 Evolution of the amplitude for n = 1 and 2 TAE modes appearing
in N-NBI heating.
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Fig.3 Calculated fast ion beta (or fast ion pressure) for NNBI in
Shot E30472 in the steady state as a function of the radius.
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4.9 ICRF coupling in W-shaped divertor configuration

S. Moriyama and N. Asakura

4.9.1 Optimization of the shape of the plasma for ICRF coupling

Shape of the plasma was optimized for ICRF coupling. The gap between the

antenna and separatrix was tried to kept constant in front of the antenna, and kept around

6 cm - 15 cm. We paid attention to keep at least 3 cm of the gap at the outer baffle plate

of W-shaped divertor under the antenna in order to reduce plasma wall interaction there,

by means of adjusting the height of the X-point. Typical parameters for ICRF coupling

experiments were plasma current =1.7 MA, toroidal magnetic field on the axis = 3.34T,

triangularity = 0.28, and plasma volume = 80 m3.

ICRF
Antenna

Fig. 1 Configuration with open divertor
for ICRF coupling

Fig. 2 Configuration with W-shaped divertor
for ICRF coupling

4.9.2 Antenna coupling resistance

To evaluate the antenna - plasma coupling, coupling resistance (Re) is often used.

Re is defined as Re = 2PZ2Vmax"2> where P is the input power to the antenna, Z the

characteristic impedance of the coaxial line in the antenna, and Vmax the maximum RF

voltage of the standing wave on the coaxial line in the antenna. When high Re is

obtained, high power can be coupled to the plasma with low RF voltage at the antenna.

As a result of optimization of the plasma shape, reasonably high Re was obtained with

W-shaped divertor1). The Re is not so different from that of open divertor case as shown

in Fig. 3. About 2.5 Q of Re was obtained with around 10 cm of first wall - separatrix

gap at the antenna (So)- When the breakdown voltage of the antenna is 40 kV which was

obtained in the antenna conditioning in vacuum, 6.4 MW will be coupled to the plasma

with 10 cm of 8Q.
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4.9.3 Scrape off layer (SOL) density distribution
SOL measurement by a reciprocating probe2) shows that the gradient of the SOL

density of closed divertor plasma optimized for ICRH was close to that of open divertor

plasma as shown in Fig.4. Unfortunately the density just in front of the antenna (2nd

SOL) was not measured because of fluctuation of the ion saturation current of the probe,

however it may have the same tendency with the open divertor case because the measured

coupling resistance was similar.

8

I
to

a:

3
O

O

P 1 0

= 1.2MA

I = 1 . 7 5 M A

Open Simbols : Open Divertor
Closed Simbols : Closed Divertor

(JI.O), 3.5T. ave. n, -1.5x 10' V f '

10 15
Separatrix - First wall Gap: 5 (cm)

0.01

rt with * w/o ICRF Opon Divertor,
W SSisse Jp-2.0MA

A w/o ICRF - I

E29041 I Clo»ed Divertor,

. ^,CRF k - 1 - » » *

100 50 0
Distance from First Wall at Probe Pos. (mm)

Fig. 3 Coupling resistance with W-shaped divertor
was similar to that with open divertor.

Fig. 4 SOL density gradient with W-shaped
divertor was similar to that with open
divertor.

4.9.4 Antenna aging with W-shaped divertor plasma

Coupled power of 1 MW for 1.5 sec and 5.1 MW for 50 ms were obtained after

only 6 days' antenna aging after divertor modification. In September, 4 MW for 1.5 sec

and 4.3 MW for 1 sec were achieved, and 4 MW of ICRF power was routinely coupled

to the plasma for the experiments on ICRF heating of reversed shear plasma3).

I 5
1 4

\S 3

!
T3
<U
Q. 1
O

° 0

Jun 30 jjul -I | 2 | 8 |9 | Sep 22

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
Number of Shot

Fig. 5 Progress of the coupled ICRF power and energy with W-shaped divertor.
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4.9.5 Summary
After a optimization of the plasma shape suitable for ICRF coupling, reasonably

high coupling resistance (Re) was obtained with W-shaped divertor. The Re is not so

different from that of open divertor case. It is consistent to the result of the reciprocating

probe measurement which shows that the gradient of the scrape off plasma density in W-

shaped divertor case is similar to that in open divertor case. About 2.5 Q of Re was

obtained with around 10 cm of first wall - separatrix gap at the antenna. As a

consequence of obtained relatively high Re, 4 MW of ICRF power was routinely

coupled to the plasma for the experiments on ICRF heating of reversed shear plasma
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4.10 Application of ICRF to reversed shear after divertor modification

Y. Koide, K. Tobita, M. Iwase, S. Moriyama, M. Nemoto, Y. Kusama and H. Kimura

1. Introduction

This paper describes application of ICRF heating to reversed shear configuration after

divertor modification to W-shaped one (Section 3.5 and 4.11 deal with experiments before

the modification.). One of advantages of ICRF heating is its core electron heating which can

make it easy to detect xe reduction. Unfortunately results are not satisfactory to date, which

is mainly due to severe impurity radiation: ITB is produced in discharges with higher heating

power, however, such discharges are disruptive; lower heating power results in no clear ITB.

Status of the experiments are described in the following.

2. Electron heating by ICRF

Heating scheme of ICRF is 2nd harmonic minority heating. In typical discharges with

ICRF pulse, acceleration of high energy ions up to 500 keV was detected by neutral particle

analyzer. We consider that the origin of the fast ions is neutral beams for heating, the

original energy of which is -80 keV. This idea is based on numerical calculation by Fokker-

Planck code combined with wave equation", where 90% of ICRF power is directly absorbed

by beam ions. Energy of these fast ions is transferred to electrons as follows. Fraction of the

initial fast ion energy (E0~500 keV) which goes to electrons (Fe) is expressed as

where Ec is critical energy

[
A n e

Ec is estimated to be 24 keV for typical target plasmas (Te=3.5 keV, ne = 3.6 x 10!9m"3,

nH~nHe from balance of H-beam fueling and He-gas fueling). The relatively low Ec is

ascribed to the presence of He ions, which enhances electron heating compared with pure

hydrogen case.

3. Experimental results

Reversed shear configuration was produced using early neutral beam injection (H° beam

into H+ and He2+ mixture) in the initial current ramp (t < 5.3 s). Beam power was stepped

down during current flattop (t > 5.3 s), when ICRF of 4 MW was injected for 1 to 1.5 s (Fig.

1). When we injected much more pre-heating NB power (t < 5.3 s) than that in the figure,

clear ITB was formed during the pre-heating phase, however, such plasmas were very disruptive
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and had poor reproducibility; NB power level

in the current flattop phase was fixed at just

below 10 MW, above which collapse in Te

occurred without ICRF injection (E30443).

Plasma configuration is shown in Fig. 2 (solid

line: Ip=1.6MA, Bt=3.5 T, qeff=4.6). The Bt

was determined from central resonance

condition for ICRF frequency (102 MHz); Ip

was limited in order to keep moderate qeff, >2L
X
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below which discharges became unstable due CO

to unexpected change in qeff close to 4.0.

We observed, during ICRF pulse, that central

Te increased, while Te in the outer region

slightly decreased (Fig. l(b)). This feature is

a temporal criterion for ITB formation because

it suggests an interruption of heat flow. After

that, however, we found it difficult to conclude

that decrease in Te(0.5) and Te(0.74) by <0.1
5 6 7
Time (s)

keV during ICRF is due to ITB formation. Fig:1Evolution:(a)-plasmacurrent,-NB-
This is because they naturally decreased and-ICRP power,-total radiation-power,-
. , , . r - r ™ . .. , A 1 , , , (b) electron-temperature and central soft
independently of ITB formation by -0.1 keV X-my intensity,-(c)-internal inductance.^

(Fig. 3). We speculate that the relaxation of

Te (p) was due to change in ohmic heating profile from hollow to centrally peaked one, which

idea is supported by increasing internal inductance (1^ with time (Fig. l(c)). Therefore we

must estimate all of the deposition profiles of OH, NB and ICRF in order to discuss transport

reduction, which will be future study.

E30468

0

I -

0

t=5.3
t=5.8

6 O "

.o

0 1

Fig. 2 Plasma configurations before and
after divertor modification.

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
P

Fig. 3 Natural relaxation of electron
temperature profile without ICRF.
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Next we carried out a scan of start timing of ICRF pulse by a time step of 0.5 s (ts=5.3,

5.8 and 6.3 s) in order to change q(p) at the onset of ICRF pulse, where lj at ts for the three

is 0.4 (hollow j(p)), 0.7 and 0.84 (peaked j(p)), respectively. In order to highlight the effect

t=6.3

of ICRF, incremental portion (ATe(p) = Te(p)1L+NB -Te(p)NB) was analyzed, where Te(p)NB is

base Te shown in Fig. 3, by which uncertainty due to the above-mentioned natural change in

Te(p) may be removed. In Fig. 4, evolution of central ATe of three discharges is compared,

where horizontal axis is shifted accordihng to the difference in ts. Earlier ICRF injection (ts

=5.3 s) lead to lower rate of rise in ATe, which

may be due to lower confinement of fast ions

due to lower Bp. It should be noted that decay

time of ATe after ICRF pulse for the three cases

is almost identical between them, suggesting

that central confinement does not depend on lj

i.e. q-profile.

4. Severe impurity radiation

Total radiation power (Pr
main) increased

during ICRF pulse (Fig. 4(c)). As seen from

Fig. l(a), 50% of ICRF power is lost through

radiation power. Central soft X-ray emission

(SX(0)) also increased during ICRF (Fig. 4(c)),

which seems to be due to Cu radiation (Fig. 5).

We speculate that accelerated ions bombarded

Cu material of ICRF launcher, leading to

enhanced Cu radiation in the central region;

the higher SX level with lower ljinay be

attributed to poor confinement of fast ions in

lower Bp. The contamination level of Cu

seemed to be high enough to induce thermal

collapse (see sudden decrease in Te at t=7.5 s

in Fig. l(b)). This impurity contamination leads

to different heating and cooling power fractions

between the three cases, which made it

complicated to discuss q(p) dependence on ITB

6 7
Normalized time (s)

8

& 4, Comparison of three discharges
with different timing of ICRF injection.
(a) incremental central electron
temperature and ICRF power, (b)

r- .. -r-.. A/U\ u w £ effective ionic charge, (c) total radiationformation. Figure 4(b) shows evolution of , , b r J . . .c power and central soft X-ray intensity,
Zeff, which is simply defined as (d) line-average electron density.
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(O)^/Te(O)/(Jnedl) . In the case of the lowest

1; (solid lines), higher Zeff was sustained in the

post ICRF period of t > 7.2 s, which is consistent

with sustainment of higher Pr
main and SX(O). The

higher Zeff with similar ne (Fig. 4(d)) leads to higher

heating power, which is likely explanation of higher

ATe(0)in the period (a solid line in Fig. 4(a)).

5. Summary

We tried to investigate ITB formation under

E30452-30454 (t=5-8.5)

1 2
SX(0) (a.u.)

electron heating by ICRF after divertor modification, r?. ^ ^ , .. ^^ ,•
a J Fig: y Correlation-of Cum line emission

however, clear results were not obtained to date, and-central softX-ray intensity.

which is partly due to severe impurity radiation and

is partly due to poor confinement of fast ions due to low Bp. One of effective way to

increase Bp with keeping reversed shear is to increase Ip, however, it is limited by qeff.

Increase in Bt together with ICRF frequency is another option, which leads to less machine

time. Negative NB (-350 keV) with long pulse may improve this situation.

References

1) K. Hamamatsu et al., Nucl. Fusion 29, 147 (1989).
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4.11 ICRF heating of revsersed shear plasmas in JT-60U

M. Iwase, Y. Koide, K. Tobita, S. Moriyama, Y. Kusama, H. Takenaga, H. Shirai,
M. Nemoto, A. Morioka, T. Fujita, Y. Kamada, T. Oikawa, G. J. Kramer

1 Introduction

High performance plasmas with an internal transport barrier (ITB) have been pro-

duced in reversed magnetic shear (RS) configuration. These plasmas were produced and

sustained by NBI heating which supplied particles into the central region and transferred

the energy mainly to ions. The sustainment of ITB by the ICRF minority heating is an

important subject for the investigation of a future tokamak reactor where particle fueling

in the central region is difficult and electron heating by a particles is dominant.

In JT-60U, ITB was maintained even in the case where the input power of ICRF

heating is larger than that of NBI heating. It was shown that the particle fueling is

essential for the sustainment of the large gradient in the profile of the electron density

2 Experiment

The second harmonic ICRF minority heating was applied to RS plasmas1^ consisting

of hydrogen and helium 4. The frequency of ICRF corresponds to the second cyclotron

harmonic of a hydrogen ion. The target RS plasmas were produced by hydrogen beams

in the ramp-up phase of the plasma current (/p).

Fig.l(a)-(d) show typical waveforms of a RS discharge with the toroidal magnetic

field on the axis (i?t)=3.5 T, Jp=2.0 MA. While Iv reaches a flat top value, PNB is reduced.

ICRF wave is injected 0.2s after the reduction of PNB-

The solid lines in Fig.l(a)-(c) show the low particle fueling case where ICRF power

(Pic)=4.0 MW and NBI power (PNB)=2.0 MW are injected into the plasma. Owing to

the decrease of PNB> the line integrated electron density (nj) of the central code drops.

On the other hand, the electron temperature (Te) and the ion temperature (2]) at the

center increase during ICRF heating.

PNB is scanned shot by shot as shown in Fig.l(d). The dashed lines in Fig.l(a)-(c)

correspond to the shot of PNB=5-0 MW with ICRF heating at 4.0 MW. In this case, nj

81
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keeps constant value during ICRF heating. However, the disruption occurs because the

pressure gradient increases.

3 Effect of central particle fueling on ne profile

In order to study the relation between the reduction of central ne and the amount

of central particle fueling, the number of NBI beam is scanned. Fig.2(a)-(d) give profiles

of Te, Ti, ne and the safety factor (q), respectively. The open circles show the case where

Pic is larger than PNB (ICRF heating at 4.0 MW with NBI heating at 2.0 MW), and

the closed circles show the case of NBI heating only at 6.0 MW is applied to the plasma.

In both cases, the configuration of the plasmas and other experimental conditions are

almost the same. The amount of particle source inside the ITB (p ~0.4) for each case are

7x 1019s-x (for NBI at 2.0 MW) and 22xlO19
S-1 (for NBI at 6.0 MW) from the calculation

with an OFMC code.

The large gradients in Te and T\ profiles clearly indicate the existence of ITB during

ICRF heating. In spite of that, the gradient in ne profile diminishes. These figures lead

to the conclusion that large gradients in Te and T\ profiles can be maintained even in the

low fueling condition. The apparent degradation of central ne during ICRF heating is

attributed to the decrease of the central particle fueling.

4 Summary

It was confirmed that ITB created by the NBI heating can be sustained even in the

case where Pic is larger than PNB- The central particle fueling is essential to maintain the

large gradient in ne profile. Further data analysis of high power experiments is required

for the detailed investigation of particle fueling effects on the plasma with ITB. It is

necessary to verify whether the particle fueling can reproduce the steep gradient in ne

profile.

References

1) Kimura H. et al., Plasma Phys. Contrl. Nucl. Fusion Research (Proc. 16th IAEA

Fusion Energy Conf., Montreal, 1996), paper F1-CN-64/E-6.
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Fig.l Time evolutions of plasma parameters during ICRF heating at 4.0MW. The solid
lines show the case with NBI heating at 2.0MW, and the dashed lines give the case with
NBI heating at 5.0MW. a) Time evolution of the central Te. b) Time evolution of the
central T;. c) Temporal change in nj of the central code, d) The heating power of NBI
and ICRF for two cases are shown. The thin dotted line shows Iv. Te and 71 increase
durig ICRF heating in both cases, nj during ICRF heating in the case of 2.0 MW NBI
heating decreases from the lack of the central particle fueling. In the case of NBI heating
at 5.0 MW, nj is kept constant value successfully.
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Fig.2 Radial profiles of plasma parameters. The closed circles show the case of the NBI
heating only at 6.0 MW. The open circles give the case where the NBI heating at 2.0 MW
and the ICRF heating at 4.0 MW are injected into the plasma. The total input power
is the same for both cases, but the amount of the central particle fueling is different, a)
Radial profile of Te. b) Radial profile of 2]. c) Radial profile of ne. d) Radial profile of q.
Although the profile of q is almost the same, the value of ne inside of the ITB is small in
the case of the ICRF heating.
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4.12 Magnetic shear effect on ICRF-produced fast ions

K. Tobita, M. Iwase, Y. Koide, S. Moriyama, T. Oikawa, Y. Kusama

1. Fast ions in revesed shear

In reversed magnetic shear plasmas, enhanced ripple transport is anticipated due to

comparatively high safety factor q in the central region [1]. High q leads to the expansion

of banana orbits and an effective rise in TF ripple amplitude along magnetic field lines,

eventually enhancing ripple transport. In ITER advanced operational scenario based on

reversed shear, neutral beam ions deposited and alpha particles created in the peripheral

plasma can be lost from the plasma. In comparison, for ICRF-produced fast ions, the

revesed shear effects seem to be less important because the fast ions are produced in the

core where TF ripple is low enough.

In recent experiments on JT-60U, we investigated magnetic shear effects on ICRF

heating. This note describes the result, pointing out the importance of magnetic shear on

fast ion density profile.

2. Experiment and results

2.1 Experimental conditions

The target plasma was produced by a standard reversed shear set-up, i.e. fast Ip

ramp-up with early NBI heating. Just after Ip reached a flat-top, NBI power was stepped

down from 10.5 MW to 9 MW to avoid a collapse and then ICRF was turned on with a

certain time delayed. By the delay of ICRF heating, we intended to change the magnetic

shear of the target plasma. As a matter of fact, the magnetic shear changes from strongly

reversed shear to monotonic revesed shear as time evolves in the Ip flat-top. ICRF waves

of 4 MWheat hydrogen minority ions in He plasma at 102 MHz (2COCH) •

2.2 Experimental results

Figure 1 is the time evolution of Te at different radii for no delayed heating, which

corresponds to a strongly reversed shear target. The figure shows Te rise in the central

region (r = 0.02a and 0.16a) by ICRF-produced fast ions whereas small Te rise is

observed in the peripheral plasma (r = 0.63a and 0.86a). At r = 0.43a, Te increases just

after ICRF turns on, and Te ceases to increase 0.3 s after the ICRF onset. These time

evolution of Te suggests that electron heating profile by ICRF-produced fast ions varies

as the magnetic shear changes with time. In fact, Te profiles during ICRF heating shows

a distinctive difference: Te profile peaks more in normal monotonic shear than in strongly

reversed shear, as shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 3 shows the temporal evolution of Te at r = 0 and 0.6a during ICRF

heating. In normal monotonic shear, Te(0) increases rapidly, following which it saturates
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in 0.4 s after the onset of ICRF heating. In contrast, Te(0) gradually rises during ICRF

heating. The gradual increace in Te(0) in the strongly reversed shear is understood with

the evolution of magnatic shear: The magnetic shear changes from strongly reversed to

weakly reversed during ICRF heating as time evolves. In the normal shear case, ICRF

heating is carried out well after the plasma current penetrates in the plasma and thus the

magnetic shear unchanged during ICRF heating. As to Te(0.6a), the temporal evolution

is basically the same in both magnetic shears. A slight decrease in Te(0.6a) in the normal

shear probably comes from thermal transport like the equipartition between electrons and

ions, which is out of interest in this research.

Representing the quantities soon after the onset of ICRF (the time interval, At)

with prime (Te' = Te° + ATe, Pf.e' = Pf_e0 + APf.e, Prad ' = Prad° + APrad, where Pf.e and

Prad stand for the power transferred from fast ions to electrons and the power lost by

radiation, respectively, and the suffix '0' means quantities just before ICRF heating),

ATe/At is approximated as follows.

AT.
e

At ~ 3ne

dAT

In the equation, APrad is negligibly small in the early time of ICRF heating. Thus, the

energy transfer from fast ions to electrons, which is originally from fast ion density, and

the electron heat conduction are responsible for ATe. Experimental 9Te/3t profiles for

various shears are shown in Fig. 4. Compared with reversed shears, the normal shear

indicates an efficient Te rise. As the magnetic shear reverses strongly, ATe declines and

the profile becomes hollow. Such Te heating characteristics connected with magnetic

shear seems to be attributed to the distribution of ICRF-generated fast ions. In strongly

reversed shear with high q in the core, low poloidal magnetic field expands the banana

width of fast ions, effectively reducing fast ion population in the core. There is a

possibility that the hollow heating profile is partly due to enhanced ripple transport in the

high q region. To identify the reason for the observation, a modified orbit following

Monte Carlo code [2] would be useful, which has been developed to treat fast ion

transport in a ripple magnetic field with the inclusion of ICRF wave-particle interaction

[3].

3. Conclusions
In the ICRF 2COCH minority heating experiments, we observed magnetic shear

effect in Te which is heated up by ICRF-produced fast ions. This suggests that, in

strongly reversed shear, an expansion of banana orbits and/or enhanced ripple transport

reduces fast ion population in the core, resulting in a hollow heating profile. The effect

will be less important in a fusion reactor like ITER where the banana width of fast ions is

much smaller than the minor radius. But, in order to predict the stability for descrete
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Alfven eigenmodes such as TAE modes, fast ion pressure profile must be delived with

the inclusion of the shear effect. For the purpose, the observation should be compared

with calculations to conclude if the experimental results can be simply explained with

existing theory.

Refercences
[1] K. Tobita et al., Nucl. Fusion 37 (1997) 1583.

[2] K. Tani et al., J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 50 (1981) 1726.

[3] K. Hamamatsu, private communication (Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute).
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Fig. 1 Time evolution of electron
temperature in ICRF 2nd harmonic
hydrogen heating.
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Fig. 2 Electorn temperature profiles before and during ICRF heating
in (a) strongly revesed and (b) monotonic normal shear discharges.
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Fig. 4 Electron heating profiles by ICRF-produced fast
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4.13 Experimental Scaling for Fast Ion Temperature during ICRF Heating

F.V. Tchernychev*, V.I. Afanassiev*, Y. Kusama, A.R. Polevoi*, M. Nemoto, A. Morioka,
H. Kimura and S. Moriyama

*A.F.Ioffe Physical-Technical Institute, St. Petersburg, Russia
•RRC "Kurchatov Institute", Moscow, Russia

1. Introduction

Ion Cyclotron Range of Frequency (ICRF) heating is one of the methods to achieve

burning conditions in thermonuclear plasmas. Therefore, the study of ICRF heating is

important for the application to the tokamak reactors.

In JT-60U the study of energy distributions of ICRF-driven fast ions in the MeV energy

range has begun in 1994 after the installation of the high energy Neutral Particle Analyzer

(NPA) [1]. The measurements of fast particles were performed in various plasmas. Several

dependencies of effective temperature of tail minority ions on plasma parameters were observed

[2-4]. However, a general theoretical explanation of these dependencies was not found. In this

paper we present the scaling for minority ion temperature based on a diffusive model of particle

losses and we compare it with the ion temperature observed with the NPA.

2. Fast ion power balance

The power balance of minority ions during ICRF heating in a steady-state can be

described by

312 nfTj/TTse + 312 nfyxL = PIC (1)

where nyis fast particle density, xjse is energy slowing down time on electrons, XL is fast ion

confinement time and PJC is IC power absorbed by fast ions per unit volume. The first term on

the left hand side of equation (1) corresponds to the energy transfer from ions to electrons and

the second term describes the particle losses.

2.1. Ideal case. Let us consider the ideal case, when all IC power is transferred from the ions to

the electrons. In other words the slowing down dominates and Xjse « xi_. Then, neglecting the

second term in equation (1) we have the expression for the minority ion tail temperature

obtained by Stix [5]

Tstix = 213 Pic xTse I nf

Taking into account that xjSe is proportional to Te
3l2lne and assuming that nf = ane, we can

evaluate the scaling for the fast ion temperature

TfocPICTe3'2/ne2, (2)

where Te and ne are the electron temperature and density respectively. It is generally assumed

that the fast ion temperature can be described by this scaling [5,6]. However, such a

dependence was not observed experimentally in JT-60U. Figure 1 presents the temperature of

fast ions measured by the NPA versus the Stix's parameter Pic Te
3/2/ne

2. The data shown in
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Fig. 1 was obtained during second harmonic ICRF heating experiments in D(H) and He(H)

plasmas in which the plasma parameters (such as PJC ,Te, ne and Ip) were varied. To exclude

the difference between charge-exchange target for fast protons in He and D plasmas the ion tail

temperature was estimated over the energy range where the carbon impurity target dominated

[3]. As it is seen from the picture, there is no correlation between the experimental data and the

temperature predicted by scaling (2). At the same time, the fast ion temperature seems to be

dependent on plasma current Ip. As one can see, the high experimental values of temperature

were observed with high plasma current and the low temperature values were observed with

low current.

2.2. Low confinement case. To take into account this correlation between Tj and lp let us

examine another extreme case, when the temperature of minority ions is determined by particle

losses rather than slowing down on electrons (i.e. ii « TTse)- Neglecting the first term in

equation (1) we obtain

Tf=2/3PICTL/(ane).
Assuming that a diffusive model of the particle losses is valid, we can describe the particle

confinement time as TL = a21D, where a is plasma minor radius and D is coefficient of particle

diffusion. For the present purposes it is not necessary to specify the mechanism of particle

diffusion. It can be, for example, the diffusion due to stochastic ripple losses. An important fact

is that the diffusion of ICRF-driven banana particles can be expressed as

D = A 2 I Td,

where A is banana orbit width and Td is diffusion time. Taking into account that A ~ rc q Is112

{rc is giroradius, q is safety factor and e is reversed aspect ratio), it can be shown that

where Zf is fast ion charge, k is plasma elongation and Af is fast ion mass. Adopting for

simplicity that diffusion time is energy independent, we obtain
Tfoc(213)"2 Zf/k (Td IAf$n (Plc jane)m Ip,

And hence we have a following scaling for the fast ion temperature
TfocIp(PIC/ne)l<

2. (3)

In Fig. 2 the experimental values of the fast ion temperature are plotted against parameter

ip (PlC I ^e)112- This picture presents the same data as shown in Fig. 1 together with recently

obtained data in normal shear plasma and also in reversed shear plasma. As can be seen from

the Fig. 2, the normal shear data correlates well with the scaling (3). For the reversed shear case

the model predicts enhanced losses of fast ions due to the increased safety factor in the plasma

core (D « q2). The measurements in reversed shear plasma give relatively lower values of fast

ion temperatures predicted by the new scaling.

2.3. Heating efficiency. Even in the case of bad confinement when the losses dominate, some

IC power is transferred from the fast ions to the electrons. Defining this part of IC power as the

power which heats the Maxwellian plasma Ph, we can write
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Ph = Pi,e = PlC I (1 + ?Tse I TzJ, (4)

where P(>e is power transferred from ions to electrons per unit volume. Then the efficiency of

heating r\ can be expressed by
T] = PhlP1c = (l + rTselxL)-l (5)

In the case of low confinement we can write

V ~TLl TTse-

Which can be interpreted as follows: the heating efficiency is determined by the competition

between the particle losses and the energy slowing down through the electron drag. Taking into

account the expressions for %L and Tjse, we obtain
r)ocip(neITe)3i2(PIcym, (6)

Thus we have a dependence of the heating efficiency on plasma parameters in the case of low

confinement.

3. Numerical estimations

The efficiency of ICRF heating can be estimated independently from experimental results.

The power transferred from the ions to the electrons can be obtained using measurements of

electron density and electron temperature profiles:

Pi,e = 3/2 5(dneTeldt),

where 5{dneTeldt) is the change of derivative dneTeldt after switching-on of IC power. Then the

total heating power is equal to the integral
Qh = JPi,e(r)dV = 2/3 J' 5(dneTeldt)(r) dV, (7)

and the volume averaged efficiency of heating can be estimated as

where QJQ is the total ICRF input power. This estimation was performed for shot #23101 with

highest tail temperature (see Fig. 2). The derivative dneTeldt was evaluated during the linear

phase after the sawtooth crash and the integral (7) was taken over the volume inside the

inversion radius, assuming that all the IC power is absorbed there. From the Table 1 it can be

seen that the heating power absorbed by the electrons in the central region of the plasma is about

(25 - 35)% of the input IC power. (The range given here is the result of the uncertainty in

profiles).
Table 1.

ne(0)

3.5-1019 m"3

Te(0)

4.2 keV

Tf(exo.)

423 keV

TTse

0.15 s

Qic

4.66 MW

Qh

(1.16-1.38) MW

<T)>

0.25-0.35

From expression (5), we can estimate also the averaged confinement time:

<XL> * TTse I (<ri>'! -1) ~ (50 - 80) ms.

This indicates that the condition of low confinement (TL« ^Tse), which was assumed to obtain

scaling (3), is supported by the experiment.
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The estimation of the heating efficiency presented above is for the plasma parameters at

the center. The total amount of transferred heating power could be significantly lager than the

estimated local value. The slowing down time tTse decreases toward the plasma edge and the

power transported from the center by fast ions can be absorbed by thermal electrons in the outer

regions. Thus, the enhanced fast ion transport can cause a redistribution of the heating power

initially absorbed at the center as well as an increase of power losses from plasma volume.

4. Summary

A scaling for the temperature of ICRF-heated ions based on a diffusive model for fast

particle losses was obtained. The experimentally found dependence of fast ion temperature on

plasma current is described well with this scaling.

The applicability of this approach was examined using measurements of electron density

and temperature. It was shown that the power balance of ICRF-driven ions in JT-60U is close

to the low confinement case, which was used in the evaluation of the scaling.
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4.14 CX Measurements of d-d Triton Distribution Function

in High Power NB Heating1)

F.V. Tchernychev*, Y. Kusama, M. Nemoto, A. Morioka, K. Tobita, S. Ishida
*A.F.Ioffe Physical-Technical Institute, St. Petersburg, Russia

Measurements. We present the first results of d-d triton measurements in JT-60U using Neutral

Particle Analyzer (NPA) of MeV energy range 2\ The measurements were performed during

experiments of high power Neutral Beam Injection (NBI). The plasma created in these

experiments had significant d-d reactivity due to beam-plasma and plasma-plasma interactions.

Because of a high level of neutron background, the experimental conditions were unfavorable

for the triton observation during NBI. The energy distribution of tritons was measured after the

decay of neutron background (from 0.5 to 1.0 s after termination of NBI).

Modeling. The time evolution of triton energy distribution after NBI termination was

modeled by analytical solution of simplified zero-dimensional Fokker-Planck equation 3)

/ , (t,v) = St (t,v) Tse (v 3 + vc3) -l, (1)

where St (t,v) is triton birth function, xse is slowing down time on electrons, and vc is critical

velocity (velocity at which the electron friction balances the ion friction). The variations in triton

birth velocity due to thermal particle motion and due to geometry of experiment were taken into

account in birth function. A qualitative comparison of experimental spectrum with solution (1)

was performed. To obtain the agreement of experiment with model various possibilities of

triton neutralization were examined. Triton neutralization in the plasma has been determined as a

charge-exchange with mixed target, consisting of residual neutral deuterium d° and hydrogen-

like impurity carbon C + 4\

Summary. The passive signal of neutralized d-d tritons was reliably detected in the

experiments of NBI in JT-60U. The energy spectrum of tritons was measured by MeV energy

range NPA in (0.5-1.0) s after termination of NB heating. The agreement of experimental

spectra with model based on the simplified Fokker-Planck equation was obtained in assumption

of mixed neutralization target.
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4.15 Confinement of Super-Thermal Ions in The QDT = 1-05 Discharge

K. Tobita, S. Higashijima, A. Isayama

1. QDT = 1-05 Shot

For the estimation of the equivalent fusion multiplication factor, QDT"3, for the assumed

D:T =1:1 plasma, kinetic analysis is done to interpret consistently the measured D-D neutron

emission, SDD> a nd the stored energy, W<iia, using the measured plasma profile data. One of the

most important quantities in the process to reach the consistent understanding of the

experimental data is Zeff. But Zeff usually has no accuracy enough to determine the deuterium

content. Therefore, the measured Zeff is used to check a value of Zeff inferred from reasonably

matching of the kinetic analysis of SDD to the measured value.

For the QoTeq = 1 shot (E27969), Zeff is estimated to be 3.49 from the kinetic analysis

[1] which contradicts with Zeff from bremstrahlung measurement (3.2). The disagreement in Zeff

should be examined well because the overestimation in Zeff may reduce the estimated value of

QDT6C1- Unfortunately, the reason why bremstrahlung indicates a smaller value than the kinetic

analysis is uncertain. But there is a possible interpretation [2]: If super-thermal ions are lost from

the plasma due to TF ripple transport and distort the ion velocity distribution, SDD c a n be

reduced. This idea can lead to reasonable agreement of the kinetic SDD with the measurement

even with adopting Zeff from bremstrahlung. SDD c a " be scaled as SDD <* no2 ̂  0 - Zef/qz)2 ~ 1

- 2Zeff/qz with the charge number of impurity ions, o^. Assuming carbon impurity,

SDD(Zeff=3.49)/SDD(Zeff=3.2) ~ 0.9. This suggests that if 10% of super-thermal ions are lost due

to ripple loss, we can explain the measured SDD using the value of Zeff from bremstrahlung.

In this note, we examine the possibility of the above interpretation by computer analysis,

indicating that this does not explain the contradiction on Zeff.

2. Ripple Loss of Super-Thermal Ions

Figure 1 is the D-D fusion reactivity for Tj = 15 keV corresponding to the ion

temperature inside an internal transport barrier formed in E27969 (Fig. 2). At this temperature,

the confinement of fast ions with super-thermal energies of 30-100 keV predominantly

determines SDD- The reactivity peaks at 50 keV, indicating that the confinement of super-thermal

ions with -50 keV can affect the reactivity the most. Like beam ions, does these energetic ions

constituting a Maxwell distribution escape the plasma due to ripple transport and apparently

reduce SDD? In order to answer the question, we calculated ripple loss of super-thermal ions

using an orbit following Monte Carlo code (OFMC) [3]

In the calculation, test particles with a certain energy are launched on a magnetic surface

of r/a = 0.5. The reason for launching at r/a = 0.5 is that the radius corresponds to the shoulder of

ne and thus it contributes the most to the volume-integrated the D-D neutron emission. The other

initial conditions of each test particle such as the toroidal and poloidal phases, the pitch angle are

simulated with the Monte Carlo method. After launching, the OFMC code simulates slowing
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down and pitch angle scattering while following the guiding-center orbit of each test particle in a

rippled magnetic field reasonably modeled until its thermalization (the assumed thermalization

energy is 30 keV) or loss from the plasma. Taking an ensemble of 8,000 particles, the ripple loss

was estimated.

The calculated ripple loss is shown in Fig. 3. The loss increases with the initial energy

and the total ripple is only 1.6% for 80 keV. With such a low fraction of loss, it is impossible to

explain the measured SDD using the value of Zeff from bremstrahlung. Therefore, the ripple loss

is low enough to rule out the possibility of super-thermal ion ripple loss. The calculation

ignored the radial electric field Er produced by the steep pressure gradient at the ITB. The ExB

points in the poloidal direction and displaces the turning points of toroidally trapped particles, in

principle, affecting ripple transport. But the TF ripple at r/a = 0.5 seems to be too low (-5x10"4)

to enhance ripple transport even with the inclusion of Er.

3. Conclusions

With the OFMC code, the ripple loss of super-thermal ions in the equilibrium of the

QDTeq = i shot (E27969) was calculated. For the shot with reversed magnetic shear, the ripple

loss of super-thermal ions (-80 keV) launched at r/a = 0.5 (shoulder of the ITB) is as low as

1.6%, which is small enough to neglect in the estimation of QDTeq-
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Fig. 1 D-D fusion reaction rate for a thermal
plasma with Tj = 15 keV.
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Fig. 3 Calculated ripple losses of fast particles
launched at r/a = 0.5 in E27969.

Fig. 2 Density, temperature and
safety factor profiles in E27969.
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5. Current Drive
5.1 Non-inductive current drive by N-NB

T. Oikawa, K. Ushigusa, O. Naito, Y. Kusama, T. Fujita, Y. Kamada,
C. B. Forest* and the JT-60 Team

"University of Wisconsin-Madison

5.1.1 Introduction

Since first injection of N-NB in Mar. 1996, N-NBI experiments in JT-60U to study current

drive capability has been being performed. As reported in Ref. 1), total current non-inductively

driven by N-NB has been estimated using the ACCOME code and it has been demonstrated that

N-NB has higher current drive efficiency than P-NB. This result proves effectiveness of N-NB

as a current drive method. In order to study N-NB current drive in detail and use N-NB effec-

tively for current drive and current profile shaping, information of N-NB driven current profile

is useful and necessary. N-NB driven current profile is experimentally determined for the first

time using the new analysis technique2) and time-evolution of equilibrium reconstructed accu-

rately with MSE(Motional Stark Effect) polarimeter.

5.1.2 Analysis Method

A technique for determining the non-inductive current profile2' is described in this section.

Key points for this technique are the determination of the current density profile from internal

MSE and external magnetic measurements and a method for determining the parallel electric-

field profile. The non-inductive portion of current is the difference between the total current

density j(p) and the inductive current density joh(p). j(P) is determined from equilibrium recon-

struction. joh(p) can be calculated by determining the parallel electric-field profile E/;(p) and the

conductivity profile calculated from measured T (p), ne(p) and Zeff(p) assuming conductivity

model, where E/7(p) is calculated from time-evolution of poloidal flux profile *F(p).

Current density is related to the electric field in the following equation,

{jB)=c,{EB)+(jNlB),

where <...> denotes the flux surface average, G/; is the parallel conductivity, and j N ] represents

non-inductive portion of current including both auxiliary driven currents and bootstrap current.

Parallel electric field term in the above equation < E • B > can be shown to be

(EB =

where F = /?B, and the derivatives of poloidal flux are taken on surfaces of constant toroidal flux

<P. < j • B > and < E • B > are determined by equilibrium reconstruction, and G/; is calculated

97-
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from Te(p), ne(p) measured by Thomson scattering and Zeff(p) determined by CXRS and

Bremsstrahlung measurements with assumption of neoclassical conductivity. Neo-classical con-

ductivity was confirmed in JT-6O3).

MSE measurements and equilibrium reconstruction code EFIT4), which was introduced in

collaboration with General Atomics, enables accurate reconstruction for this analysis technique.

5.1.3 Determination of N-NB driven current profile

N-NBI experiments have been performed for heating and curret drive study with the following

parameters : EB=360keV, PINJ=2.1MW,

I =0.6MA, n =O.7xlO'7m3 and T (0)~2.5keV,

as shown in Fig.l. In this discharge, only

lower unit of N-NB is injected. MSE beam

#7 is injected from I ramp-up phase for re-

constructing time evolution of current density

profile. Current driven by this counter-direc-

tional beam #7 is cancelled by co-directional

beam #9 for accurate analysis of N-NB cur-

rent drive. Injection of CXRS beam #14 for

T. and impurity density profile starts 0.2s be-

fore N-NB injection because pulse-duration

of perpendicular beam is restricted by

shinethrough for low density plasma. Plasma

configuration, beam trajectories and measured Fi& J -Discharge waveforms of N-NB current drive
experiments

E030501 7.0s

1 #14 CXRS Beam
P-perp.

#7 MSE Beam
P-tang. Cntr. #7 (TangVCntr.)

#9 (TangyCo.)
#14 (Perp.)
#10 (TangyCo.)
NNB On-Axis

MSE
balanced injection
CXRS
Off-Axis

MSE / Thomson On Axis

X MSE

'O CXRS

X Ruby Thomson

R(m)

Fig. 2 : Plasma configuration and NB trajectories. Configuration is adjusted as diagnos-
tic beams(#7 for MSE, #14 for CXRS) and Thomson scattering laser path cover
from magnetic axis to surface for accurate equilibrium reconstruction and deter-
mination of conductivity profile.
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points of critical diagnostics for determining non-inductively driven current profile are shown in

Fig.2. Plasma configuration is adjusted so that MSE and CXRS beams and Thomson scattering

laser path cover from near magnetic-axis to plasma surface for accurate equilibrium reconstruc-

tion and determination of conductivity profile. As for heating by N-NBI, increases in stored

energy, (3 and T in the central region are observed during N-NB injection and the decay-times

after the turn-off of N-NBI pulse are longer than those for P-NBI because high energy ions of N-

NBI have longer slowing-down time than P-NBI ions. Loop voltage profile during N-NB injec-

tion is shown in Fig.3(a). A hollow of loop voltage in the central region(p<0.4) suggests center

current drive by N-NBI. Neo-classical conductivity profile calculated on the basis of Te, ne and

Zeff measurements is shown in Fig.3(b). Non-inductive driven current profile jNI(p) is the differ-

ence between total current profilej(p) (Fig.4(a)) and inductive current profile jOH(p) (Fig.4.(b)).

jNI(p) consists of N-NBdriven current jNNB(p) and bootstrap current jBS(p) (P-NB driven current

can be considered to be almost zero because of balanced injection of tangential P-NB). Thus,

jBS(p) has to be evaluated in order to determine jNNB(p)- jBS(p) is calculated by ACCOME code

using measured Te, T., ne andZeff. By subtracting jBS(p) from jNI(p), non-inductive current profile

by N-NBI is determined as shown in Fig. 5. Centrally-peaked profile is confirmed experimen-

0.4

0.3

> 0.2

0.1

0

V

-

LOOP Conductivity

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

P

Fig. 3 : (a) Loop voltage profile calculated from the time-derivatives of reconstructed
poloidalflux during N-NB injection, and (b) Neo-classical conductivity profile
calculated from reconstructed equilibrium and measured T., ne and Z .

150

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

100
J 0 H and J B S

0.8

Fig. 4 : (a) Total current density profile reconstructed by equilibrium code using MSE
and magnetic measurements, and (b) profiles of the inductive current density ) m

and the bootstrap current density j B S , jQH is calculated from VLQOp and conductiv-
ity shown in Fig.3. jBS is calculated by ACCOME code using measured Te T., ne

andZeff
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tally as expected from on-axis trajectory of N-NB. Total non-inductive driven current is 102kA

and the current-drive efficiency is 0.29xl019A/W/m2. Theoretically calculated result using cur-

rent-drive code ACCOME is also shown. ACCOME code solves equilibrium, bootstrap current

and beam-driven current consistently. Experimental and calculated results agree well within the

experimental error, which means that the heating deposition and current drive performance of

N-NBI can be predicted based on the theory and the design of N-NBI on ITER is reliable. Using

this technique and various NBI in JT-60U(N-NBI, co-/counter-directional and on-/off-axis tan-

gential P-NBI), we can study current profile control with NB in detail, which helps to optimize

and maintain steady-state current profile for high performance in JT-60U plasmas.

1) K. Ushigusa, et al., Proc. of 16th IAEA Fusion Energy Conference(IAEA, Vienna) 1996.

2) C. B. Forest, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 73, 2444(1994).

3) M. Kikuchi, et al, Nuclear Fusion 29, 343(1990).

4) L. L. Lao, et al., Nuclear Fusion 20, 1025(1990).

Experiment

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
P

Fig. 5 : N-NB driven current profile. Experimental
result agrees well with the theoretical calcu-
lation.
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5.2 Sustainment of ITB by LHCD

S. Ide, O.Naito, K. Ushigusa, T. Oikawa, T. Kondoh and M. Seki

1. Introduction

Achievement of high confinement in recent reversed magnetic shear (R/S)

experiments! 1-4], such as achievement of break even in the JT-60U tokamak, has

emphasized the importance of plasma current profile control. Non inductive current drive

experiments by means of lower hybrid waves (LHCD by LHW) on JT-60U have been

oriented toward well established current profile control and confinement improvement. In

previous LHCD experiments on R/S plasmas, quasi-steady sustainment of R/S configuration

by means of LHCD and control of the internal transport barrier (ITB) by LHCD current

profile control have been demonstrated on JT-60U[5,6]. Furthermore, it was shown

experimentally that R/S could be formed in a plasma start-up phase by LHCD only.

Following these results, the next step toward steady state operation of improved confinement

plasma is to optimize an LH driven current profile together with bootstrap current profile

for sustainment of ITB keeping R/S and avoidance of fatal MHD modes. Approach to this

step has been carried out. For the time being, sustainment of the ITB for about 2 s during

R/S was kept by LHCD with small but continuous neutral beam injection (NBI) heating was

observed.

2. Experimental Results

The experiments was performed on a plasma with the plasma current of /p = 1 MA

and the toroidal magnetic field of Bj = 3 T. The working gas and the NBI beam species

were hydrogen. Firstly at the /p

ramp up phase, the NBI heating

power P N B was applied in order

to form a R/S configuration by

delaying the current penetration.

The NBI power was raised to

about 12 to 13 MW as / p

increased and kept high for 1 s to

form a clear ITB. After that />NB

was reduced to 4 MW, and the LH

9

. PLH and W4.

power P L H °f about 1.8 MW was
- ^ n r 1 • • • • • • • • • ' ' ' ' - ?

injected at the same time. In o 5 7

Fig. 1 plotted are the temporal Time (S)
evolutions of /p, the loop voltage FiS- L The temporal evolutions oflp, V[,
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> P\M and the diamagnetic stored energy

The internal transport barrier was found to evolve well during the higher P N B phase.

In the shot shown in Fig. 1, a mini collapse occurred, a rapid drop in W& corresponds to this.

The steep gradients of plasma profiles became weaker at the mini collapse, but were

recovering until P N B w a s l ° w e r e d as shown in Fig. 1.

In the experiments, an LHW

launcher which was located in a

horizontal port and another LHW

launcher which was located in a

inclined port about 45° above the ,

equatorial plane were used. The

injected spectra of the pararell i,

refractive index of the LHW were

chosen so as to drive non-inductive

current as hollow as possible in order

to keep the R/S configuration. The

spatial profile of the line averaged hard Fig. 2. The spatial profile of the line averaged HX
intensity integrated during from 7 s to 8 s.

X-ray (HX) emission intensity is

shown in Fig. 2. Although it is not a very hollow profile, the profile is flat and suggests that

the waves drive a current in the outer region.

In the temporal evolution of W& shown in Fig. 1, a small drop can been seen at

around 8 s. Although the change was small, the ITB was found to survive until this point. In

Fig. 3 shown is a temporal evolution of the soft X-ray (SX) intensity profile. The SX

intensity is roughly proportional to the square of the product of the electron density » e and

the electron temperature Te. Although the profile is not shown in spatial position but in the

channel number of the detector fan array, it would be closely related to the spatial profile. As

is seen in the figure, a very

steep gradient is observed

until about 8 s suggesting

the existence of the ITB.

The radial profile of ne

measured by Thomson

scattering at 7.5 s is plotted

sin Fig. 4 (a). A large change

of the density gradient is

fond around mid radius.

Similarly, a steep gradient

was confirmed both in the

3 3 ch
center 555.0

Fig. 3. Temporal evolution ofIsxProMe-
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T& and the ion temperature T[ profiles.

The safety factor q profiles at three

time, deduced from the motional Stark

effect (MSE) measurement, are shown in

Fig. 4 (b). In the q profile measured at

6.05 s, just after the P N B step down, from

about 55% of the minor radius q increases

toward the plasma center indicating that the

magnetic shear is reversed. This R/S

configuration was formed by delaying

current penetration by the NBI heating at the

current ramp-up. As time goes, q gradually

decreases but q at the center is still larger

than the minimum as is seen in the profile at

7.9 s. That is, the R/S configuration is

supposed to be maintained during the ITB

was kept. The reason why q continued

O

c*

1

0
5

4

3

2

oxo (a) j

: ° :
: O :

: ^ ^ ^

A:6.05S / -
•:7.5s /

0 0.5
P

1

decreasing might be attributed to that the FiS- 4. (a) The radial profile of the electron
T r m n J • r-i t. n density, (b) The safety factor profiles at three time.

LHCD driven current profile was not hollow

enough. The driven current in the central region helped to lower q in the central region. To

compare with the result, different LHW spectra were injected so as to drive more peaked

LHCD current profile. In this case, the q profile was found to decrease more quickly and the

R/S region disappeared simultaneously. The ITB seemed to be lost quickly as well.

3. Conclusions

Sustainment of an ITB in a R/S configuration has been investigated by means of

LHCD. For the time being the ITB was sustained for 2 s while the R/S was maintained by

LHCD. Further optimization of the LHW spectra would be necessary to maintain the R/S

configuration longer. When more current was tried to drive in the central region, the R/S

configuration and the ITB were found to disappear quickly. More detailed investigation is

necessary whether the disappearance of the ITB is related to the R/S or the stability

condition against the MHD modes. Strategy in the next step is to ; 1) optimize further LHCD

for more peripheral current drive and 2) raise P N B to increase bootstrap current and 3)

optimize both the non-inductive current so as to maintain ITB.
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5.3 Coupling of Lower Hybrid Waves to Semi-Closed Divertor Configuration

O. Naito, M. Seki, S. Ide, T. Kondoh, K. Ushigusa

After the modification of the divertor to a semi-closed W-shaped-type, it was
anticipated that the coupling of lower hybrid wave (LHW) to the plasma became worse
because the average plasma-launcher distance would be larger and the outer scrape-off
layer plasma would be limited by the baffle plates. To examine the applicability of LH
to new plasma configuration, coupling of LHW to the plasma was tested.

JT-60U has two lower hybrid wave (LHW) launchers, one of which locates on a
horizontal port (Unit A: lower half, Unit B: upper half) and the other on an inclined port
(Unit C). After the divertor modification, the basic configuration for RF coupling is
high triangularity plasma (8 = 0.27-0.36). Since Unit C is less affected by this
modification, hereafter the results are only described on Units A and B.

Figure 1 shows the reflection coefficient
R of Units A and B as a function of
plasma-wall distance d0 on the mid plane
before and after the divertor modification.
Before the modification, good coupling (R
< 10%) can be established even for a large
plasma-wall distance of d0 > 15 cm.
After the modification, however, it is
necessary to make the plasma closer to the
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14 cm at the COSt of higher Jf* 1 : Rd?eC
f
t iOn coef;fef" versus plasma-wall

° distance before and after the divertor
modification.

wall, typically about 5 cm. The operation
of LH is of course possible for larger
distance of d0

reflection (R < 20%). Possible side
effects such as reduction in current drive
efficiency and current profile controllability are to be clarified by systematic scan, but
the reduction seems to be

A / B antenna

waveguides additional

<1MW

SFe-

not so large.
As for a technical aspect,

Units A and B have been
equipped with a protection
system against arcing at
ceramic windows: that is
RF is switched off
immediately on detection of Fig-2: Schematic of new protection system.
arc. The protection of
launcher grill mouth against breakdown has been, however, depending on human
monitoring. In order to realize reliable fast switching off of RF, a new protection
system which monitors breakdown at the grill mouth and switch off RF has been
installed and proved to work well in the routine operation. This should be useful in
avoiding metal impurities when breakdown occurs.
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5.4 Current profile measurement during lower hybrid current drive

O. Naito, S. Ide, T. Oikawa, T. Kondoh, M. Seki, K. Ushigusa

1.35 10
PLH (MW)

0.8x1019

ne (nr3)

JT-60U has demonstrated the effectiveness of current profile control by lower hybrid
waves (LHW) for getting better confinement and stability in ohmic and beam-heated
plasmas. The current profile during lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) has been,
however, only inferred from hard X-ray intensity profile or global equilibrium quantities
such as internal plasma inductance. Recently, a more direct measurement of current
profile using the motional Stark effect (MSE) is available in JT-60U. In this section,
preliminary result of current profile measurement during LHCD is described. Details
including the effect of safety factor on the driven current profile will soon be published
elsewhere by one of the authors (S. I.).

The current profiles were measured
in discharges with Ip= 1.2 MA, B, =
3.5 T, and ne = 0.7 x 1019 m'3 using the
upper half of the horizontal launcher
(Unit B) operated at the frequency of
/ = 2 GHz. To compare the
influence of phase velocity on the
driven current profile, two different
phasing were examined, namely 0
deg (Nu = 1.6) and 180 deg (Nn = 2)
where N[S is wave refractive index
parallel to the magnetic field.

The time evolutions of internal
inductance L, lower hybrid power Pw,
loop voltage VL, line average density <° de8>and l a r§ e ^«c a s e <180 des)-
ne, and the polarization angle at 50%
of minor radius y(4) are shown in Fig. 1.
Consistent with the previous results, the internal
inductance for larger NH case (180 deg) was lower
than that for smaller NH case (0 deg).
Accordingly, the observed hard X-ray intensity
profile was broader for the case with larger Nn

indicating that broader non-inductive current was
driven by LHW (Fig. 2). Finally, the
polarization angle at 50% of minor radius

13
13 J

6 7 8 9 10
t(s)

Fig 1: Time evolutions of internal inductance, lower
hybrid power, loop voltage, line average density, and
polarization angle at 50% of minor radius for small Nn case

2.5

o 0.2

measured by MSE was smaller for the case with f £ r * f
Hard x"J LHCD for small

0.4 o.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4
r (m )

(0 deg) and large NuLHCD for sma
larger Nn, showing that the current within 50% of (i80 deg) cases.
minor radius was smaller (i.e. broader current
profile). The agreement of current profile inferred from internal inductance and/or
hard X-ray profile and that directly measured by MSE shows the validity of previous
conclusions related to LH driven current profile derived from the former method.
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6. Particle Control
6.1 Particle balance and neutral behavior

H. Takenaga, A. Sakasai, H. Tamai, A. Kumagai, H. Kubo, N. Asakura,

K. Shimizu, N. Hosogane

1. Introduction

It is very important to estimate the capability of the divertor pumping system in W-shaped

divertor of JT-60U, because it is closely related with density control, helium ash exhaust and

SOL flow formation. Since particles are also pumped out by the divertor plates and the first

wall (wall pumping), the divertor pumping rate considering wall pumping should be estimated.

In this report, the experiments were performed with and without divertor pumping using the

fast shutter valves installed to the pumping ports, and then the divertor pumping rate was

estimated from the quantitative analyses of the particle balance in the vacuum vessel.

Furthermore, in order to understand the divertor pumping characteristics, the neutral behavior

was analyzed using the neutral particle transport code DEGAS. This report presents the

experimental and simulation results on particle balance and neutral behavior.

2. Analysis method of particle balance

The particle balance is considered in the steady state phase with and without divertor

pumping at the same NBI heating power and the same main plasma density sustained by

gas-puffing. The particle balance equation with and without divertor pumping can be expressed

as follows,

P ~-rwal1+r<liv (1)

1 NBI + 1 GP - 1 wall VA

where FNBI is the particle fuelling rate of NBI, and FGP
W and rop

w/o are the particle fuelling

rate of gas-puffing with and without divertor pumping, respectively. rwal, and rdiv are the

particle pumping rate of wall pumping and divertor pumping, respectively. Here, the wall

pumping rates with and without divertor pumping are assumed to be equal. By subtracting

eq. (2) from eq. (1), the following equation is obtained,
p _p w_r wo (3)
1 d i v " 1 GP l GP yJl

The divertor pumping rate can be estimated from the comparison of gas-puffing rates, which

are required for keeping constant density with and without divertor pumping.

3. Analysis results of particle balance

Figure 1 shows the time evolution of line averaged electron density (ne), NBI power

(PNBI), gas-puffing rate, Da emission from the divertor region and neutral pressure under the

divertor baffle for ELMy H-mode plasma with the plasma current (L,) of 1.5 MA and the
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toroidal magnetic filed (BT) of 3.5 T. The solid

and dotted lines show the data with and without

divertor pumping, respectively. MARFE

occurred at t=8.8 and 7.1 s in the cases with and

without divertor pumping, respectively. The

value of ne is kept constant at 4.5xlO19 m"3 during

t=9-10 s by feedback control system. PNBI almost

equals in the two cases, therefore, the particle

fuelling rate due to NBI equals in the two cases.

The value of PNBI=12 MW corresponds to the

particle fuelling rate of 1 x 1021 /s. The gas-puffing

rate to keep the constant ne is evaluated to be

20.0 and 7.7 ParrrVs, which correspond to lxlO22

and 3.9xl021 /s, in the case with and without

divertor pumping, respectively. The base

intensity of Da emission and the neutral pressure

become constant value. These results indicated

that the steady state condition for the neutral

density is satisfied.

In this case, the divertor and wall pumping

rates are estimated to be 6.2xlO21 and 4.9xlO21

/s, respectively. The ratio of the divertor pumping

rate to the particle flux onto the divertor plates

is estimated to be about 2.4%, because the amount

of recycling is evaluated to be about 2.5xlO23 /s

from the Da emission intensity.

The dependence of the divertor pumping

ratio to the particle flux onto the divertor plates

on the electron density are shown in Fig. 2. The

circles and squares show the data for the high q

(Ip=1.0 MA and B^=3.8 T) and low q (Ip=1.5

MA and B.^3.5T) cases, respectively, with

Gap_in=3.5 cm, which is a distance between the

pumping duct and the inner strike point. The

triangles show the data for the low q case with

Gap_in=10 cm. The closed and open symbols

show the data with and without MARFE. It

can be seen from Fig. 2 that the pumping ratio

Time [ s ]

Fig. 1 Time evolution of (a)density, (b)NBl power, (c)
gas-puffing rate, (d)D(xemission and (e)neutral
pressure under the divertor baffle plate. Solid and
dotted lines show the data with and without divertor
pumping, respectively.
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Fig. 2 Dependence of divertor pumping ratio on the
electron density. Circles and squares show the data
for the high and low q cases, respectively, with
Gap_in=3.5 cm. Triangles show the data for the low
q case with Gap_in-10 cm. The closed and open
symbols show the data with and without MARFE.
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for Gap_in=10 cm is two or three times smaller than that for Gap_in=3.5 cm. The difference

of the divertor pumping ratio between the high and low q cases and between the cases with

and without MARFE is not obvious. In the high density region, the divertor pumping ratio

with Gap_in=3.5 cm reaches up to 2% which is larger than the wall pumping ratio by about

20%.

The relationship between the divertor pumping rate and the neutral pressure under the

baffle plate is shown in Fig. 3. The divertor pumping rate is proportional to the neutral

pressure under the baffle plate. The pumping speed of the divertor pumping is estimated to

be 31 nrVs, because 1 PamVs corresponds to 2.5xl020 /s at 300 degree centigrade.

4. Analysis results of neutral behavior

First, the effective pumping fraction (Feff) was estimated at the pumping duct from the

simulation of neutral behavior using the simple model under the divertor baffle plate in which

the particles are released and escape from the pumping duct and are pumped out at the

pumping port with pumping fraction of Fpump as shown in Fig. 4. Figure 5 (a) shows the

dependence of Feff on F . Here, the neutral particles are released as atom with the energy

of 1 eV and the cosine distribution. The value of Fff increases with Fpump until Fpump=0.2, and

saturates above this value. Since Fpump of the pumping system in JT-60U can be guessed to

be 0.05 from the localization of the pumping port in the toroidal direction, Pff is estimated to

be about 0.3. Figures 5 (b) and (c) show the dependence of Feff on the initial species, the

initial energy and the initial angle. The effective pumping fraction has week dependence on

the initial conditions, because the particle reflection at the wall is not dominant. From these

results, F6" at the divertor duct is estimated to be about 0.3.

Next, the neutral behavior is simulated for the L-mode plasma with 1̂ =2 MA, B ^ 4 T,

PNBI=6 MW and ne=2.5xl019m3with F f f of 0.3. Figure 6 shows the comparison of Da

emission distribution between the simulation and measurement. The cross symbols show the

measurement. The sight lines of the measurement are shown in the inset. The solid and

dashed lines show the simulation with the particle source at the divertor and the outer baffle

plate, respectively. The distribution of the divertor source and the outer baffle source are

also shown in the inset. The thick line shows sum of the simulations for the divertor and

outer baffle sources. It can be seen from this figure that the simulation with the divertor

source agrees well with the measurement in the divertor and inner region. However, in the

outer region, the measurement is one order of magnitude larger than the simulation with the

divertor source. In order to fit the simulation to the measurement, the outer baffle source is

needed. The divertor and outer baffle sources are estimated to be 2.6xlO23 and 1.2xlO22 /s,

respectively. The outer baffle source is about 5% of the divertor source. However, since the

penetration probability into the main plasma of the outer baffle source is larger than that of

the divertor source, the particle source in the main plasma for the outer baffle source is only a
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factor of three smaller than that for the divertor source. Touch of the second SOL plasma0

which has the large decay length can be considered for the candidate of the outer baffle

source. However, no definitive answer has yet emerged, and further work is to be made.

In this simulation, the pumping rate is calculated to be about 7.2xlO21 /s which is 2.6%

of the divertor flux. In this case, the neutral pressure under the baffle plate is measured to be

0.3 Pa, therefore, the pumping rate is

estimated to be about 2.3xlO21 /s. The

simulation result is a factor of three larger

than the experimental result. This difference

might come form the effects of the structure

under the baffle plate, the leak from the

region under the baffle plate to the plasma

region through the diagnostic ports and the Fig. 4 Simulation model under the baffle plate.

pump out with Fpump

elease'
Pumping duct species, initial energy, initial angle

4.6

wall pumping. These effects should be

investigated in future work.

Particles are released and escape from the pumping
duct and are pumped out at the pumping port with
pumping fraction of Fpump.
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Fig. 5 Dependence of Feffon (a) Fpump, (b) initial
species and initial energy and (c) initial angle.
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Fig. 6 Comparison ofDa emission distribution between
the simulation and measurement. Cross symbols show
the measurement. Solid and dashed lines show the
simulation with the particle source at the divertor and
the outer baffle plate. The thick line shows sum of
simulations for the divertor and outer baffle sources.
The sight lines of the measurement and the distribution
of the divertor source and the outer baffle source are
shown in the inset.
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1) N. Asakura, et. al., J. Nucl. Mater. 241-243 (1997) 559.
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6.2 Helium Exhaust and Transport in ELMy H-mode Plasmas

A. Sakasai, H. Takenaga, N. Hosogane, H. Kubo, S. Sakurai, N. Akino,

S. Higashijima, H. Tamai, N. Asakura, K. Itami

1. Introduction

The JT-60U divertor was modified from the open divertor to the W-shaped pumped

divertor in Feb.-May, 1997. Helium exhaust was possible with wall pumping due to gettering

by solid target boronization (STB) in low density H-mode plasmas and low recycling divertor

so far[l, 2]. The divertor modification enabled helium exhaust in high density H-mode plasmas

and high recycling divertor with the divertor pumping. Helium exhaust experiment was

performed to investigate the effect of the W-shaped pumped divertor on helium exhaust.

2. Experimental Arrangement

The new divertor consists of inclined divertor plates (vertical divertor) and a dome

arranged in a W-shaped configuration^]. Three ports of NBI cryopumps with an argon (Ar)

frost are used to exhaust helium (He) gas. The particle flux at the inner divertor is usually

higher than that at the outer divertor in JT-60U. Helium neutral particles accumulated in the

private region are exhausted through an inner exhaust slot. Three Ar frosted NBI cryopumps

have a total pumping capacity of 2,250 Pa-m3. The pumping speed for He was experimentally

evaluated at 13 m3/s. It is determined by the conductance of the slot and the throat under the

dome.

To demonstrate steady-state helium exhaust, a long pulse NB heated discharge of ~5 s for

He exhaust is possible for 30-40 shots using Ar frosted NBI cryopumps with a large pumping

capacity in JT-60U. In DIII-D, helium exhaust experiment was carried out with He beam

injection for 1.4 s and an in-vessel cryopump with an argon frost[4]. However, helium

exhaust in a steady state was not achieved because of the limited He pumping capability.

3. Experimental Results

In the new divertor, effective He exhaust was demonstrated with He beam injection of

1.6xl020/s (equivalent to 90 MW a heating) for 6 s into an ELMy H-mode discharge (Ip=1.4

MA, Bt=3.5 T, PNB=13 MW) in Fig. 1. The line averaged electron density in the main plasma

is iv=3.4xlO19 nr3 , which is corresponding to 0.5 of Greenwald density limit, the central ion

and electron temperatures are Tj(0)=3.2 keV and Te(0)=3.1 keV in the ELMy H-mode plasma.

Deuterium gas of about 30 Pa-m3/s is puffing to keep the constant electron density by a density

feed back control with pump. The He density with helium pumping measured by means of

charge exchange spectroscopy (CXRS) reached a saturation level (nHe=l-2xlO18 n r 3 at

r/a=0.24) at 1.2 s after the start of the He beam injection. The He concentration reached 4% of

the electron density in the main plasma and was kept constant for 4 s. This indicates that the
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Fig. 1. The time evolution of steady-state He exhaust
with He beam injection for 6 s into an ELMy H-mode
discharge (IP=1.4MA, Bt=3.5 T, PNB=12 MW).

He fueling rate (equivalent to 0.7 Pa-m3/s) is

balanced with the He pumping. In this

discharge, T*He=0.7 s and T*He/tE=4 with

H- fac to r (=x E / x E
I T E R " 8 9 P )= l -3 were

achieved, well within the range generally

considered necessary for successful

operation of future fusion reactor (i.e.,

T*He/TE^10), such as ITER. Here, T*He is

the global residence time of He within the

plasma chamber and TE is the energy

confinement time.

The neutral pressure of He and D2

below the outer baffle, which is

corresponding to the neutral pressure in the

divertor region linking with the exhaust ports

, was measured by a Penning gauge. The D2 neutral pressure below the outer baffle reached a

saturation level of 0.4 Pa at t=9.0 s. The He neutral pressure gradually increased and reached a

saturation level of 0.03 Pa at t=12.0 s.

The enrichment factor of He, T|=[PHe/2PD2]div/[nHe/ne]rnain, w a s about 1.1, which is 5

times larger than the ITER requirement of T|=0.2.

The exhaust rate increased with the electron density

in the main plasma[5].

Similar ELMy H-mode discharge was

performed to close shutter valves in front of

cryopumps. This condition of closed shutter

valves is called as "without He pumping". Without

He pumping, the He concentration linearly

increased up to 10% at 5 s after the start of the He

beam injection, which was 2.5 times as much as

that with pump in Fig. 2. Without He pumping,

T*He=3.7 s and T*He/tE=21 were obtained. However, a good enrichment factor of t|=0.6 was

obtained without He pumping.

2.5
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o
~ 1i

0.5

: r/a=0 66

t

w/o He

f

pumping ffiffi :

$ \
with He pumping :

He beam ;

9 10
time (s)

11 12

Fig. 2. Comparison of the time evolution of
the He density with and without He pumping.

4. Conclusions
Injecting neutral beams of 60 keV helium atoms into ELMy H-mode plasmas for 6 s,

efficient He exhaust was realized with He pumping using Ar frosted cryopumps in the new

divertor. In a steady state, good He exhaust capabilities (.T*ue/XE=4) were successfully

demonstrated in ELMy H-mode plasmas. The enrichment factor of He was obtained about 1.1,

which is 5 times larger than the ITER requirement of T|=0.2.
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6.3 Helium Exhaust in Reversed Shear plasmas

A. Sakasai, H. Takenaga, T. Fujita, N. Hosogane, S. Sakurai, H. Kubo,

S. Higashijima, H. Tamai, N. Asakura, K. Itami

1. Introduction

In reversed shear mode, the electron density in the central region is peaked and the

confinement is remarkably enhanced inside the internal transport barrier (ITB), which is formed

near the position of minimum q. The electron temperature and ion temperature profiles (Te(r),

Ti(r)) inside the ITB are also peaked in JT-60U[l]. Then reversed shear mode is attractive

because of its improvement of particle and energy confinement at the core region as a new

operation scenario for ITER. Helium ash exhaust from the revered shear plasma is a matter of

concern. It is very important to make clear He removal from reversed shear plasmas because of

an enhancement of He particle confinement.

A previous study of He transport in reversed shear plasmas indicated that the improvement

of the He particle confinement inside the ITB without He pumping[2]. After the divertor

modification, helium exhaust in reversed shear plasmas has been investigated using He gas

puff.

2. Experimental Results

Helium exhaust characteristics in the reversed shear plasma of hydrogen (Ip=1.2 MA and

Bt=3.5 T) were investigated using a short pulsed He gas puff. The line averaged electron

density in the main plasma is rv=2.5xlO19 nr3 , the

central ion and electron temperatures are Tj(0)=5.4 keV

and Te(0)=4.2 keV in the reversed shear plasma.

Figure 1 shows the comparison of the time evolution of

He II intensity at r/a=0.13 with and without He pump

in the reversed shear plasmas. The He II intensity at

r/a=0.13 inside the ITB (r/a=0.5) with He pump

decreased with time. On the contrary, the He II

intensity at r/a=0.13 without He pump did not decrease

with time and it was almost constant. It was found

that helium was removed from inside the ITB with He
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the time evolution
of the He intensity at r/a=0.13 with He
pump and without He pump.

pump.
Figure 2 shows the time evolution of the He density at r/a=0.13 and r/a=0.81 in the

reversed shear mode. The decay time of the He density (equivalent to the local T*He» the global

residence time of He within the plasma chamber) at r/a=0.13 inside the ITB (r/a=0.5) is x=5.5

s. While the decay time at r/a=0.81 outside the ITB is t=1.9 s. The He residence time inside

the ITB is three times as long as that outside the ITB[3]. This result indicates that it is fairly
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difficult to remove helium particles inside the ITB as

compared with those outside the ITB as predicted from

the previous result. This is due to the improvement of

He particle confinement inside the ITB.

This behavior of helium in reversed shear modes

is clearly different from that in ELMy H-modes. The

decay time is almost constant at the center and the Fig. 2. Comparison of the time evolution of
. , , . „ , , , TT , T i * the He density at r/a=0.13 inside the ITB and

peripheral region in ELMy H-modes. In general, x*He r/a=0.8i outside the ITB in a reversed shear

is defined as the global residence time from the decay Plasma'

time of total helium particles . However, the He

residence time in reversed shear plasmas should be

newly expressed the local residence time. In a fusion reactor, the burning efficiency is large

near the central core plasma due to high temperature and high density. Therefore, it is

necessary to consider the local weight of the burning efficiency for a reversed shear operation.

The capability of helium exhaust depends on helium neutral pressure in the divertor region.

It is possible to obtain better result of He removal in the high density deuterium operation of

reversed shear modes.

3. Conclusions
After the divertor modification, helium exhaust in reversed shear plasmas has been

investigated using He gas puff. Helium removal inside the ITB is about three times as difficult

as that outside the ITB. The He residence time in reversed shear plasmas should be newly

expressed the local residence time.
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6.4 Active particle control for the average density and divertor pressure

H. Tamai, H. Takenaga, S. Sakurai, N. Asakura, A. Sakasai, and N. Hosogane

6.4.1. Introduction

One of the objectives of the modification to pumped W-shaped divertor is to realise the dense

and cold divertor plasma with a reduced neutral back flow to the main plasma for aiming to

simultaneously achieve the high performance core confinement. For the good isolation of main

plasma region from the divertor, the divertor plasma parameters should be independently

controlled from the main plasma paremeters. Multi feedback control by the dual gas puff into

the divertor and the main plasma regions is performed in order to estimate the particle isolation

between those regions.

6.4.2. Motivation
Figure 6.4.1 shows the dependence on the location of gas puff contributing to the increase of

averaged density measured at U2-chord and that of divertor neutral pressure at the inside

divertor. Diamonds and circles indicate the set of parameters in the cases of gas puff from only

the top, and that from only the divertor, respectively. Those plots indicate the different trace by

the gas puff location, that is, top puff has larger contribution to the density increase and divertor

puff has larger contribution to the divertor neutral pressure. Therefore, the simultaneous

control of averaged density and divertor neutral pressure by using each puff is expected.

2.5

1.5 -

2 c
0) CD

0.5
0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2

Divertor neutral pressure (Pa)

Fig.6.4.1 Dependence of neutral pressure and average density on the gas puff
location. Diamonds and circles indicate the gas puff from the top,
and from the divertor, respectively.

Figure 6.4.2 shows the temporal behaviour of the divertor neutral pressure and averaged

density, as results of the simultaneous feedback control performed in L-mode plasma with

divertor pumping. The first example indicates the waveform of relatively well controlled shot.

Solid line in the boxes are reference waveform. Actual divertor neutral pressure and averaged
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density well follow the reference by each corresponding gas puff. On the contrary, the second

and the third examples are the shots inducing out-of-control. The second shows the over

density from reference on contrary to well controlled divertor neutral pressure, and the third

shows the over pressure from the reference on contrary to well controlled averaged density.

During the out-of-control phase, the corresponding gas puff is not injected and the increase of

the out-of-control parameter is contributed by the other gas puff.
E030412

a>
8 10

Time (s)
12

Fig.6.4.2 Temporal behaviours of the divertor neutral pressure, the averaged
density and the gas puff during a simultaneous feedback control.

6.4.3. Contributions of each gas puff
From typical examples of simultaneous feedback control, existence of the coupling of each

gas puff with averaged density and neutral pressure is found out. The coupling is described as

where f-, g- and V- (i=l, 2) are coupling coefficients for averaged density, that for neutral

pressure, and the gas puff rate, while the suffix i denotes the gas puff of top (i=l) and that of
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divertor (i=2). Coupling coefficients are the functions of divertor geometry and may be of SOL

plasma parameters.

In order to estimate each coefficient, response to the single gas puff of pre-programmed pulse

is referred. For each response to single gas puff of V-, Eq.6.4.1 is reformed to

f i ) =
n

Eq. 6.4.2

In the ohmic discharge of I =1.7MA, Bt=3.5T, and the X-point height of 8cm without

divertor pumping, the coupling coefficients are deduced to

-R7yin1 8 f«-DR1yin18

— \J. / A I U lo — u^U I A I U n

= 0.65x10"2 g2 = 1.0x10"2

In this case the ratio of coupling f2 / f ̂  = 0.14, and %>\l %2~ 0-65, which indicates a higher

contribution from top gas puff to divertor pressure than that from divertor gas puff to averaged

density. Figure 6.4.3 shows the parameter plots of simultaneous feedback control in the ohmic

discharge with the same configuration above. The cases of only single gas puff are also

indicated by two lines (for Vi=0, and V^^O). All plots are distributed between two border

lines of Vi=0, and V2=0, which supports the validity for the estimation of the coupling

coefficients.

In order to reduce the coupling with each gas puff and to extend the operation window in
divn -P , pellet injection deep into the plasma core would be one of the candidate

o

CO
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o
g 1

o
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0 0.1
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Fig.6.4.3 Parameter plots of simultaneous feedback control in the ohmic discharge of I=1.7MA,

Bt=3.5T, and the X-point height of 8cm without divertor pumping. Two lines indicate

the borders for Vj=0, and V2=0.
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6.5 Analysis of JT-60U Divertor Plasma Using a Five-Point Model
N. Hayashi*, T. Takizuka, K. Shimizu and N. Asakura

*Faculty of Science and Technology, Keio University, Yokohama, Japan

1. Introduction

The reduction of the heat load to the divertor plates is one of the most important issues

for tokamak reactors. The radiative divertor is considered to be an effective method for the heat

load reduction. The formation of a dense and cold divertor plasma is experimentally observed in

accordance with the radiative divertor. It is important to understand the divertor physics and to

control the radiative divertor for the fusion tokamak reactor.

Characteristics of divertor plasmas have been studied theoretically and numerically.

Among these models of the divertor plasmas, a five-point model') is one of the simplest models.

The five-point model is very simple and is not sufficient to study ID or 2D structure of divertor

plasmas. However, the model is very useful to understand the basic physics and the qualitative

feature of divertor plasmas. In this study, we summarize characteristics of JT-60U divertor

plasmas by using the five-point model.

2. Five-Point Model

Figure 1 shows the geometry used in the five-point model. The system of the model is

divided into four regions. The size is measured along the magnetic field line. Two divertor

regions are in the separatrix legs from the X-point to the divertor plate. The neutral recycling

mainly occurs in divertor regions. Two SOL regions are separated at a stagnation point where

the parallel ion flow velocity is zero. Fluids equations are integrated along a magnetic field line

in each region and reduced to a set of nonlinear algebraic equations with physical variables at the

five positions, as shown with closed circles in Fig. 1. The variables are those in a magnetic flux

tube the nearest to the separatrix. Detailed explanation of the model is given in Ref. 1).

The model can describe the divertor asymmetry. In this study, however, we treat only

the symmetric divertor plasmas ( lstag=LS0L/2 ) where the SOL current dose not flow. Electron

and ion temperatures are assumed to be the same, Te=T=T. Recycling neutrals generated at the

divertor plates have a fixed energy of 5 eV. The fraction of the recycling neutrals escaping

radially from the divertor plasma is assumed to be constant (<5=O.O5). The parallel electron heat

conductivity Kell is a function of T and Zeff, Ktll <* T5/2/Ze{{. The impurity radiation is taken into

account by enhancing the ionization energy AE (=13.6 eV) by a factor of 4 2). Geometrical

parameters for JT-60U divertor plasmas are chosen as LSOL=100 m, Ldiv=4 m ( safety factor

q~5 ). Radial particle and thermal diffusivities are D±=\.O nr/s and ^ = 2 . 0 m2/s 2),

respectively. The total particle flow Osep, the heat flow Q.ep from the core plasma, and the
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effective charge number Zeff are given as input parameters.

3. Divertor plasma characteristics

We first consider the case Zefl=l. Figure 2 shows contour plots of a calculated flux

amplification factor R in a plane of Osep and £)ep. Here R is defined by the ratio of the plate

particle flux to the throat particle flux of the divertor region, R= F p / r u . The maximum value of

R is limited by i?max=l/<5=20. Contour plots of a) Tdiv and b) ndW are also drawn in the figure

with solid lines where Tdiv and ndjv are values in front of the divertor plate.

Divertor plasmas have a transition between two equilibrium states near the region

where R steeply changes (£>ep>l MW and 1 X 1022 s"'<Osep<3X 1022 s"1). One is the high

recycling state with high ndiv and low Tdiv, and the other is the low recycling state with low ndiv

and high Tdiv. These bi-stable solutions are caused to satisfy the particle balance of the divertor

region through the interaction between divertor plasmas and neutral particles, which has been

already found in 2D numerical simulation3'.

Figure 3 shows contour plots of a) Tmid and b) nmid drawn with solid lines where Tmid

and nmid are values at the midplane of the SOL (stagnation point). In the low recycling region

(R<2), Tdiv almost equals to Tmid and is larger than about 100 eV for Q e p>l MW and Osep<3 X

1022 s"'. Because the electron heat conductivity Kell is large for high T, the temperature gradient

is small. On the other hand, in the high recycling region (7?>2), Tdiv is much lower than !Tmid and

decreases to 10 eV with increasing Osep. In this case, the conductive heat flux is held by the

large temperature gradient from the midplane to the plate. The decreasing in Tdiv is accompanied

with the increasing in ndiv. The dense and cold divertor plasma is maintained in a part of the high

recycling region. Figure 4 shows contour plots of P^JQ^ where Prad denotes the total radiation

power in the divertor regions. The divertor radiation is larger as divertor plasmas become denser

and colder.

Finally, we analyze a dependence of the divertor plasma characteristics on Zeff. Figure

5 shows contour plots of a) Tmid and b) nmid with R for Zefl=3. The other parameters Tdiv, ndiv

and PraJQe? as well as R are not much different from those for Zeff=l, as shown in Fig. 2 and 4.

In the low recycling region (R<2), Tmid and nmid are also not much different from those for

Zeff=l. On the other hand, in the high recycling region (/?>2), Tmid increases compared with that

at the same <3>sep and <2̂ ep forZeff=l because Kell decreases with increasing Zeff. The midplane

density nmid decreases with increasing rmid due to the pressure balance.
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4. Discussion
In this study, we investigated characteristics of JT-60U divertor plasmas for the case

that they are attached and symmetric between inside and outside divertors. When dense and cold

divertor is formed, the following phenomena should be considered for more realistic study.

Plasma pressure, mnv2+2nT, is assumed constant along the magnetic field line in the

present study. In cases of detached divertor plasmas, however, the pressure drops towards the

divertor plate through momentum losses by ion-neutral interactions. The SOL current due to the

thermoelectric effect has been found to cause the divertor asymmetry at the onset of the

thermoelectric instability 4>5). The symmetric divertor plasmas become unstable due to the

thermoelectric instability below a critical temperature 7^"', and stable asymmetric divertor

plasmas are formed. As for Zeff, we take into account of the relation Kell «= Z~(\, but we set the

condition ne=n.t for simplicity. For high Zeff, the ratio n/«e becomes small. The dependence of n

as well as Prad on Zeff should be considered for high Zeff plasmas.
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Fig. 5 Contour of a) Tmid and b) nmkl.
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7. Radiative Divertor and SOL/Detachment Physics

7.1 Radiative divertor with seeded neon

K. Itami, S. Konoshima, N. Hosogane, N. Asakura and A. Sakasai

Noble gas, such as neon, has much larger radiation efficiency in the range of 20 eV <
Te < 70 eV than carbon and oxygen. It has been found in ELMy H-mode discharges of
JT-60U [1] that D2 injection following Neon injection has such gains that 1) Increment of
divertor particle recycling is fivefold large over simple D2 injection and 2) Increment of
radiation loss from the main and divertor plasma is twofold large over simple neon injection.
These gains effectively promote dense and cold divertor plasma in which intrinsic carbon
radiation is large enough to form x-point MARFE and divertor detachment. However there
have been no ways to control neon content in the main plasma of JT-60U[2], since neon is
recycling between the main plasma and the first wall. Neon content was kept constant in the
main plasma once neon is introduced to the vacuum vessel.

In May 1997, the modification of the divertor to a W-shaped and the installation of
divertor pump[3] was completed to address the advanced control of the divertor plasmas.
Semi-closed structure is expected to have better neutral confinement in the divertor region
and to facilitates high recycling in the divertor. Neutral particles are escaped through the
pumping slot at the bottom of the inner divertor and then guided under the outer baffle to one
of the three cryo-pump system. These cryo-pumps used to be a part of the NBI system before
this divertor modification. Pumping speed from the three pumping ports is estimated to be as
large as 14 mVs for deuterium gas. There are not pumping slot opened at the outer divertor.

The initial radiative divertor experiments with W-shaped divertor were carried out by
applying a pulsed neon gas puff and intense D2 puff to ELMy H-mode and reversed shear
(RS) plasmas in JT-60U. Neon gas was injected from the inner slot in a pulse (typically 0.6
PamVs x 0.4 s) into the divertor. D2 gas puffing, as large as 40 PamVs, was applied continuously
from the two locations. The one is from the top of the vessel and the other is from the
divertor slot. In this paper, we call the former "the main D2 puff and the latter "the divertor
D2 puff. It is estimated from the conductance to the divertor and that to the cryo-pumps that
30 % of D2 puff is pumped out without entering the divertor in the divertor D2 puff.

Figure 1 shows a typical wave form in this experiment. The neutral beam power of
PNB = 25 MW was applied to the plasma with Ip = 1.2 MA and BT = 3.5 T in order to obtain
target ELMy H-mode plasma. The divertor configuration is shown in Fig. 2(a) Radiation loss
from the divertor, Prad(div), started to increase just after neon injection as Ne9+ line intensity
increased. However radiation loss from the main plasma, Prad(main), was increasing after D2

gas puff into the main plasma at t = 7.1 s. Additional boost of the radiation loss from the
divertor Prad( div ) started at t = 7.8 s, the timing of the divertor detachment. Radiation loss
from the divertor was increasing up to ~ 9 MW. This radiation loss is mainly from carbon
ions radiating around the very narrow region around the X-point. [4]. This phenomenon is
known as X-point MARFE. The total radiation loss reached to more then 70 % of the beam
power. Divertor CII intensity has similar wave form with the radiation loss from the divertor.
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It has been observed in JT-60U that CII intensity near the X-point starts to increase as the
X-point MARFE is approaching to the X-point. Decay of Ne9+ intensity indicates that neon
impurity was pumped out from the main plasma , effectively. Radiation loss from the main
plasma was also decreasing, while Ne9+ was decreasing. Total radiation loss was kept constant,
since decrease in the Prad(main) is compensated by increase in Prad (div) and the divertor
MARFE was sustained.

Here the incremental radiation after neon injection was defined as

5Prad(main) (t) = Prad (main) (t) - Prad (main) ( g .

Here t0 is the timing at which Ne9+ line intensity started to grow up. Fig. 3 shows the relation
between 8Prad(main) against the Ne9+ line intensity in the shot 29359, in which only neon gas
was puffed, and the shot 29362, in which neon gas and main D2 puff were puffed. As is
shown in this figure, Prad(main) was coupled with Ne9+ line intensity and Prad(main) was
enhanced by the main D2 puff. No enhancement in Prad(main) by the divertor D2 puff was
observed. Another important point in this figure is that Prad(main) didn't decrease in the later
phase, since neon was not pumped out in the shot 29359, the discharge without D2 puff.

Pumping efficiency of neon is characterized by exponential decay time of neon content
in the main plasma. Here we represent the neon content by the Ne9+ line intensity. D2 gas puff
rate and gas puff position were scanned in order to study the effects on neon pumping. It was
observed that neon decay time was effectively reduced by additional D2 puffing. Decay time
constant, Tpump, was reduced to as low as ~ 1 second in both the main and divertor D2 puff,
while the required D2 puff rate was different. 20 PairrVs of gas puff rate was required for the
main D2 puff and 40 Pam3/s, as shown in Fig. 4. Tpump in the discharges with Ip = 1.5 MA and
BT = 3.5 T is shown as a function of particle flux to the inner divertor. xpump was calculated
for the period during the divertor attached. The total particle flux to the inner divertor was
estimated by signal from Ha diodes viewing the divertor. This figure shows that main D2 puff
could reduced neon decay time more effectively than divertor D2 puff as a function of
divertor particle flux.

When the divertor detachment occurred, total particle flux to the inner divertor was
reduced at the inner divertor side. However it was observed decay rate of neon was unchanged.
In the shot 29362, in which the detached divertor phase was as long as 1.6 second, tpump was
1.2 second during the detached divertor phase. Therefore the decay time constant of neon
during the detached divertor phase is as small as the smallest values during the attached
divertor phase, regardless of the reduced particle flux to the inner divertor.

It has already been reported in the tokamaks with divertor pumping, such as ASDEX-
U[5], DIII-D[6] and JET that pumping efficiency of impurity ions was enhanced by additional
D2 gas puffing. This is so called "puff and pump" effect. The following three effects are
proposed to enhance the impurity pumping. 1) drag force to impurity ions by SOL flow. 2)
Collisions with deuterium ions and neutrals 3) Ejection by ELM activity. However there are
controversy about the major contributor for the enhancement. In DIII-D, they observe the
most effective impurity pumping when the divertor separatrix is close enough to the pumping
opening and D2 puff is applied from the top of the plasma. However ASDEX-U pointed out
that no significant difference by gas puff location and pointed out recycling particles are
much more larger than flow particle flux. The result in JT-60U shows the difference between
the divertor D2 puff and the main D2 puff, as is reported in DIII-D.
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In most of the discharges during this experiment, separatrix at the inner divertor was
located at the position where the slot-separatrix distance, dsep, was 10 cm. From the point of
the impurity exhaust, this divertor configuration might not be the optimum. Since escaping
aperture for neutrals increases as the inner separatrix approaches to the pumping slot. The
better pumping efficiency is expected at the smaller dsep. Neon and D2 puff was applied to the
ELMy H-mode discharges in which d = 2 cm and the other parameters are almost fixed.
The divertor configuration is shown in Fig. 2(b). Smaller value of Tpump was obtained in the
discharge with dsep = 2 cm, when no additional D2 puff was applied. xpump was 2.3 second in
the discharge, a factor of three to four improvement over the discharges with dsep = 1 0 cm.
However xpump was not so much improved as the discharges with dsep = 10 cm,, when the main
D2 puff was applied. Tpump = 1.6 s at 1.5 x 1023 s"1 of particle flux to the inner divertor was
even worse than those with dsep =10 cm, very interestingly.

In addition, we found a difficulty in the discharges with dsep = 2 cm to increase the
radiation loss from the main and divertor plasmas. Figure 5 shows the discharges with dsep = 2
cm have lower Prad(div) fraction than those with dsep = 10 cm. And 5Prad(main), as a function
of Ne9+ intensity, was found to be smaller by a factor of three than the discharges with d =
10 cm. Therefore, it was impossible to increase the total radiation loss up to about 40 % of
the input power to trigger the divertor detachment and X-point MARFE, even if neon gas
injection was increased up to fivefold and the main D2 injection was doubled.

Impurity seeding was also applied to the reversed shear discharges with Ip = 1.5 MA
and BT = 3.5 T and PNB = 20 MW. Increase in the radiation loss in Prad(div) during the
improved core confinement with the internal transport barrier was obtained. Pump effect of
neon in the main plasma was also observed.

In summary, modification of the divertor to a W-shaped pumped divertor and installation
of pumping has enabled demonstration of puff and pump effect in injected neon during the
detached divertor phase, albeit the pumping speed was modest ( -14 m3/s).
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Fig. 1 Plasma poloidal cross-section and arrangement of
reciprocating Langmuir probes, and divertor target probes.

7.2 SOL/divertor plasma study in high density discharges
N. Asakura and S. Sakurai

7.2.1 Introduction
Transport of particle and heat across

and along the magnetic field line was inves-
tigated in the scrape-off layer (SOL). Ra-
dial profiles of electron density, ne, and elec-
tron temperature, Te, were measured with
Langmuir probes, simultaneously at the four
poloidal locations in the SOL and divertor:
at outer midplane, near divertor x-point, on
the inner and outer divertor plates as shown
in Fig. 1. Two fast reciprocating Langmuir
probe systems were installed at midplanefl]
and near x-point[2]. In particular, up-stream
divertor plasma profile was, for the first time
in large tokamaks, measured from outer tar-
get plate to the private region near x-point.
Mach probe was used to evaluate the plasma
flow direction at the outer divertor throat. Systematic database of plasma profiles were
obtained with density and x-point scans in OH discharges, and the results of high density
SOL plasma and divertor plasma detachment are summarized.

7.2.2 High density SOL
Electron plasma density near x-point is evaluated by ion saturation current, /"p, and

electron temperature, Te
up, at the upstream side: nup = 2I^p/{eA±cs), where AL is the

effective collection area of the probe (assuming the area projected to the local field line
and neglecting SOL plasma flow), and cs - [k(T{ + Te)/mi}1/2 is the ion acoustic speed
(assuming that T,- = Te).

Figure 2 shows that the time evolution of n"p

and TgP profiles with increasing ne, where distance
from separatrix is mapped on the midplane radius.
A peak of nup profile appeared near the separatrix
and is enhanced extremely up to 1 X 1020 m~~3 at
high density. At the same time, the peak position
shifts to the outer SOL region with increasing ne.
Here, 2 mm at the midplane radius corresponds
to 10 mm at the x-point. Appearence of large ne

peak was reported at the outer target probe in
Alcator C-mod "death ray" [3] and in JET "high
recycling peak"[4], and the density peak is for the
first time observed at up-stream divertor. Since
Mach number of the plasm flow could not be esti-
mated due to the relatively large difference of elec-
tron temperatures at up- and down-streams, abso-
lute value of the peak n*p is under investigation..
With an increase in nf, the local T^p decreases, in
particular, near the separatrix from 60 to 20 eV.

10

3 ^ 1

0.1
10 20 30 40

10 20 30
Distance from separatrix

(mm, at midplane)

40

Fig. 2 Time evolution of electron density and temperature
profiles measured with x-point reciprocating probe.
Distance from separatrix is mapped on the midplane radius.
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Figure 3 shows SOL and divertor plasma distri-
butions at the relatively high ne of 2.1 x 1019 m~3,
and the profiles are mapped on the midplane ra-
dius. Plasma profile at the divertor target is ob-
tained by sweeping x-point height of 8—13 cm from
the dome-top. Density, ne, peaks are observed in
profiles measured at the x-point and outer diver-
tor target. The profiles can not be described by
an exponential decay model. Te at the separatrix
decreases from 60 eV (at misplane) to 19 eV (near
x-point) on the same magnetic flux surface, which
shows that the gradient of Te along the field line
increases at the main plasma edge.
Electron pressure at the upstream divertor, p"p,
defined by n"p x T"p assuming zero SOL flow veloc-
ity, is comparable to that at the outer radius of the
midplane. However, the peak pf near the x-point
is by the factor of 1.5 larger than pe at the mid-
plane. The "momentum gain" is not explained by
the calculation result of the one-dimentional fluid
model. Plasma flow from the x-point to the outer
divertor target may increase the velocity. Or a
part of n"p may be provided from impurity ions.
Te near the outer strike point decreases to 10 eV.
Two times of pe at the outer target (static plus
dynamic pressure) is comparable to pe at the mid-
plane. This shows that the divertor plasma is
attached. Extention of the divertor plasma de-
tachemnet is described in Sec. 7.2.3

The reduction in Te and increase in ne along the
field line are summarized in Fig. 4. Two values are
plotted for the x-point plasma profile: one (closed
circle) is at the n*p peak and another (triangle)
at the separatrix from an e-folding curve exclud-
ing the n*p peak. With an increasing in ne, the
reduction in Te near the x-point and at the tar-
get is large compared to that at the midplane, and
ne at the divertor increases larger than Te at the
midplane. Under the attached divertor condition,
pe increases by the factor of 2.5 at high ne and
is saturated. Plasma detachment occures at the
divertor when Te decreases to 7 eV (at the outer
divertor) and 17 eV (near the x-point) while Te =
55 eV at the midplane. pe decreased by 10—20%
even at the midplane.

Q mkjplane probe
( Xp probe (main)
• Target probe (outer)

I -1.7MA/B =3.5T/OH
p t

rT =2.1x10 19 m"3

5.4x1019 rrr3

0 10 20 30 40
Distance from separatrix (mm)

Fig. 3 Electron density, temperature, pressure profiles are
measured at midplane, near x-point and outer divertor target at
high density. They are mapped on the midplane radius.
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Local radiation loss and ionzation fluxes
of deuterium and carbon impuriy near the x-
point of the outer SOL region are evaluated by
the multi-channel bolometers and spectroscopic
measurements, respectively. These values are
assuming the toroidal symmetry, and the results
aare shown in Fig. 5. Ionization flux of deu-
terium atom is enhanced near the x-point, and
the contribution to the radiation loss is small
(~20). Most radiation power due to carbon ions
such as C3+, and the increase is consistent with
the raduction in the local electron temperature,
T?p, to 20-40eV.

7.2.3 Divertor detachment
Figure 6 shows the ratio of down-stream elec-

tron pressure to up-stream one at the different
field lines. At high ne lower than the onset of
the divertor plasma detachment, peak p"p near
the x-point separatrix increase, and the ratio of
pup'/p™'d becomes two. The increase in the ratio
2 x pfv/p™'d is also observed at the outer diver-
tor. With ne increasing, region of "momentum
gain" extends from the separatrix to the outer
flux surfaces, while the divertor plasma is de-
tached up to the x-point near separatrix. Can-
didats are underinvestigation: ne provided from
impurity ions, ion pressure at midplane larger
than that near x-point and plasma flow increas-
ing near the x-point.

7.2.4 SOL width
Decay lengths of ne,mid and Tetmid, ATe and Ane,
are compared at midplane and x-point. Single
e-folding length fit was used to deduce the decay
length of the plamsa profiles, which are mapped
on the midplane radius. Fit was applied to data
in the first SOL, extending up to 30—40 mm
outside the separatrix. Data at the peak n"p

(~ 5 mm near x-point) was excluded for the fit.

Figure 7 shows that SOL e-folding lengths are
the same between midplane and x-point from
low densiy to before the onset of divertor de-
tachment, when they maped on the same flux
suefaces.
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Aje increases at high density due to a
reduction in the parallel conduction of
the SOL plasma, while Ane is relatively
constant or rather decreases. The ratio
of Are/Ane increases from ~1 (low ne

= 1.0 X 1019 m-3) to 1.8 (at divertor
detachment: he = 2.5 x 1019 rrT3).

7.2.5 Summary
SOL plasma profile was measured at
the different poloidal locarions, in par-
ticular at divertor x-pont, using Lang-
muir probes.
(1) large peak in ne profile appeares
near the x-point at high density, and
Te decreases locally. Local pe at the
x-point became larger than pe at the
midplane.
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1 1010
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(Lc: 34m near separatrix)
Fig. 7 e-folciing lengths of ne and Te profiles measured

with the midplane and x-point reciprocating probes as a function of
electron collisionality ( proportional to ng/Te^).

(2) Gradient of Te along the field linne increased at main plasma edge. Te at the x-point
decreased to ~20 eV when the divertor detachment occured.
(3) SOL e-folding length is the same between midplane and x-point when they maped on
the same flux suefaces. XTe increased at high density due to a reduction in the parallel
conduction of the SOL plasma.

Effects of the divertor geometry on the decay length are summarized in the following
section. The midplane reciprocating probe system is midified to Mach probe in 1998.
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[1] N. Asakura, et a/., Rev. Sci. Instrum. 66 (1995) 5428.
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7.3 Effect of the divertor geometry on SOL plasma
N. Asakura and S. Sakurai

7.3.1 Introduction
Profiles of SOL and divertor plasma such as electron density, ne, and temperature,

Te, are compared for the open and W-shaped divertor geometries. In Feb.-Mar. 1998,
database of the high plasma current (/p = 1.7 MA, Br = 3.5 T, plasma volume Vp =
77 m3 and triangularity 5 = 0.32) was obtained in NB-heated L-mode {PNBI = 4.1-
4.3 MW). It was a comparable database to that analyzed in the open divertor geometry
(1995), and was sent to ITER R&D profile database for the divertor/SOL study[l].

7.3.2 Divertor plasma profile
Large peak in ion saturation current profile was observed near the strike point in the

W-shaped divertor. The peak profile can be measured with the spatial resolution of a
few mm during a plasma x-point sweep (x-point height from the dome top was changed
between 8—13 cm for 1.5 s) with keeping the same Vp and line averaged electron density of
the main plasma, ne. Large peak (larger than an e-folding shape) has not been observed
in the open divertor. Figure 1 shows the profiles of electron density, nfv, and electron
temperature, T*tv, at the outer target in the open and W-shaped divertors. At the same
ne = 2.3 x 1019 m~3, Te measured with the midplane probe was 55 eV and 63-73 eV for
the open and W-shaped divertors, respectively.

For the case of the W-shaped divertor, nf™ near the strike point (about 2 cm) is
enhanced by a factor of 2.5, and local Te

Av decreases to 10 eV. This result indicated
that the inclined divertor target and the private dome work to condense neutrals to the
separatrix. Particle recycling flux in the outer divertor chamber measured with an Da

array was slightly larger than database in the open divertor. An increment in the ion flux
is about 20% of total ion flux flowing to the outer divertor target, which was not clearly
observed in Da brightness profile.

(a) Open divertor (c) 10
W-shaped divertor

Open divertor

j Target Langmuir Probes |

bj W-shaped divertor
r-20 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140

Target Langmuir Probes
-20 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160
Distance from separatrix (mm)

Fig. 1 Divertor geometry of (a) the open divertor, (b) the W-shaped divertor (1997/5-), and plasma
configurations are shown. Comparison of (c) electron density and (d) electron temperature profiles at the
outer divertor target. Circle and square symbols show the open and W-shaped divertor cases. Profiles for
the W-shaped divertor were measured during x-point sweep.
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7.3.3 Divertor plasma detachment
"Partial plasma detachment" was observed at high density both in the open and W-

shaped divertors. Due to the larger enhancement of the ion flux near the target, radiation
loss increased to 40% of PSOL at lower ne5 and x-point MARFE occurred at 50% of
"Greenwald density". Figure 2 shows detachment locations measured with the x-point
reciprocating probe and target Langmuir probes. Electron temperature near x-point
(just down-stream), T*p, decreases with an increase in the local electron density, n*p,
The radial width of the reduction in T*p is about 3.5 cm, and the magnetic flux surface
agrees with the width of a reduction in Tdlv (2 cm) at the target. This result shows that
detachment of the divertor plasma occurs simultaneously along the field line. Here, radial
width of the detached region corresponds to about 0.7 cm at the outer midplane, which
is slightly narrower than that for the open divertor case (about 1 cm)[l]. Divertor plasma
detachment occurs in the magnetic flux region (hatched area), and, at the same time, in
the outer flux surfaces T*p profile becomes flat and n*p increases. Radial diffusion of
heat and particle fluxes may be enhanced at the upstream of the x-point.

Large peak in electron pressure profile near the x-point, p*p, (larger than the electron
pressure at the midplane, p™id) shifts to the boundary of the attached flux region. Pressure
loss factor, p™d/p*p, is evaluated to be 10 (= 130/13) below the X-point, and p™d/2p?v

= 87 (= 130/1.5) at the outer target. Later value was larger than p™d/2pfv< 15 for the
open divertor.

7.3.4 SOL parameters at midplane
Electron density and temperature at midplane SOL, n™td and T™ld, were measured

with a reciprocating Mach probe installed at the end of 1997. Values of n™trf and T™id

were deduced with averaging those measured at upstream and downstream sides of the
Mach probe. Difference of ne was by a factor of 1.5-2.5, and that of Te was about 10—20%.

•Low densi& ,
: " fm' |Xp Recipro. Mach Probel Radiation loss!

High density
pTarget Langmuir Probes

(c)iooo
20 40 60 80 100 120 140

!p \/MA.'Et=3.5T7PNB=4.3MW

-20 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140

Distance from separatrix (mm)
-20 0 20 40 60 80

Distance from separatrix (mm)

Fig. 2 Profiles of (a) electron temperature, (b) electron pressure near x-point and (c) electron
pressure at the outer target. Square and circle symbols show the attached and detached divertor
plasma. Hatched area shows the region, where the plasma is detached.
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Figure 3 shows comparison of n™d and T™ld profiles at the same ne for the open
(open circles) and W-shaped (closed circles) divertors. For the W-shaped divertor, field
line within the midplane radius of 4.2 cm enters to the outer divertor chamber, and the
outer field lines are connected to the outer baffle. Values of ne, Te and electron pressure,
pe, measured at low density were compared along the same field line (i.e. at the midplane,
near X-point and at the outer divertor target as shown in the previous section). Those
values of ne, Te and pe agree on the same field line calculated by magnetic equilibrium,
which confirms the accuracy of the separatrix position within ±3 mm at midplane.

At low ne of 1.7 — 1.8 x 1019 m~3, nf%d near the separatrix is comparable. Profile
of n™d for the W-shaped divertor is broader than that for the open divertor, and n™id

in the 2nd SOL is larger by a factor of ~1.5. For the W-shaped divertor, T™id near the
separatrix (80 eV) is higher than T™d of 60 eV for the open divertor. On the other hand,
profiles of T™td are comparable in the 2nd SOL. Therefore, over the SOL region value of
p-mid j g 2.2—1.5 times larger than that for the open divertor.

During the x-point MARFE (at the same ne = 3.3 - 3.4 x 1019 m~3), profile of n™id is
similar in the 2nd SOL (i.e. the same n™id and e-folding length). Profile of T™id is similar
at the 2nd SOL, while T™d near the separatrix is higher for the W-shaped divertor.

After an installation of the divertor baffle plate in order to reduce neutral recycling
in the main chamber, nfld and decay length of the profile at the outer flux surface (2nd
SOL) increased slightly under the attached divertor condition. This result is at a look
contrary to our expectation.

Database of T™d, n™d and their e-folding lengths near the separatrix, XTc and Xne,
is summarized in Fig. 4. Since these values at the separatrix were not measured in some
profiles, values of T™d and n™d at 2—3 mm outer the separatrix are used. Value of
n™id increases with decreasing T™d. Maximum n™id of 1.6 x 1019 and 1.4 x 1019 rrT3

are observed for the W-shaped and open divertors, respectively. Corresponding T™id of
62 and 47 eV, below which the x-point MARFE occurs and the divertor detachment is
proceeding. Values of Are and Xne stay at the relatively constant levels of 2.5—3.0 cm
and 1.7—2.0 cm, respectively. The values are comparable to those observed in the open
divertor[l], and ratio of Xre/Ke increases from 1.3 to 1.7 with a reduction in T™id. Noted
that at very low ne of 1.0 X 1019 m~3 XTJXne becomes unity.

id*

•W-shape divertor
Open divertor

field line to divertor

»,1

(C)

1019

During x-point MARFE

.W-shape divertor
-Open divertor

10

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 0
(d)i00

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

W-shape divertor:

Open divertor'

<ww
_ . . . t .TK. .

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
Distance from separatrix (mm)

10

.W-shape divertor:
Open divertor

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
Distance from separatrix (mm)

Fig. 3 Profiles of (a) and (c) electron density, (b) and (d) electron temperature at the midplane SOL measured with
a reciprocating Mach probe. Line averaged main plasma density of (a) and (b) 1.7-1.8x1 o19 nr3 , and (b) and (c) 3.3-
3.4x1019 nr3 (during x-point MARFE). Open and closed circles show the open and W-shaped divertor cases.
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During the x-point MARFE, n™ decreases when the radiation region is entering into
the main plasma. The 1st SOL region becomes narrower localizing at 0.5—1.0 cm near
the separatrix, and the local A^ and Ane increase.

Particle recycling flux in the SOL and core plasma was evaluated from a distribution
of the Da brightness [2]. Local recycling fluxes near the inner and outer baffles, $£}_,-„ and
®faf,outi a r e compared for the W-shaped and open divertors. For the W-shaped divertor,
under the attached divertor condition §fa

af:0Ut is 40—50% larger than that for the open
divertor, and during the x-point MARFE they are comparable. This result qualitatively
agrees with our observation of n™d: for the W-shaped divertor n™td was larger than that
for the open divertor. On the other hand, $ba

af in is smaller than that for the open divertor.
The result suggests that the large n™d at the outer midplane is localized and this is caused
by the larger neutral recycling flux at the outer baffle. Here, minimum distance between
the outer baffle and the plasma separatrix is about 12 cm, which is larger than the local
Xn<. of 4.5 cm of the 1st SOL region. Neutral source due to a direct interaction between
the SOL plasma and baffle structure was small.
7.3.5 Summary

SOL/divertor plasma profiles were compared for the open and W-shaped divertors.
(1) Inclined divertor target and the private dome work to condense neutrals near the
separatrix. Increment of the ion flux near the divertor target is about 20% of the total
ion flux to the target plate.
(2) Partial divertor detachment occurred when the x-point MARFE started, which was
similar to the observation in the open divertor. However, Pressure loss factor at the outer
target of 93 was larger than that for the open divertor (< 15).
(3) Under the attached divertor condition, Are and An<! at the outer midplane stay at the
relatively constant levels of 2.5—3.0 cm and 1.7—2.0 cm, which were comparable to those
in the open divertor. Value of T™ld near the separatrix was higher, and larger n™d was
observed at the outer SOL region: p™d was 1.2—1.5 times larger.
References
[1] N. Asakura, et al, J. Nucl. Mater., 241 - 243 (1997) 559.
[2] N. Asakura, et al., Nucl. Fusion, 35 (1995) 381.
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Fig. 4 (a) electron density at the separatrix, and (b) e-folding lengths of electron density (circles) and temperature
(squares) at 1st SOL region ( 0 - 2 cm) as a function of electron temperature at the separatrix. Open and closed
circles show the open and W-shaped divertors. Local recycling flux measured with Da array is shown (c) at outer
baffle and (d) at inner baffle as a function of averaged plasma density.
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7.4 Divertor Radiation Control with Gas Puff

S. Konoshima, N. Hosogane, H. Tamai, R. Yoshino,

H. Kubo and T. Ishijima1

^Tsukuba University, Ibaraki, Japan.

Abstract

Capability of feedback control for the divertor radiation has been increased this year

with addition of the divertor cryo-pump which is expected to play a role as an active particle

sink term. Experimental results indicate that divertor radiation quickly decays by pumping

neutrals when gas puff is turned off. Effective pumping rate including wall adsorption

turns out to be similar magnitude with that of the gas puff. Stable control of radiation

power was possible at any power level except near the threshold of MARFE onset. Neon

seeding into L-mode plasma was also tested.

1. Introduction

Power and particle handling is a key issue for ITER divertor operation. It is

important to find any stable solution of radiative divertor without loosing confinement quality

1). Careful radiation control has brought a new approach for tokamak operation such as

CDH mode 2). A feedback control system using bolometer signals, in which measured

radiation power is fed to the gas puff command, has been developed as an initial step to find

a new control knob in JT-60U experiment. Initial tests were successful in obtaining stable

long time sustainment of divertor radiation at modest radiation level 3), However, because

the system does not have any active particle exhaust mechanism other than passive pumping

by walls, this method is limited to use only in the case of relatively slow time evolution.

JT-60U divertor has been modified in 1997 from open divertor to W- shaped structure with

dome and baffle plates to provide gas shielding and particle pumping capability near the

inside separatrix hit point utilizing neutral beam cryo pumps. Effective pumping speed is

estimated to be about 35-70 m-Vsec 4). Effect of divertor pump and an impurity seeding

results will be presented in the following section.

2. Radiation control with hydrogen gas puff and divertor pumping

Real time processor calculates an estimate of divertor radiation power, Pr-meas, from

six bolometer signals of representative divertor channels with delay time of less than 1
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milliseconds. Hydrogen gas throughput rate, Qcom is determined such that the measured

radiation power, Pr-meas> is equal to that of requested, Pr-prog> m every 0.01 second with a

following relation:

Qcom = Gi ( Pr-prog - Pr-meas ) + G2TD ( dPr-meas / dt)

Where the coefficients Gi, G2 and T D represent proportional gain, differential gain and the

response time, respectively and 50, 1.0 - 0.3 and 0.1 are used in this experiment.

An experimental result is shown in Fig. l(a). Hydrogen L-mode plasma with

constant hydrogen neutral beam heating power at 6.5 MW is used for the experiment.

Divertor radiation, Pr-prog> w a s given step wise waveform with 3.4, 4.7, 5.9 and 5 MW

which correspond to the variation of radiative loss fraction of about 50 - 90 % of the input

power. Feedback system was switched from density control mode to radiation control

mode at 6 sec. A large gas command of 50 Pam-Vs is observed when Pr-prog > Pr-meas

satisfied at around 6.2 sec, however, because of slow response due to a long gas

transmission line, divertor radiation start increase with time delay of about 0.1 sec. At the

first stage of the radiation command, 3.4 MW, divertor radiation follows almost as expected,

though a little larger time derivative component (G2) is used to compensate gas delay time.

Fluctuation is further enhanced at the second step. Radiation power of around 70 % of the

power input is a level at which MARFE (Multifaceted Asymmetric Radiation From the Edge)

is normally observed in JT-60U. MARFE is a localized intense radiation zone with high

density near the separatrix cross point (Fig. l(b)) and usually believed to be a thermal

instability due to a negative temperature dependence of impurity radiation ->). At this stage,

coupling between instantaneous MARFE excitation , relatively large time derivative term and

rapid pumping of neutrals appears to create large amplitude oscillation as shown in Fig. l(b).

Stable MARFE is sustained in the 3rd step, though response to the command becomes quite

slow. Effect played by divertor pumping is obvious at final power down phase.

Radiation power goes down rapidly at around 11.6 second with a decay rate similar to that of

rise times by gas puffing.

3. Neon seeding

Impurity seeding is one of candidate scenarios for ITER divertor operation 1).

Relatively small amount of neon was added to see whether seeded impurity can simply

supplement the divertor radiation and therefore mitigates a heavy hydrogen gas puffing or

not. Neon gas of 0.5 Pam3/s was puffed to the same discharge as above. Figure 2

shows a result comparing with no neon case (lower box). No appreciable difference is
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seen in divertor radiation, Pr(DIV), for both cases. On the other hand, neon radiation

from the main plasma is evident in hydrogen like (Is2p transition) UV neon radiation, Ne X,

as well as rapid increase in Pr(MAIN) signal. Line average electron density and time

integrated hydrogen gas at 8.2 second were; 2.6 x 1 0 ^ m~3 and 35 Pam^ in case with neon

puff, and 2.0 x 1 0 ^ m'3 and 41 Pam^ in case without neon, respectively. About 15 %

reduction of hydrogen gas is accounted for even higher electron density of about 30 % in the

neon seeding case. Additional neon impurity appears to increase electron density and

main plasma radiation with divertor radiation unchanged. Mitigation of hydrogen gas

puff is obtained at the expense of main plasma contamination. Different results would be

expected in case of ELMing H-mode discharges.

4. Summary
Divertor cryo pump provided an efficient radiation reduction function and improved

response of the feedback system. Although the pumping rate itself may only be a small

part compared with total particle flux, rapid decay of the divertor radiation comparable to gas

puff rate was obtained due to a larger pressure of neutrals at the divertor. As to the

impurity seeding, systematic study and understanding on particle behavior in the scrape off

layer including MHD activity like ELMs would be important in order to design experiment.
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7.5 Volume recombination in detached divertor plasmas
H. Kubo, S. Higashijima, A. Kumagai and T. Sugie

1. Introduction

The detached divertor regime is attractive for an operation scenario of a divertor

tokamak reactor such as ITERl). The volume recombination is considered to be important

in reducing the incident ion flux and detaching the plasma from the divertor tiles^X The

present paper describes study of the volume recombination in detached divertor plasmas

by observation of Balmer lines of deuterium atoms and continuum.

2. Experimental

Figure 1 shows the diagnostics for the present divertor study. The Da line

emission was observed with a fiber array and Balmer lines (n = 2 - 5, 7, 8, 9, and 10) of

deuterium atoms were observed with a visible spectrometer covering the inner and outer

divertor separately. Ion saturation current, electron density and electron temperature were

measured with Langmuir probes at the divertor tiles.

An L-mode discharge to be analyzed is shown in Fig. 2. During NB heating, the

electron density is raised by a gas puff. A MARFE appears at 11 s., and then the intensity

of C VI line from the main plasma and the radiative losses from the divertor region

increase. The signal of the Langmuir probe near the outer separatrix strike point

disappears, and that of the Langmuir probe just outside of the strike point increases. It

indicates that the outer divertor plasma is partially detached. While the intensities of D I

lines from the outer divertor increase, those from the inner divertor decrease. The inner

divertor is detached immediately after beginning of the NB heating. Since it is interesting

to study evolution from the attached divertor plasma to the detached one and the

detachment of the outer divertor plasma is closely related to the occurrence of the

MARFE, we will chiefly discuss the outer divertor.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 3 shows a spectrum at a wavelength around the Balmer series limit

obtained from the detached divertor plasma. D I lines with transitions of n = 2 - 7, 8,9

and 10 are identified.

The populations of excited levels of deuterium atoms are attributed to two

processes: ionization and recombination processes^) . The population due to the

ionization process results from excitation from the ground state of deuterium atoms. It

decreases rapidly as the energy of the level becomes higher. On the other hand, the

population due to the recombination process results from recombination from deuterium

ions, and it is dominant for the high energy levels. The populations derived from the

intensities of the Balmer lines are plotted for the attached and detached divertor plasmas in
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Fig. 4. For the attached divertor plasma, the measured population decreases rapidly as the

principal quantum number increases. The measured populations are well reproduced by

calculation with assumption that the electron temperature is 50 eV, the electron density is

1 x 10*9 m"3, the ratio of the deuterium atom density to the electron density is 0.011,

and the divertor plasma length along the viewing chord of the spectrometer is 0.08 m.

The populations are dominated by the ionization process. The electron temperature and

density measured with the Langmuir probe close to the strike point were 38 eV and 0.83

x 10^9 m~3, respectively. Thus the assumption in the calculation agrees with the

Langmuir probe data. For the detached divertor plasma, the measured populations don't

decrease so rapidly as the principal quantum number increases, compared with those for

the attached one. While the outer divertor plasma is detached at the vicinity of the strike

point, it is attached about 2 cm outside of the strike point. At the attached position, the

electron temperature and density measured with the Langmuir probe were 19 eV and 1.7

x 10*9 m~3; respectively. Calculation on assumption that the temperature is 20 eV and

the density is 2 x 1019 m~3 agrees with the measurement for n = 3 level but not for the

higher energy levels. The sum of the populations due to the ionization and recombination

processes calculated on assumption that the temperature is 10 eV and the density is 2.8 x

10^0 m-3 agrees fairly with the measured population for the all levels. However, the

assumed density is much higher than that observed by the Langmuir probe. Since the

plasma is partially detached, a narrow layer with a very low temperature might exist near

the strike point. Calculation on assumption that the temperature is 1 eV, the density is 8.9

x 10^9 m-3 a nd the divertor plasma length is 0.02 m agrees with the measurement for the

high energy levels. Therefore, the sum of the populations calculated on the first and third

assumptions can fairly explain the measured populations. Further investigation with

spatial resolution is necessary for detailed understanding. As a result, the populations of n

< 4 levels are dominated by the ionization process and those of n > 6 levels are dominated

by the recombination one.

Even in the detached divertor plasma, the ionization flux can be estimated from the

Da line intensity, because the population of the n = 3 level is attributed to the ionization

process. The number of ionization events per photon of Da line emission is about 30 at a

temperature above 5 eV in this density range. On the other hand, in the detached divertor

plasma, the recombination flux can be estimated from D I n = 2 - 7 line intensity, because

the population of the n = 7 level is attributed to the recombination process. The number of

recombination events per photon o f D I n = 2 - 7 line emission is about 200 at a

temperature below 15 eV. Therefore, the ratio of the ionization flux to the recombination

one can be estimated from the ratio of the Da line intensity t o D I n = 2 - 7 line intensity.

Time evolution of the line intensity ratio is shown in Fig. 2. The ratio increases at the

onset of the detachment. From the intensity ratio, the recombination flux is estimated to

be about 1 % of the ionization flux.
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As mentioned above, the inner divertor was readily detached. The spectrum for

the detached inner divertor plasma is similar to that for the detached outer divertor plasma.

The ratio of the recombination flux to the ionization flux is estimated to be 1 - 3 %.

4. Summary
In the detached divertor plasma, the n < 4 levels are dominantly populated by the

ionization process and the n > 6 levels are by the recombination process. Although the

increase in the ratio of the recombination flux to the ionization flux is correlated to the

onset of the detachment, the ratio is small (about 1 - 3 %) even in the detached plasma.
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Fig. 4 Populations divided by statistical weights of excited levels of deuterium atoms in outer divertor
plasmas. The points indicate the measurement and the lines indicate the calculation. The thick and thin lines
indicate the populations due to the ionization and recombination processes, respectively, (a) Attached divertor

plasma (9 s.). In the calculation, it is assumed that T e = 50 eV, n e = 1 x 10 *9 irf3, np / ne = 0.011 and the

plasma length along the viewing chord of the spectrometer (dl) = 0.0 8m. (b) Detached divertor plasma (11.8

s.). Continuous line: T e = 20 eV, ne = 2 x 1019 m"3 and nD / ne = 0.018, dl = 0.08m. Dotted line: T e = 10

eV, ne = 2.8 x 1020 m"3 and n D / ne :
and nD / ne = 1, dl = 0.002 m.

0.00052, dl = 0.08m. Dashed line: T „ = 1 eV, nP = 8.9 x 10 1 9
m
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8. Diagnostics

8.1 First measurement of tangential Faraday rotation of

CO2 laser wave in a tokamak plasma ])

Yasunori Kawano, Shin-ichi Chiba, Hiroshi Shirai, Akira Inoue, and Akira Nagashima

(Abstract)

The first measurement of the Faraday rotation of CO2 laser wave propagating in

toroidally tangential direction in a tokamak plasma has been demonstrated in JT-60U tokamak.

An infrared polarimeter using a couple of photoelastic modulators has reliably detected the

polarization angle of CO2 laser wave although incident laser intensity is varied. Accuracy of

measured polarization angle is found as -0.1° so far. Feasibility of the tangential Faraday

rotation for electron density measurement in large tokamaks has been confirmed.

SN30452

Fig. 1

Typical waveforms of the CO2 laser polarimetry for the

probing beam with wavelength 9.27/am. The horizontal

axis indicates the time defined by the JT-60U discharge

sequence. The measured polarization angle a is shown

in box (f). Two Faraday rotation components due to

vacuum windows and the plasma are measured.
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1) Y. Kawano, S. Chiba, H. Shirai, et al., submitted to Review of Scientific Instruments.
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8. 2 mm-wave interferometer in divertor regionn

H. Takenaga, T. Fukuda, S. Sakurai, N. Hosogane, K. Kodama, K. Masaki

A mm-wave interferometer having a capability of concomitant electron temperature

measurement, based on the electron cyclotron absorption (ECA) technique, has been developed

for the divertor diagnostics in the W-shaped divertor of JT-60U. There are three sight lines

which pass through (A) the X-point horizontally, (B) inboard side and (C) outboard side.

Two color scheme with frequencies of 217 and 183 GHz was employed, in order to eliminate

the spurious vibration effect. The two independent units were also arranged to enable the

other applications of two chords measurement and simultaneous ECA measurement. The

wave-guide and antenna were made of SUS304 because of its feasibility against the stress

due to thermal expansion and electromagnetic force. Due to the complexity of the transmission

line inside the tokamak and the low electrical conduction of SUS304, the insertion loss is as

large as 65 dB with the sight line A. The sources were comprised of a gun oscillator and a

doubler, and produce 11.0 mW at 217 GHz and 15.4 mW at 183 GHz, respectively. The

output of the sources are divided into the signal and reference waves by the coupler. Receiver

systems were comprised of a RX-RF unit and IF unit, and adopted a super-heterodyne

detection circuitry. In the RX-RF unit, the signal and reference waves were mixed with the

second harmonic wave of the local oscillator with the frequencies of 108 and 91 GHz for 217

and 183 GHz systems, respectively. The RF frequencies of 1.0 and 1.5 GHz were produced

in 217 and 183 GHz systems, respectively. The

RF REF output was led into the IF unit through

the delay line for the phase adjustment. Forward

tracking detection was adopted in the IF unit, and

the IF frequencies were selected to be 2 MHz in

both 217 and 183 GHz systems. Due to the low

equivalent input noise of -90 dBm, the S/N ratio

of about 20 dB was obtained at the chord A with

183 GHz. The measurements performed for the

several types of the JT-60U discharges indicated

the validity of the system and the reduction of the

electron density near the X-point during the L-H

transition was firstly demonstrated as shown in

5.4 5.5 5.6 5.7 5.8 5.9
time [s ]

6.1 6.2

Hg. 1.

Fig. 1 Time evolution of (a) the D(x emission
from the divertor, (b) the main plasma density
at the edge and (c) the fringe of the
interferometer. Dotted lines show the

Reference

1) H. Takenaga, et. al., to be submitted to Rev. Sci. Instrum.
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8.3 Invessel Bolometer Cameras for Divertor Plasma Radiation

S. Konoshima, T. Ishijimal, H. Tamai, N. Hosogane, T. Sasajima,

K. Masaki, K. Kodama and M. Shitomi

^Tsukuba University, Ibaraki, Japan.

Abstract
Four bolometer cameras have been installed inside the divertor chamber to monitor

detailed radiation structure near the new W-shaped divertor in JT60U tokamak. This is a

brief report of background, design and initial test results with an ohmic discharge.

1. Introduction

JT-60U bolometer arrays, viewing from two top diagnostic ports, one mid plane port

and two side ports, have been replaced to improve spatial resolution of the divertor

measurement in late 1995. By increasing number of bolometer sensors with a little smaller

size, spatial resolution was increased by a factor of 2, or radial resolution from about 6 cm to

3 cm typically at divertor tiles. On the other hand, this resulted a decrease of signal to

noise ratio and increased operational difficulties such as bridge circuit unbalance. Radiation

shields to protect amplifiers and signal transmission electronics against neutron irradiation

damage from JT-60U deuterium discharges was necessary in addition.

Divertor was modified from open configuration to W-shaped divertor with a dome

and baffle plates to shield neutral particles back flow in 1997. Closed structure of the

divertor chamber resulted access from diagnostic ports impossible. However, observation

from many different view angles is significantly important to understand divertor radiation

with asymmetric temporal-spatial variation. Since four channel bolometers of high

temperature version, PTS bolometer 1~4), became commercially available, they were

introduced and installed inside the divertor chamber. In the following, sight line design,

installation and preliminary test results will be given.

2. Sight lines, camera design and installation

Figure l(a) shows an overview of bolometer sight lines in JT-60U. Two top arrays

have 16 chord channels in total with about 3 cm spatial resolution at tile surface covering

whole divertor area through main plasma. Two mid plane arrays with 15 and 16 chords are

arranged to measure upper and lower half of the main plasma plus divertor plasma. These

midplane arrays are tilted about 10 degree in toroidal direction to make less sensitive to the

charge exchange neutrals probably caused by orbit excursion of ripple trapped ions 5).
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Details of view chords for new PTS bolometer camera installed inside the vacuum

chamber are shown separately in Fig. l(b). Three 4 channel bolometer heads are mounted

inside the divertor dome. Two heads are monitoring 4 points to the divertor tiles along

inner separatrix surface (ID 1-4) and along outer surface (OD 1-4), respectively. Central

head is looking upward aiming separatrix cross (x-) point above dome top (MD1-4).

Entrance slit of a camera is located 4 cm behind a graphite tile surface and each channel are

separated by plates to avoid cross talk. Another head is located to monitor x-point region

horizontally (XP1-4). Slit size was determined to give a reasonable signal intensity based

on existing bolometer data and laboratory test results. Glass-fiber-insulated twist-pair

cables of about 5 m long were used as in-vessel wiring to the vacuum-feed-though flanges.

Grounding point to the vessel potential is an entrance window of the bolometer head.

Normal operating temperature of the JT-60U vacuum vessel is 300 degree C. Prior to the

installation, laboratory measurements with a light source have been done on sensitivity,

cooling time, effect of transmission line and so forth. Measurement indicated

approximately consistent data on cooling time 6) with optical and electrical test at room

temperature. These results will be discussed elsewhere including sensitivity at high

temperature 4) and an analysis of transmission line 6,7).

3. Gas puffing in ohmic plasma

Figure 2 shows an example of raw signals of invessel bolometer camera during initial

test using tokamak wall conditioning discharges. Electron density is increased from 0.5 x

10*9 m-3 t0 i xio!9 m~3 w j m 3 gas puffing shown in the top. Discharge mode was

changed from limiter to divertor at 3 second. Reasonable signal amplitude is obtained

with amplifier gain of 2000 for these low density ohmic discharges. Rough estimation of

radiation power using sensitivity at room temperature gives about a factor of 5 smaller value

compared with existing bolometer data, though a factor of 2 might be attributed to sensitivity

decrease with temperature 4). Time integrated bolometer signals show fairy different and

interesting time evolution depend on view chord. Heavy gas puff from top port appears to

cause an asymmetric evolution of density rise and neutral particle distribution. For

example, signals from inside divertor and near to the divertor hit points are depressed during

gas puff. Plasma disappears instantaneously at lower heat flux region due to the increased

neutrals, though it recovers quickly. At this moment, a situation like 'gas blanket' might

be realized locally. On the other hand, central and outside radiation increase smoothly with

density rise. Two dimensional tomographic reconstruction 8) of these events would

make more direct physics understanding possible.
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4. Summary and additional remarks

Initial test results indicated that good quality of signals with faster response time

fast enough to observe transient phenomena such as detachment and MARFE. However,

after several days of measurements, many channels of the camera have damaged

unfortunately during tokamak operation including disruptions. Failure investigation is

ongoing with additional information and suggestions based on JET 9) and ASDEX 7)

experiences, though possible candidate would be large direct (indirect) heat load and/or

locally induced current during high temperature operation with disruptions.

References

1) K. F. Mast, et al.; Rev. Sci. Instrum. 62 ((1991) 744.
2) Physikalisch Technische Studien GmbH, "Bolometer System for JAERI"
Proj. No. 2041(1996).
3) R. Wirth, private comm.
4) R. Reichle, et al, Proc. EPS Conf. (1995).
5) N. Hosogane, et al., Nucl. Fusion 34 (1994) 527.
6) M. Murari, et al.,private comm. (Instituto Gas Ionizzati del CNR internal report
I.G.I 96/01 (1996)).
7) K. F. Mast, private comm.
8) A. W. Leonard, et al., in Diagnostics for Experimental Thermonuclear Fusion Reactors,
ed. P.E. Stott, et al.,Plenum Press New York (1996) 549.
9) R. Reichle private comm.
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(a)

Fig. l(a) : Bolometer view chords in JT-60U.
Fig. 1 (b) : Expanded view ofdivertor bolometer sight lines and W-shaped divertor.
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8.4 Divertor neutral pressure by fast response ionisation gauges

H. Tamai, N. Hosogane, S. Sakurai, S. Konoshima

8.4.1. Introduction
In order to investigate the divertor neutral pressure and to estimate the characteristics of

divertor pumping, fast response ionisation gauges are installed at the divertor structure of JT-

60U. Since the gauges are applied in the strong magnetic field, the sensitivity has to be

calibrated in situ under the same magnetic field as that in experimental discharge. This report

describes the specification of the diagnostic system, and the procedure of the sensitivity

calibration.

8.4.2. Specification of diagnostic system
The gauge and its controller are developed by the ASDEX team " '. Dominant advantage

is that the sensor head can be applied in the presence of strong magnetic fields, so that the

sensor head can be located very close to the plasma surroundings, which contributes to the

relatively higher conductance. In actual location at the divertor described below, the time

response of the gauge is estimated about 3-4ms, which is about two orders of magnitude as fast

as that of conventional pressure gauges used in the vacuum vessel of JT-60U. The nominal

characteristics are listed in the Table 8.4.1

Table 8.4.1 Nominal characteristics of the sensor head

Pressure Range

Magnetic Field

Vessel Temperature

Time Response

ultra high vacuum to several Pascal

up to 5.4 Tesla

up to 400C

3-4 ms

Figure 8.4.1 illustrates the sensor head and the location of the gauges installed in the vessel

of JT-60U. Sensor head consists of linear tetrode with hot cathode. The direction of the normal

of electrodes is set along the magnetic field line in order to gain the efficiency of electron

emission and ion collection. Emission current is chopped by 500Hz, so that the minute ion

current can be picked up through the lock-in amplifier.

Seven gauges are settled at divertor region in order to collect the neutral flux onto the inside

baffle, the inside divertors, the dome top, the outside divertor, and the outside baffle. Another

three and one are at the pumping ducts, and at the outer midplane, to collect the flux under the

outer baffle, and that at the surroundings of main plasma, respectively. Each gauge has a

chevron in front of the sensor head in order not to directly view the plasma and to collide the
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incident particle three times at minimum for the thermalisation. The time constant including

chevron is estimated about 3-4 ms.

Ion Collector

Accelerator Grid

Control Grid

Filament

Outside Midplane

Divertor

(?-8 (5ch>) Inside

{_ P~4 {1 Ch) J Outside
Jutside Baffle
Divertor

Fig.8.4.1 Sensor head of the ionisation gauge and its poloidal location.

The current control and the data acquisition system is illustrated in Fig.8.4.2. The system is

supervised by the workstation, in which the control commands for the regulation of the filament

and the emission current are sent via GPIB link, and the current data are collected to VME

memory. Data of filament current, emission current, ion current, and neutral pressure are

transferred to the ISP computer in order to produce the diagnostics database. Those data are

also recorded in the backup media of the workstation (magnetic tape).

Torus in
vessel

Torus Hall
Diagnostic Stage

Sub Control
Panel

Shield Room I
External Trigger

Main Control
Panel

ISP

TGR V
M

I
Workstation

Fig. 8.4.2 Block diagram of the control and the data acquisition system.
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8.4.3. Calibration of sensitivity
The neutral pressure, P , is represented by the emission current, I and the ion current, L,

of the ionisation gauge as

P 0 = ( l / a ) * I i / ( I e - I i ) , Eq. 8.4.1

where, a is the sensitivity of the gauge and is a function of the ionisation cross section and of

the gauge geometry.

The sensitivity, a, is decided by the in situ calibration, in which the emission and ion current

of the gauge is measured in the constant neutral pressure of the deuterium filled in the vacuum

vessel under the existence of the toroidal magnetic field of 3T. Deuterium neutral pressure is

obtained by the calibrated standard ionisation gauge at the pumping manifold before the

application of the toroidal magnetic field.

Figure 8.4.3 plots the results of the in situ calibration. Ratio of output currents is plotted

against the deuterium neutral pressure at 0.004Pa, 0.015Pa, and 0.097Pa, when the strength of

the toroidal magnetic field reaches the flat top. Those points are fitted well in linear

correlations.
J97. 7.9-10

0 . 1 2

0.0 8 -f

_ - 0.0 4 - i

0 -
i , , , i , , , i , , • i , , . i , • • i

P8-DIV-B
a = 0.937 (R= 0.998)

P18-duct
a = 0.545 (R= 0.997)

P8-DIV-D
a = 0.491 (R= 0.992)

P8-DIV-A

a = 0.435 (R= 0.995)

Po (Pa)

Fig.8.4.3 Typical plots for deciding the sensitivity at the in situ calibration.

The sensitivity is defined at the flat top of toroidal magnetic field. However, the emission

current and the ion current gradually decrease with increase of the toroidal magnetic field, so

that the sensitivity might be changed by the strength of the magnetic field. Figure 8.4.4 shows

the dependence of the current ratio, I- / ( I - I-) , on the toroidal magnetic field with flat top of

3T, and at the neutral pressure of 0.097Pa. The current ratio at Bt=1.5T is less than 5% as

large as that at Bj=3T, therefore the pressure measurement is applicable to the normal
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experiment discharge with toroidal magnetic field larger than Bt=1.5T within the error of 5%.

0.0056

0.0052 -

- 0.0048 -

0.0044

Bt (T)

Fig. 8.4.4 Dependence of the current ratio on the strength of toroidal magnetic field.
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Appendix

PID name used in the diagnostics database and the precise location of each ion gauge is listed

in Table 8.4.2. R, and Z in the table indicate the co-ordinate for the entrance slit of each gauge

in major radius, and in vertical direction, respectively.

Table 8.4.2 PID name and the precise location of each ionisation gauge

PID

NFA

Channel

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Port

P-8

P-8

P-8

P-8

P-8

P-4

P-18

P-3

P-9

P-18

P-5

Location

Inside Baffle

Inside Divertor

Dome Top

Outside Divertor

Outside Baffle

Inside Divertor

Inside Divertor

Pumping Duct

Pumping Duct

Pumping Duct

Midplane

R(m)

2.814

2.919

3.025

3.119

3.282

2.919

2.919

4.589

4.375

4.382

4.820

Z(m)

-1.233

-1.470

-1.360

-1.470

-1.275

-1.470

-1.470

-1.220

-1.557

-0.900

-0.200

Unit

[Pa]
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8.5 Divertor reciprocating Langmuir probe

S. Sakurai and N. Asakura

1. Introduction

In order to measure plasma parameters near the X-point in a outer divertor region, a fast

reciprocating Langmuir probe system was installed to the W-shaped configuration. This sys-

tem was installed at an out-side lower port of vacuum vessel, and it consists of a probe and

its guiding support, driving system, control and-data acquisition system as shown in Fig. 1.

2. System description

A probe driving system with a pneumatic cylinder and a spring as well as data acquisi-

tion and control system by CAMAC were the same as those of the midplane fast reciprocat-

ing probe on LH launcher1). Maximum speed of fast reciprocating motion is about 1 m/sec,

and the probe head is inserted into and extracted from the divertor plasma in about 0.4 sec

respectively. Spatial resolution of l-2mm is measured by laser position gauge. Electron tem-

perature and density can be measured up to about lOOeV and 1020/m3 (depending on

temperature) by the double probe method with the AC power supply (±200V, ~4A).

The structure of the probe and its guiding support are different from those of reciprocat-

ing probe on LH launcher as shown in Fig. 2.

Mach type probe head was adopted to measure the plasma flow as well as the electron

temperature and density, plasma potential. Electron temperature and ion fluxes at upside (X-

point-main plasma) and downside (target plate) of the probe can be measured simultaneous-

ly by using two sets of double probes facing toward upside and downside respectively.

A guiding tube was installed under the outer baffle for supporting a drive shaft of the

probe. The drive shaft is guided by front and back guide with ceramic ball bearings, which

Welded bellows
*for fast movement Movable stage

Support arm pa5ff. . / a

for probe port feed-through / Driving systemat this point V.V. expands
-13mm outward and -5mm downward
during baking at 300°C Stepping motor i

for slow movement,
I _ - - " "1 \

Vacuum vessel

Probe and guiding support
Outer baffle

Guiding
Baffle port \lnsulator
wrlh gas seal

% 250mm

Control and
data acquisition

svstem
Formed bellows Pneumatic/ feederj and Alumina

= ' insulator
Welded bellows
for slow movemeni Poloidal coilsProbe head

Adjustable
support

Drive shaft and insulator Toroidal Coil Stage pneumatic valve

Fig. 1 Schematic of divertor reciprocating Langmuir probe system
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are carefully fitted to the inside diameter of the guiding tube, to keep the small clearance

(>2~3mm) between probe head and baffle port. The driving shaft connecting between back

guide and pneumatic cylinder is bent during baking of vacuum vessel at 300°C, because the

guiding tube moves about 13mm horizontally and 5mm vertically due to the thermal expan-

sion of the vessel. Although the bend of this shaft increases up to about 10mm due to the

pushing force by pneumatic cylinder, the expected bending stress of 6kgf/mm2 is much

smaller than the limit of SUS304.

Toroidal magneticfield

Double probes on ^Pp*toJ&lSt
downside and upside (iMmm.CFC)

Contact socket
(SUS304) S c r e w s

/., . , / (SUS304)
Alumina sleeve j _ ^pring / \

Drive shaft
(SUS304)

30mm

' 'i4mm' Probe body (CFC1 Thermocouple enclosed with Alumina ins
for floating potaimial SUS304 sheath and sleeve

ATumina insulator

measurement

399 mm 400 mm

Probe head

Guiding tube
(SUS304) \

Front guide Back guide

Ball bearings (Si3N4) \ / \
to pneumatic cylinder

Drive shaft
(<{> 30mm, SUS304) movement of guiding tube

during baking at 300°C
5mm

Drive shaft
13mm ($ 22mm, SUS304)

Fig. 2 Schematic of probe head and guiding system

3. Experimental results

Figure 3 shows typical profiles of plasma parameters near the X-point in ohmic heat-

ed discharges. Not only ion saturation current but also electron temperature at downside

were much smaller than those at upside. It suggests that the shadow effect between probe

head and divertor plate due to the short connection length along the field line should be con-

sidered to calculate the plasma.flow velocity from the up/down ratio of ion saturation

currents. The behavior of electron density profile in density scan of main plasma is shown in

Fig.4. A large peak was observed at separatrix of outejr divertor leg as well as in front of the

target plate when the main plasma density exceeded about 60% of the MARFE onset

density. The peak electron density exceeded the average density of main plasma. This peak

was formed at the separatrix and shifted outward as the density of main plasma increased.

References
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